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Dear Readers,

I
have wondered, as most men do in

throes of existentialism, how we

measure lives or the scale of maps that

stretch entire lifetimes – thoughts faint and

far between, but now, they echo.

There’re so many things about the

pandemic – sticky, sweet words, the

before, bitter, ashy aftertaste, the after.

We’re in the after, now, and it’s fear-

addled and a whole lot complacent (a

dichotomy for the ages).

On some days, you can sit in

the bathroom for hours; soak

till you age in intervals of

decades, till your fingers look

like dried prunes and the

water runs too cold.

Sometimes the veil between

this time and that frays and

flickers and a sigh slips

through, a touch, a brush,

just one. There’s a warmth of

a breath from your lungs

that you don’t remember

breathing in, a blink of your

eye that sees, for a millisecond, through the

fabric of time and that’s all it takes to feel

envious of the past (usually, it takes less).

There’s nostalgia (urgently present, a ghost

more alive than we are).

There’s complicated grief – for the unreality

of death, the public stage for tragedy, loss

of life as we once knew it, scars reminiscent

of wars, the urge to start over.

There are worlds, and words, and there are

would-have-beens. We’re somewhere in

between, as all things are. The after seems

dystopian – dazed silences that follow the

ceasing of gunfire, noiseless houses with

the shades drawn, empty streets, humanity

inured to tragedy – crooked egalitarianism,

succinct paradigms, ethical quandaries.

Then again, not quite!

We’re here – at the precipice of the future,

children with faces pressed against the

great-glass windows of a glass house,

looking out onto the world, wondering

about how it tastes and feels and sounds.

We’re learning how to live again.

FORCEPS, an online orientation

programme for the batch of 2020-21, was

conducted last month. Virtual university

isn’t a typical experience, but this

generation is armed with versatility (and

stories to tell when you’re old). I can’t wait

to walk on campus, again, with

you – but I’d never risk us. The

after is brittle and brutal, so we’ll

wait for when the time is right.

Adamas has refined its goals -

we’re prioritizing blended

learning, IT literacy and perhaps

most of all, agility. Innovation is

the theme for this new edition,

as we build around the ruins.

Change is inevitable – and

when we can’t change

circumstances, we must

challenge ourselves. Now, more

than ever, it’s crucial – so our

desire for lost normalcy doesn’t render the

unthinkable ‘normal’. It’s an unwarranted

reset button (an unfortunate one, but we’ll

fight).

Pandemic signals an end – but breathe in

(carnations, sunrise, birdsongs, high tides)

and breathe out (cider, wind chimes,

secrets, and lullabies). We’re more than

bodies, granite and leather, bones and skin

– together, we’re diamond and glass, solid

and breakable and made of the pieces of

each other that chip and break. 

Welcome to the after. Welcome to the

future!

Prof. (Dr.) Deependra Kumar Jha, 

Vice Chancellor, Adamas University

Former Vice Chancellor, UPES, Dehradun

and GD Goenka University, Gurugram

From the Desk of the

Managing Editor
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I
f one policy or vision of the current

central government in India stands out

decidedly as its best statement of

purpose, then it is the New Education

Policy (NEP) encapsulated in the 60-

page-long document, which has been

culled out of the 422-page-long Dr. K.

Kasturirangan Committee report

submitted in 2018. The document is

visionary, talks about things that should

have been ideally implemented by now,

and measures that can take a population

leapfrogging into a futuristic world. 

Let us look at the major suggestions:

The Possibilities: The school life of 5+3+3+4

calls for starting pre-primary education

from age three, formalized now, with four

stages for examining or assessing the

progression after first five years (end of

Class II), then after primary stage in class

Seasoned educationist

Prof. Ujjwal K Chowdhury

talks about how the

education sector will

transform subject to 

the advent of the 

Covid-19 crisis.

New Education Policy: A Lofty

Vision with a Crunch in

Resources

National Education Policy
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V, then after middle

stage in class VIII, and

finally after complete

schooling in class XII. The

early childhood care

and education through

games and creative

exercises can be a great

start to every child’s life.

As one grows up, the

child starts picking up

vocational skills from

Class VI and live projects

and internships after

Class VIII. The attempt to

annihilate dropouts is

noted through various

means, at least till Class

XII. Regularization

promise of teachers’

recruitment is a good

measure to abolish
exploitative guest

teacher practice and

stabilize the educational

eco-system at the school

level. Common national

professional standards

and test for recruiting the

teachers have been

rightly proposed.

Breaking the silos of

various disciplines of

Sciences, Commerce

and Humanities from

Class XI to postgraduate

studies is another

revolutionary prescription

to grow more well-

rounded personalities,

inspired by the spirit of

liberal education. Also,

by breaking the silos of

education and training,

learning and vocational

skills; the policy upgrades

the status of skills training

and makes education

more holistic and

productive in real life

than what it is today. This

is bound to enhance the

dignity of labour and

encourage many to take

up skills-based learning

early in life and become

skilled human resources.

Moving on to higher

education, the policy

calls for a four-year-long

graduation with the

possibility of one year

masters for the fast

learners. Policy, on the

face of it, does not call

for any saffronization or

any open indoctrination,

as is often feared. It

rather calls for further

graded autonomy for

higher educational

institutes by allowing

deserving colleges to be

universities of their own,

run most educational

affairs with freedom, and

Public�education,

if�judged�from

largely�the

financial

autonomy

perspective,�may

lead�to�the

overbearing�of

self-financed

programmes,

which�finally�will

raise�the�cost�of

education�and

take�it�away�from

the�economically

disadvantaged

sections.
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proposes an academic

bank of credits (ABC) by

which a learner can be

admitted in one institute,

but pick up popular or

higher quality credits

from other institutes, can

enter the higher

education in the first

year, can exit after any

year with at least a

certificate or diploma or

a degree on completion,

and can exit in between

and join at another

phase of life with his/ her

credits remaining intact

in the credits bank.

The proposal of having a

minor along with a major

(honours or focused

area) discipline, allows a

learner to pick up

anything from

microbiology to music

along with the major.

Often, as in the film ‘3

Idiots’ (2009), a learner

may be in engineering,

aspiring to become a

photographer, a la R.

Madhavan’s character

in the movie. Now both

can go hand in hand,

with major with the head

and minor with the heart.

And apart from passion,

it can be also be major

by the desired domain,

say law, and minor by

the additional skill

needed, say computer

science, by someone

wanting to be a cyber-

lawyer. The learner can

also have any

combination of subjects

taking advantage of

Choice-Based Credit

System (CBCS). 

Surely one major

highlight of the new

education policy is the

promise to allocate six per cent of the GDP to

public education,

whereas it is half of this

now.

Self-evaluation, peer-

evaluation, along with

mentor-evaluation,

going ahead, will make

formative assessment

during a course and

summative assessment

at the end of the course

both more productive

and well-rounded and

not whimsical.

Continuous assessment

throughout the course

aids to this evaluation

pattern. Examinations

are proposed to be

more experimental,

hands-on, open-book,

If�one�policy�or

vision�of�the

current�central

government�in

India�stands�out

decidedly�as�its

best�statement

of�purpose,�then

it�is�the�New

Education�Policy

(NEP)

encapsulated�in

the�60-page-

long�document.
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analytical and applied at times. The

various types of assessments, like those

through projects, assignments,

presentations, case-studies etc, are

bound to make the learner truly

internalize learning and not just memorize

the same. Rote learning, going ahead,

can be a thing of the past. 

The fact that we are going back to the

nomenclature of Ministry of Education in

lieu of Human Resources Development is

surely a welcome move and is a more

holistic concept with a higher scope. 

Negatives: One major question that has

been raised is that the importance of

English learning has been weakened at

the pre-primary and primary stages of education. The focus seems to be only on

Indian languages in the first five years of

education at the cost of English, and

there have been contradictory

statements from Dr. K. Kasturirangan and

the education ministry bureaucracy with

regards to whether English medium

schools will be allowed or not and

whether English as a second language will

be allowed in the primary years of

education in government educational

eco-system. With all higher education in

engineering, medicines, design,

management etc being in English, those

who are not having a strong foundation in

English stands to lose out in the long run.

One of the key advantages of our skilled

workforce vis-à-vis that of China is the

general exposure and a large scale

expertise in English communication, which

will be lost if not groomed well. 

The policy does not mention the Right to

Education anywhere, which had brought

in education as a fundamental right of

every child and ensures 25 per cent of

seats in all schools for economically

weaker sections. It seems this hard-earned

right of the poor families may be diluted

ahead.

The nation is plagued with digital divide

now with around 52 per cent of all

As�one�

grows�up,�the�

child�starts�

picking�up�vocational�

skills�from�Class�VI�

and�live�projects�

and�internships�after

Class�VIII.
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students in the nation being out of any

form of digital education over the last six

months, and the other half having varying

degrees of the same. The government

with additional allocation, the corporate

sector with CSR funding, and the civil

society with donations of smartphones,

laptops, desktops etc need to come

forward to bridge the digital divide on a

war footing over the next two years. The

policy does not speak anything about this

whilst this is the biggest ailment of the

moment in Indian education. With

blended learning here to stay, we might

end up with two types of education being

delivered on the two ends of the divide.

Overall the policy speaks about a very

high end techno-savvy education and is

open to encourage private investments in

education, while clarity on the poorest

sections of the learners is not there

beyond a few sentences.

This is a great vision, an excellent policy

statement, with no roadmap noted to

achieve this, and no budget allocations

identified except that the nation needs 6

per cent of the GDP in public education.

The current allocation is a bit lesser than

this, and yet not all provided and spent

this year. 

Education is in the Concurrent List, where

states also have reasonable role

constitutionally. Though some two lacs of

suggestions from the civil society have

been collected by the Kasturirangan

Committee, there has been no

engagement of the state governments in

the formation of this policy. This has been

noted by several state governments run

by opposition parties and the policy has

been dubbed to be anti-federal in

nature. In fact, there has not been any

Parliamentary debate on this policy till

date even one month after the

announcement. 

The funding of the district higher

education institutes has not been noted

with any clarity in the policy. Autonomy

Moving�on�to�

higher�education,�the�

policy�calls�for�a�

four-year-long�

graduation�with�the�

possibility�of�

one�year�masters�for�

the�fast�learners.
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has been looked at from administrative,

academic and financial perspectives.

Public education, if judged from largely

the financial autonomy perspective, may

lead to the overbearing of self-financed

programmes, which finally will raise the

cost of education and take it away from

the economically disadvantaged

sections. For many, graded autonomy

becomes dreaded autonomy, one

fending for one’s own expenses, which

can be challenging for public institutes of

education. 

The larger criticism is that while the policy

calls for institutional autonomy, scientific

temper and critical thinking, the reality on

ground has been very different, without

going into specific instances. And with no

Act passed or budgets allocated yet, the

roadmap ahead is shrouded in mystery

and no one is clear about the

implementation of the policy, which surely

is a great vision statement. 

There is no doubt that the nation of 1.35

billion people needs a revolutionary

education policy, notified and execution

started the earliest. India awaits it with

bated breath. 

[Author’s Introduction: A leading media

academic and an internationally

acclaimed speaker and writer, Prof. Ujjwal

K Chowdhury is currently the Pro Vice

Chancellor and the Dean of the School of

Media, Communication & Fashion at the

Kolkata-based Adamas University. He has

spearheaded some of the finest media

institutes in the country and taken them to

newer heights. Formerly the Dean of the

School of Media at Pearl Academy and

the Director of Ramoji Krian Universe

(RKU), strategically located within the

Ramoji Film City (RFC) in Hyderabad, Prof.

Chowdhury has also been a Dean at

Symbiosis International (Deemed

University) in Pune and Amity University in

Mumbai. He also acted as the Dean of

Whistling Woods International in Mumbai.

Earlier, Prof. Chowdhury has been a

Media Advisor with the Ministry of Textiles,

Government of India and the World

Health Organization (WHO), India. Prof.

Chowdhury is widely believed to have

introduced the concept of convergence

in media education.]
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I
ntroduction: It often happens that

a future truth is staring at us in the

eyes. We may refuse to

acknowledge it, out of fear of

change, or out of inertia, but

blindness does not alter zeitgeist. So

my hard and unpalatable advice to

all students is this. In future, your job

will be to serve a machine, not a

human. All humans, including your

employers, will be serving machines,

intelligent machines. This Deux

Machina does not care whether you

“know” this or that, history or

geography, or what certificates you

possess. It only cares if you are a

“good part”, fitting well into the

machine. Only then, it will give you a

login/ password, which is your real

appointment letter.

So “education” means to train

yourself to be a good part of a

machine – which essentially means

knowing the software tools used.

Some machines will demand very

little other than “read/ write English”;

some may demand a bit more

domain knowledge (not much). But

all will insist that you know certain

Ex-IITian and noted

techie Kinshuk Adhikary

gives a chilling account

of what future education

may look like.

[Disclaimer: I have offered no data, because I

have dealt with data all my life and have no

faith in quantitative reasoning anymore.

Whoever wants data can find out whatever

they need to support my qualitative views, or

oppose them.]

EducationEducation&

A Dystopian View of Future

Education
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specific tools and processes, certain

workflows (sales, accounts, insurance,

data entry, computational etc). Thus

“future education” basically means how

to use the machine to help it to function

smoothly. A small change of viewpoint,

but it will go a long way to help you get

(and keep) a job.

The Future of Jobs: In 20 years, education

(as we know it today) will not exist. All this

paraphernalia of schools and colleges,

teachers and educators, certifications

and syllabuses, books and papers, will be

gone, vanished, over – a British legacy, an

industrial era hangover, well past its shelf

life.

Do not fool yourself with flowery cloudy

notions of the worth of education. The

future of education has always

depended on the future of jobs, which

depends on the future needs of society.

Any meaningful discussion on future

education must first consider these two

things – what kind of jobs for what kind of

society are we talking about?

Today, computing, automation and

robotics are still in a nascent stage.

Machines have barely evolved from

record-keeping to collaboration, and are

now touching the fringes of decision-

making. But the trend is very clear.

Humans are out. No one moves a step

without computing machinery anymore.

In another 20 years, 90 per cent of what

we today call “jobs for educated people”

will simply vanish. Already most such jobs

consist of 8 hours of staring at a computer

screen. In future, that screen will decide

what you are supposed to do. Not

humans. I am very confident of this

assertion, because I have spent the last 20

years of my software career designing

software products, whose primary goal

was to take away jobs.

I have seen (with a twinge of guilt)

thousands of empty cubicles, redundant

employees fired, after some or other

software replaced the jobs of data-entry,

para-legal, clerical workers, people and

task coordinators (a.k.a. managers), even

financial salesmen. And teachers!

Intelligent machines can replace semi-

educated and semi-skilled humans by

thousands and millions. This quiet

revolution started by Alan Turing, without

agitations and street protests, will define

the future of jobs and education.

So�“education”�means�to

train�yourself�to�be�a�good

part�of�a�machine�–�which

essentially�means�knowing

the�software�tools�used.
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The India Story: In India, we are not too

well aware of this because in terms of full-

scale industrial and office automation, we

are perhaps 30 years behind USA. Hardly

any Indian company installs end-to-end

workflow processes; there is a lot of ad-

hoc business processing and human

involvement.

So, we are very misled by a large number

of BPO and “computer jobs”. A bit like,

when computers and printers were first

introduced, instead of offices becoming

paperless, consumption of paper actually

increased. But this will sharply reduce,

only very few humans will be needed,

especially those humans who today do

only coordination, managing other

humans etc.  Post-Covid-19 we know that

most offices are really paperless, and

highly automatable.

A View of “Jobs” in 20 Years: The zeitgeist

is human-less work and consequently,

workless humans. Humans will be needed

only for tiny “parts” of the workflow that

machines cannot quite manage (yet).

Some of these “parts” may involve

genuine intelligence, but most will be

“burger-flipping” jobs.

The humans for these parts will be

“replaceable” - which means, a “more or

less fit” human (part), with basic

education and skills, can be quickly fitted

into such burger-flipping jobs, and

replaced easily if needed – a contract

job. A scalable capacity!

Already in many industries, the notion of

“experienced people are more valuable”

is gone. Most knowledge is already within

the business system, most work is taken

care of by a fairly automated workflow.

Young cheap labour is needed for

burger-flipping with internship level

experience and very few of the old costly

people are really required.

The negotiating power of labour is near-

zero and in future it will be negative.

How? Already in developed countries,

highly educated freshmen are actually

“paying” companies to get an internship

of one to two years, to gain the

experience that will qualify them for a

“job”.

Formal Education: On this there are two

points to observe. Formal education is

All�this�paraphernalia�of

schools�and�colleges,

teachers�and�educators,

certifications�and�syllabuses,

books�and�papers,�will�be

gone,�vanished,�over.
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today needed mainly for

the certificate, which is

used as gating criteria for

entry to jobs. Today’s

“education industry” is

completely designed for

the livelihood and

continuity of educators

and staff, not for

students.

Knowing the above two

things, today the above-

average student, keen,

intelligent and aware,

does not really seek the

education per se. He

seeks only the degree,

and very rightly so. Only

for that certificate, he is

literally forced to pay

money (sometimes,

shamefully high

amounts) and also

attend boring classes for

many years, at least

attend those courses

that have credits.

Often, his/ her teachers

have no idea about the

real industry, and they

exist only because no

one is bothered about

exposing the unfitness of

teaching staff for current

industry requirements.

If you do not believe me,

ask any student who has

joined the industry

recently (and is not

seeking “higher

education”, thus out of

the clutches of the

education mafia).

Left free to choose, no

intelligent student would

“study”. The retention-

recall examination

system is totally

outdated; all information

is available on the

internet. There is no need

to keep any of it inside

the head. All that is

needed is the basic

intelligence and

background knowledge

to search out what one

needs from the internet.

For some advanced

jobs, learning the art of

“mental model building”

(a favorite topic of Von

Neumann), some

concepts of dynamic

systems, some

computing and

visualization techniques,

might be needed. The

rest of useful human

knowledge is mostly

already embedded in

various software; one

only has to know how to

use it skillfully.

Almost all syllabuses are

inertial legacies of the

past, existing only

because no one dares

Humans�will

be�needed

only�for�tiny

“parts”�of�the

workflow�that

machines

cannot�quite

manage�(yet).

Some�of�these

“parts”�may

involve

genuine

intelligence,

but�most�will

be�“burger-

flipping”�jobs.
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to proclaim them as

nonsense, no one has

the power to DELETE

them, and because

teacher’s livelihoods are

at stake. If certificates

were not mandatory

gating criteria, all

students would do what

software engineers all

over the world do, learn

everything needed by

themselves.

The Fate of Those

“Buildings", and Higher

Education: The “student

resident doctor” model,

where a medical college

is attached to an actual

functioning hospital, is a

very likely model for the

future educational

institute.

Higher education today

is a cozy ecosystem

where the Ph.D. student

produces “research

papers” to be consumed

mostly by academics.

There are no

consumption metrics

other than citations. The

regime of patents and

USPTO is now irrelevant;

a future machine-driven

economy has no need

for such research, unless

it is contract-based for

solving actual problems,

and bound up with

implementation

guarantees. All Ph.D.s

granted on basis of “p-

value is truth” is suspect

in the real world. The

days of “hands off”

consultants is over as the

Big-4 know quite well.

The Future Needs of

Society: There are 3

pointers. The first is the 1

per cent vs. 99 per cent,

which means the 1 per

cent has all the money

and calls the shots. 

The second fact is that,

before Coronavirus

struck, the only product

For�some

advanced

jobs,�learning

the�art�of

“mental�model

building”�(a

favorite�topic

of�Von

Neumann),

some

concepts�of

dynamic

systems,

some

computing�and

visualization

techniques,

might�be

needed.
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undergoing innovations was the mobile

phone and various games and content

creation tools. All other goods, all other

capacities are in excess, they are

utilitarian commodities and all such basic

food/ shelter/ clothing necessities are not

wealth creators.

Thirdly, the fact that Coronavirus did not

really bring about the kind of supply-chain

disconnections expected, which implies,

not only are production capacities in

excess, but distribution capacities are also

very much in place.

This leaves room only for products and

services that cater to the health, mental

and physical well-being, entertainment

and the higher-level Maslow’s needs of

security, power, social-recognition and

self-recognition, for the 1 per cent who

can afford to pay.

It is conceivable that the top wealthy

population may have some aesthetic

and epicurean needs, but by and large,

most needs will be hedonistic pleasure,

power acquisition, social recognition etc,

whether virtual or real. Education, or

whatever is left of it after the scenarios I

have described, will cater mostly for jobs

that satisfy these needs.

The rest will all be handled by machines.

[Author’s Introduction: A pass out from IIT-

Kharagpur, Kinshuk Adhikary has 28 years

of experience in the industry – 16 years in

a “pure technical” role as software

architect and 12 years in high value

business development roles. He has held

senior positions with renowned

companies such as Hyundai and L&T. He

has also held the Head of Technology

roles in smaller organizations with tech

and business responsibilities. He has been

instrumental in architecting (designing

and creating) several enterprise software

products for U.S/ U.K companies. He

promotes management with a strong

technology culture. Kinshuk is hands-on

and is easily conversant with cutting-

edge technologies. He still learns IT/

software, now as a hobby.]

All�humans,�including�your

employers,�will�be�serving

machines,�intelligent

machines.�This�Deux

Machina�does�not�care

whether�you�“know”�this�or

that,�history�or�geography,�or

what�certificates�you

possess.
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T
he Coronavirus Pandemic has

resulted in the closure of schools

across the country. Education has

changed dramatically over the past few

months, with a considerable rise of E-

learning, whereby teaching is executed

remotely and on digital platforms. 

Even before the Covid-19 outbreak, E-

learning was growing at an

unprecedented pace. Most of the new-

age schools and also many traditional

schools had started using smart boards in

the classrooms. Adamas World School

was not an exception either. It provided

students with an enriched learning

experience by projecting visual elements.

One of the benefits of implementing

smart technology has been the creation

of blended and personalized learning

environment, which enhances the mental

and physical development of students.

Moreover, technology empowers the

teachers with the latest smart and virtual

How Schools Can and Are

Changing Today with Online

Education and What Is the

Blended Path Ahead

Suparna Bhattacharjee, 

a seasoned academician

and an expert in school

education, talks about

the changing modes of

school education in the

face of Covid-19.

EducationEducation&



teaching methods, tools

to strengthen the

theoretical and practical

academic foundation

that supports interactive,

engaging and fun

learning atmosphere in

the classroom.

While the Covid-19

outbreak had led to a

sudden shutdown of

school buildings all over

the country, with an

immediate need to

adopt technology to

ensure that learning and

teaching continues from

the safety of our homes,

the schools already used

to having audiovisual

classes were able to

maintain all activities

without much disruption.

Classes for the new

session started without

any delay from the first

week of April itself. 

The overnight transition

from face-to-face

classroom teaching to

online teaching became

the only option to

continue the education

of children. Teachers

and students were

offered training about

the know-how of various

online teaching

platforms. This dynamic

shift to an entirely E-

learning scenario has

been possible because

of the hard work of the

teaching fraternity and

the school authorities

rapidly adapting to

modern technology with

whatever resources

available to fit into a fully

digitalized environment.

In a world where we are

told that the vaccine for

Covid-19 will take some

time to arrive, it is only

expected that classes

will be at half capacity,

many students or

teachers will be forced

to self-confine,

attendance will be

irregular and many

methodologies we used

before will no longer

apply, making way for

new ones to replace

them. 

Meanwhile, there has

been a significant

development. The Union

Cabinet has approved

the National Education

Policy (NEP) 2020, paving

the way for

transformational reforms

One of the

benefits of

implementing

smart

technology

has been the

creation of

blended and

personalized

learning

environment,

which

enhances the

mental and

physical

development

of students.

20
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in school and higher

educational sector in the

country. As per the NEP,

the overall emphasis of

curriculum and

pedagogy reform will

move towards real

understanding and

understanding how to

learn – away from rote

learning. Not only in the

cognitive development

of the learner, the focus

will be decidedly on

building character and

holistic and well-rounded

individuals equipped

with the 21st century

skills. The mandated

content will focus on key

concepts, ideas,

applications and

problem-solving.

Teaching and learning

will be conducted in a

more interactive

manner.

In all stages, experiential

learning will be adopted.

It will include hands-on

learning, art-integrated

and sports-integrated

education and

storytelling-based

pedagogy, among

others as standard

pedagogy. Classroom

transactions will shift

towards competency-

based learning and

education (CBL). The

assessment tools will be

aligned with the learning

outcomes, capabilities

and dispositions as

specified for each

subject of a given class.

It stands undisputed that

in the post Coronavirus

era, the blended

learning model will make

a permanent place in

the educational field to

address many

challenges posed by the

Covid-19 pandemic.

Combining the

traditional face-to-face

classroom teaching with

online teaching

methods, to enhance

and extend the learning

opportunities for students

beyond classroom,

blended learning is the

future of technology

assisted education

system. 

The need of the hour is to

initiate a transition from

exam-based system that

encouraged knowledge

retention to others based

on developing projects

or tasks. In addition,

In�the�Post

Pandemic

New�Normal,

teachers�must

be�committed

to�and�

well-trained�in

blended

education�

and�its

technologies,

and�students

must�have�a

clear

understanding

of�what�is

expected�of

them�in�this

new

environment.
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group work and participation have

become the fundamentals of education

as they represent the way students will

transfer the knowledge they have

acquired when they go out into the

world. The need is not to evaluate what a

student knows or does not know, but how

they use it to convince others, to argue

their point with the group to help the class

progress or to lead the discussion. Instead

of relying on pen-and-paper exams to

grade students, a system made of

participation, coursework, projects,

individual and group work, grades

assigned by colleagues and possibly

several other criteria has become the

norm.

A continuation of this blended approach

to education even after the crisis subsides

will be the most logical way to ensure

optimum teaching learning outcome. It

will enhance individualized learning

where the students can learn at their own

pace. This will be especially beneficial to

the slow learner. For example, students

doing face-to-face group work in a

classroom, then going home to analyze

that work and turn in a video as an

assessment form or taking a course online,

then receiving face to face tutoring

between online classes. 

In flipped classrooms, teachers use online

media to deliver notes, lectures and

students review these materials at their

own pace. Classroom periods are then

transformed into hands-on work periods

where the teacher, who will have

delivered his or her lecture digitally, is free

Education�has�changed

dramatically�over�the�past

few�months,�with�a

considerable�rise�of�

E-learning,�whereby�teaching

is�executed�remotely�and�on

digital�platforms.
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to field question, engage class wide

discussions and offer other means of

support. Students can access videos and

lectures, track assignments and progress,

interact with teachers and peers or

prepare presentations.

Blended learning will also allow the

teachers to give immediate feedback

through the auto-mark features, which is

widely available thus making the process

very time efficient. Individual differences

will be better addressed in this mode of

learning. Students learn in different ways –

some do well with classroom instructions

while others require more stimulation.

Hence combining classroom interactions

with E-learning aids like pictures, videos,

podcasts and games that appeal to all

senses, will create a learning environment

that will cater to the needs of all students.

While a conventional classroom exposed

a student to group discussions,

communications and social skills,

technology opens a doorway for students

to work in groups with their classmates,

other schools and even on a global scale. 

Recently there was a virtual MUN (Model

United Nations) conducted by a school

on a digital platform in which students

from different parts of the world

participated. This amalgamation of

methods can guarantee a seamless

learning experience and prime outcome,

where students of a wide range of

aptitudes can benefit equally. As a

teacher too corroborating with other

educators, teachers and facilitators from

across the globe becomes possible with

the intervention of technology.

Blended learning has already brought a

huge change in the involvement of

parents as an active participant in the

whole process. The young learners need

the supervision of parents while using

technology. Their guidance and support is

bound to have a positive impact on the

holistic development of the children.

Communication between the teacher

The�overnight�

transition�

from�face-to-face�

classroom�teaching�to�

online�teaching�became�

the�only�option�to�

continue�the�education�

of�children.
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and parent has increased manifold

keeping in mind the well-being of

children. Blended learning reinforces

student-centered learning allowing

students to master content in an

individual way.

In the Post Pandemic New Normal,

teachers must be committed to and well-

trained in blended education and its

technologies, and students must have a

clear understanding of what is expected

of them in this new environment. 

The method of Blended Learning promises

to bring the best of two worlds – offline

face-to-face learning mode and online

learning mode and present to the

children a learning experience

unparalleled in its potential.

[Author’s Introduction: Current the

Principal of Adamas World School in

Kolkata, Suparna Bhattacharjee has more

than 25 years of experience in teaching

and administration. He did her schooling

from South Point High School. She did her

post graduation in English and

International Relations from Jadavpur

University. Thereafter, she completed B.Ed.

under Calcutta University. She has been

instrumental in providing leadership to the

top educational institutions of the country.

She was formerly the Principal of Techno

India Group of Schools and the Principal

and Divisional Dean of Narayana Group

of Schools in West Bengal.]

A�continuation�of�

this�blended�approach�to

education�even

after�the�crisis�subsides�

will�be�the�most�logical�way

to�ensure�optimum�

teaching�learning�

outcome.
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Preamble: Whether or not education

should be based on outcome has always

been a debatable topic. People widely

agree on outcome-based education and

the associated assessment methods. But

the argument is about its implementation

and feasibility over a period of time since

education is purely time-dependent.

Again, it is questionable if each student

can master certain skills or knowledge

within the specified time period. Let’s try

to answer all the 5Ws and 1H of

Outcome-Based Education (OBE) and its

implementation in higher educational

institutions.

What is OBE?

OBE is a student-centered learning

philosophy, which measures a student’s

performance based on definite outcomes

by providing structured curricula,

teaching pedagogy and assessment

methods to meet the global standards in

higher education. It starts with the clear

understanding of knowledge, skills and

attitudes that the graduates can

demonstrate after the successful

completion of study. 

Engineer-turned-academic

Dr. T. Senthil Vadivel

writes about the various

facets of Outcome-Based

Education.

Outcome-Based Education: 

An Effective Education System

for the Post-Covid-19 Era

EducationEducation&
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Why OBE?

Educationists are curious to know about

the need to change the traditional,

teacher-centered education system,

which focuses on inputs.  To put it simple,

OBE helps the institutions to measure their

institutional standard through proper

learning outcomes. Meanwhile, it enables

students to enhance their knowledge and

skill sets to meet the global standards. In

the rapidly changing technological era,

education should be result-oriented rather

than process-oriented. Again, the million-

dollar question is how this student-centric

(OBE) approach will be beneficial in the

current context. Let’s explore…

Clarity in Learning: In the result-focused

education system, the expectations are

obvious to the teachers and learners.

Teachers can understand as to what they

need to demonstrate and students are

very clear about what they are going to

be tested on at the end of the day. In the

educational process, this clarity is very

important.

Flexibility in Methods: In OBE, there is no

patented teaching methodology. A

teacher is free to adopt any kind of

instructional method according to the

students’ levels and interests. It is even

possible to adopt different teaching

methods and assessments to facilitate

different sets of students. Teaching

methods like peer-group learning, role

plays, group discussions, seminars,

projects, open book tutorials and many

more participatory learning methods can

be adopted. This is one of the major

deviations from the regular teaching

methodology, which emphasized on time

as a factor to achieve particular skill or

knowledge. This enables all the students

to master specific skills within the specific

time frame.

Raise the Bar: In OBE, the teacher can

analyze and identify the hidden potential

of the students and steer them in the right

direction so that they can achieve their

potential. It allows the teachers and

institutions to raise the bar in quantitative

and qualitative results.

Expanded Learning Opportunities: OBE

provides personalized learning

opportunities beyond the stipulated

learning hours and provides numerous

chances to meet their objectives. Every

learner is different in their own way and

this system provides equal opportunity to

enhance their knowledge and skills to

achieve their set standards. 

Students’ Participation: Students’

participation is the key factor for

institutional growth.  Students have to feel

the importance of education, which

enables them to involve in self-tuned

learning. OBE permits such a participatory

To�put�it�simply,�

OBE�helps�the�

institutions�to�measure�

their�institutional�

standard�through�

proper�learning�outcomes.
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learning environment, where teachers

become mentors to kickstart the learning

potential of the students and monitor the

progress of the students.

How to Implement OBE?

The OBE process is mainly focused on

Constructive Alignment, coined by John

Biggs (1999). It refers to a teaching system

associated with learning activities implicit

in the planned outcomes. Learning

outcomes are the results of the learning

experiences. Under the given

circumstances, students showcase a level

of competence in a given situation. It is

usually measured in terms of knowledge

and skills acquired on the discipline

studied. The other things are attitudes and

values acquired through the defined

process, which include curriculum design,

teaching and learning activities and

assessments to follow-up. A simple OBE

Process Flow Diagram (Figure 1) is given

below.

What Should Students Achieve?

The achievements of the students will be

measured based on the different levels of

outcomes. Effective communication

between various stakeholders and

decision makers is essential to plan the

outcomes listed below to implement OBE

successfully.

• Programme Educational Objectives

(PEOs): PEOs are comprehensive

statements that define the career and

professional attainments in three/ four

years after graduation that the

programme is preparing the graduates to

accomplish.

• Graduate Attributes (GAs)/ Programme

Outcomes (Pos): GAs/ POs are statements

that define what the students will achieve

after graduating from the programme.

• Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs):

PSOs are statements that define what the

graduates of a specific programme will

able to do at the end of the programme.

• Course Outcomes (COs): COs are

statements that define the ability of the

student at the end of a course. While

writing COs, right action verbs need to be

used based on Bloom’s Taxonomy to

understand the appropriate knowledge

level.

The OBE curriculum needs to be designed

using the above mentioned outcomes,

balancing between various course

components of curriculum such as

Language, Basic Sciences, Core Courses,

Allied Courses, Mandatory Courses etc.

How to Achieve the Outcome: OBE is a

student-centric process. It does not

suggest any specific method of instruction

or tools. The teacher is free to structure his

course according to the needs of the

students and use different Teaching

Learning Processes (TLPs) to facilitate

students to achieve their outcomes.

Educationists�are�curious�

to�know�about�the�need�

to�change�the�traditional,

teacher-centered�

education�system,�which

focuses�on�inputs.��

Figure 1: OBE Implementation Process
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How Are the Outcomes Measured?

Course outcomes can be measured

based on direct assessments like

examinations, assignments, projects,

seminars etc. Meanwhile, indirect

outcomes are measured through

feedback to ascertain as to what extent

has students been able to achieve the

outcomes.  Course outcomes are

mapped to GAs and POs. PEOs are

measured through different surveys from

the stakeholders like employees, alumni,

recruiters, parents and students. This

practice improves the continuous

evaluation process and supports the

acquirement of institutional mission and

vision. A complete OBE Framework (Figure

2) is given below for readers’

understanding.

Covid-19 and OBE: No doubt, the Covid-

19 pandemic has completely transformed

the traditional chalk-and-talk method to

technology-enabled method that

includes interactive and digital white

board, E-readers, flipped classrooms etc.

This will increase 85 per cent of mobile

internet usage for educational purposes

even in remote areas of the country. It is

the need of the day to integrate

classroom learning with e-learning to

provide blended learning environment for

better learning to the students.  A

statistical research proved that students

retain 25 to 60 per cent of material while

learning online which is comparatively

higher than classroom (8 to 10 per cent).

Further e-learning requires 40 to 60 per

cent less time to learn than classroom

setting, since students can learn at their

own convenient time and pace. It is

obvious that the pandemic has taught us

that education is flexible and one can

access it beyond time and geological

barriers, which is the ground principle of

active learning. This paradigm shift will

enhance student-centered learning,

whereas it will seek formative assessment.

Formative feedback is very much suitable

for the OBE framework. At the same time,

it is instrumental for the attainment of

learning outcomes.

[Author’s Introduction: Dr. T. Senthil

Vadivel is a Professor and Head of the

Department of Civil Engineering under

Adamas University in Kolkata. He is

leading the Outcome-Based Education

project at the university. He has over 20

years of experience in engineering

education and construction industry. He

has published 118 articles in reputed

international and national journals,

conferences and books. Teaching is his

passion and he is fascinated to create

student-friendly participatory learning

environment in his discipline.]

Figure 2: OBE Framework

This�paradigm�

shift�will�enhance�

student-centered�learning,

whereas�it�will�seek�

formative�assessment.

Formative�feedback�is�very

much�suitable�for�the�

OBE�framework.
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W
ith the development of

information technology,

acquisition of knowledge is not

just limited to the traditional classroom, it

has moved beyond our conventional

classrooms.

Massive Open Online Courses, better

known as MOOCs, constitute one of the

most prominent trends in higher

education in recent years. The term

MOOC represents open access, global,

free, video-based instructional content,

videos, problem sets and forums released

through an online platform to high

volume of participants, aiming to be

educated. 

With the flexibility of time and place,

MOOCs gather scholars and ‘like-minded

fellow learners around the globe’. The

number of registered MOOC users has

grown multifold, offering hundreds of

courses around the world. MOOCs are

often released by third party online

platforms and developed independently

by academics.

Leadership Development

professional turned

academic 

Joy Chowdhury

deliberates on MOOCs,

one of the newest

entrants in the field of

higher education.

Massive Open Online Courses

(MOOCs): A Prominent Trend

in Higher Education

EducationEducation&
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MOOCs has broken the restrictions of time

and space, as an educational method

and transformed the way to acquire

knowledge.

The term was first coined by Stephen

Downes and George Siemens in 2008 as a

distributed peer learning model. In the

same lines, 2011 saw a few more

educational videos developed by the

Stanford professors, released through

open online platforms, with free web

resources.

Therefore, the following years saw MOOCs

as one of the most talked-about topics in

the education circle. Along with the

advent of the era of free knowledge

acquisition, education through MOOCs

changed people’s traditional learning

idea and provided a new way for people

to acquire knowledge more conveniently.

In the same year, independent non-profit

initiatives such as Udacity (by Sebastian

Thrum) and Udemy were established.

Following it, MIT and Harvard

incorporated their platform into edX. The

other platforms FutureLearn and iversity

followed them which are not US platforms

but European. FutureLearn is owned by the UK’s Open University, a well-known

name in the field of distance education

with great pedagogical expertise and

experience. Iversity is a German initiative,

which was able to take advantage of the

European Credit Transfer System (ECTS).

They state that their partnered institutions

have the opportunity to offer

examinations that award ECTS credits.

Being the only MOOC platform to have

courses that offer ECTS credits, they are

working to expand this possibility further.

The fundamental characteristic of a

MOOC is being open, participatory and

distributed.

Open: Participation in a MOOC is free

and open to anyone, who has access to

the Internet. One might take more than

one course and all the content is open to

course takers. The work that is generated

through the course (both by the

The�term�MOOC�

was�coined�first�by�

Stephen�Downes

and�George�Siemens�

in�2008�as�a

distributed�peer�

learning�model.
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facilitators and learners) is shared and

available publicly. Finally, there is

openness in terms of the learner’s role.

Cormier and Siemens explains openness

with “When learners step through our

open door, they are invited to enter our

place of work, to join the research, to join

the discussion, and to contribute in the

growth of knowledge within a certain

field.”

Participatory: The learning in a MOOC is

enhanced by participation both in the

creation and sharing of personal

contributions and in the interactions with

the contributions of others but the

participation is voluntary.

Distributed: MOOC is based on the

connectivist approach. Therefore, any

knowledge should be distributed across a

network of participants. Most of the

course activity takes place in social

learning environments, where participants

interact with the material (and each

other’s interpretations of it). The course

readings and other learning materials

available act as starting points for

discussion and further thinking.

Pedagogical perspective of MOOCs

To run a MOOC, minimal academic

support is enough.  The pedagogies

relevant for MOOCs are available in the

field of distance education for years but

now these are implemented to meet the

expectations of a great many number of

people to take a course for free. The prior

implementation, cMOOCs, was based on

peer and social-learning models.

However, the subsequent model,

xMOOCs modeled learning-management

based online courses including video-

based lectures, assessment and

messaging. The latest courses are typically

paced around a weekly structure.

Students can access relevant sources at

their own time.  Some of these activities

are automated multiple choice quizzes,

short videos, document sharing and

forums.  Courses are based on peer-

learning model although there is an

Haber�(2013)�in�her�blog

posts,�stated�that�in�a

cMOOC�environment,�the

participants�in�the�course�act

as�both�teachers�and

students,�sharing�information

and�engaging�in�a�joint

teaching�and�learning

experience�through�intense

interaction�facilitated�by

technology.
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expert running the course.  There are

synchronous learning opportunities (e.g.

live seminars) besides asynchronous

learning events.  

When the structure of the courses is

examined, one can see that the first

MOOCs courses included recorded

lectures, notes and assignments, which

were once released previously through a

learning management system for campus

students. In time, video lecture format of

these courses were improved. Today,

more professional videos including

animations and simulations with their

interactive characteristics are released as

MOOCs.  Most of the courses are in the

form of adult short learning courses and

for professional development, vocational

education and recruitment. Some

MOOCs like the Equine Nutrition Course of

the University of Edinburgh target the

students working with horses around the

world, often for the locations which do

not have ready access to higher

education institutions.

Types of MOOCs

Initial MOOCs operated on the principle

of Connectivism, a concept which says

“Connect and Learn”. Learners across the

globe connect with each other, discuss,

perform activities in group, they all bring in

different perspectives, experiences,

knowledge with them and hence,

everybody learns from each other. 

MOOCs can be organized in any setting,

which includes the use of web and web

based technologies. It is typically hosted

on easily accessible sites such as a wiki,

blog, or a Google site. In addition, course

interactions might take place in blogs,

tweets, and other public, online venues.

Public announcements regarding the

course are generally made on blogs,

academic websites, or professional

organizations. Therefore, as distributed

connectivist model MOOC creates a

structure where in course contents form a

cluster of resources around a subject area

as compared to the other models where

linear sets of instructions that all learners

must follow were offered. As a result, the

participants experience study material as

per their own pace and select the path to

learning which they like or prefer. 

Haber (2013) in her blog posts, stated that

in a cMOOC environment, the

participants in the course act as both

teachers and students, sharing

information and engaging in a joint

teaching and learning experience

through intense interaction facilitated by

technology. Therefore, in all probability,

many learners taking the same course will

With�the�development�

of�information�

technology,�acquisition�

of�knowledge�is�not�

just�limited�to�the�

traditional�classroom,

it�has�moved�beyond�

our�conventional�

classrooms.
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follow different paths to learning rather

than follow a well-structured path that

traditional models offer. Learners in this

case may not gain fixed and/ or tested

set of specific skills or competencies, or

knowledge of a set body of content. This

makes these types of MOOCs tricky to

grade or assess or certify. These MOOCs

are now known as cMOOCs. cMOOCs

are not prescriptive, and participants set

their own learning goals and type of

engagement (Yeager, Hurley-Dasgupta,

& Bliss, 2013). 

Other approach to MOOC is allowing

learners to carry out learning at their own

pace. They focus on concise, targeted

video content – with short videos rather

than full-length lectures to wade through

– and use automated testing to check

students’ understanding as they work

through the content. These MOOCs have

been dubbed as xMOOCs (Lugton, 2012).

These MOOCs have discussion forums

incorporated in its instructional design,

which allows exchange of ideas and

encourage creation of knowledge

through group discussions. But the center

of the course is the resources like videos,

PPTs, PDF files, Web URLs shared by the

instructor. This enables the instructor to

keep the course in linear trajectory and

fixed goals and objectives are thus

achieved. Learning is measured

throughout the course through formative

quizzes and summative tests and peer

evaluation. This provides scope for

certification and accreditation of the

course.

Other Types

Distributed Online Collaborative Courses

(DOCC): In this kind of MOOC, the course

material is provided to different institutions

and these institutions are free to run or

administer the course as per their

convenience and understanding. There is

no control over their actual administration

of the course by the course provider. The

learners however can engage, interact

with each other across their own

institution or even across learners taking

the same course in different institutions

thus encouraging social interactions and

learning through group discussions.

Big Open Online Courses (BOOC): A

MOOC with not more than 500 learners is

often referred to as BOOC. It has the

advantage of small participant size and

hence is more interactive in nature. The

participants are typically expected to

create their own Wikifolios and reflect on

them. Special characteristic of BOOC is

also availability of formal as well as on

demand assessments. Digital Badges are

also used in a BOOC to motivate the

Participation�in�a�

MOOC�is�free�and�

open�to�anyone�who�

has�access�to�the�Internet.

One�might�take�more�

than�one�course�and�

all�the�content�is�

open�to�course�takers.
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participants.

Synchronous Massive Online Courses

(SMOC): As the name suggests, SMOC is a

MOOC in which instead of pre-recorded

videos, live lectures are conducted which

are viewed synchronously by the

participants through their mobile or

personal devices. This requires students to

login at specific time to attend the live

lectures. Students’ questions and doubts

are often addressed immediately. These

lectures may be viewed later on if live

feed is missed. This feature gives a feeling

of personal contact in this impersonal

online environment.

Blended MOOC: Being an educationist,

one always strives to give his/ her best to

his/ her students. Blended MOOCs utilize

both, face to face as well as virtual

environment. Flipped classroom

approach is used in this type of MOOC.

Outside class time, students take a MOOC

imported from off campus, then meet in

class with local faculty members for

discussions, problem-solving, group

projects, and lab work. Not only does this

approach give students more faculty and

peer support, but it also solves some of

the assessment and certification issues

facing stand-alone MOOCs (LaMartina,

2013).

MOOCs can certainly be an instrument of

change for revolutionizing the basic and

higher education in India. Also with the

Government’s efforts and many

academicians’ help, lot of ground work is

being done in India. According to a press

release by the Ministry of Human

Resource Development (2018), “Till date

more than 39 Lakhs learners have been

enrolled in more than 1600+ MOOC

courses that have been run through

SWAYAM. 60,000 persons have

completed the courses. Universities have

come forward in accepting credit transfer

for courses done through SWAYAM

Platform. With ample thrust from the

Government of India, MOOCs have in

fact penetrated education as well as

training at all levels in India.”

[Author’s Introduction: Joy Chowdhury is

an eminent Leadership Development

professional, a motivator and an

emotional intelligence coach. Currently,

he is the Director of Center for Professional

Studies at Adamas University in Kolkata.

He is a learning and development

professional with a rich experience of

more than 18 years in the training industry.

He has two postgraduate degrees in

English Linguistics and Management

along with a masters’ degree in

Psychology. He has been awarded an

honorary doctorate in Psychology by the

University of Swahili Foundation in

Panama. His professional experience

spans across multiple global

organizations including Amazon, Infosys,

IBM and Cerner Corporation. A strategic

leader and project management

consultant in areas of learning and

development, Joy had been a Guest

Lecturer with multiple universities across

Europe and the US.
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V
irtual laboratories are now

becoming very popular due to the

current situation. However research

on virtual labs started long back. The

main idea was to develop something,

which replicates research mechanism

and environment. Fortunately, with the

advent of computers and advanced

algorithms, the research gained

momentum and it was possible to

develop simulated software

environments, which replicated the

original lab equipment. At first it was only

a simulation. Later on, with AI and other

simulated software, it became possible to

mimic the whole lab environment. It was

primarily meant for research scholars, who

do not have the ability to buy expensive

equipment for their research or have

limited lab access. 

Virtual labs have some other advantages

over physical labs. Consequently, these

have become very popular. The virtual

labs can help in explaining complex

concepts with a visual experience, which

makes it simpler for students to

understand and remember. Virtual labs

have embedded software to recap

students on previously learnt topics. This

Prof. (Dr.) Dhrubajyoti

Chattopadhyay, a

renowned academic and

researcher and currently

the Vice Chancellor of

Kolkata-based Sister

Nivedita University,

offers a thorough insight

into the functioning and

possibilities of virtual

laboratories.

Virtual

Laboratories:

The Future

Beckons
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helps them in longer retention as they stay

updated on their learning and studies.

Virtual labs can teach students real life

experiments, which help them to make

their learning more enjoyable. The best

part of a virtual lab is that it can be

integrated with online learning modules

thus enabling teachers to take sudden

tests, quizzes and puzzles. The instructor

can also allow the AI inbuilt in virtual labs

to undertake these tests and quizzes. The

inbuilt AI also shares the feedback of

each student. Thus, tracking the

performance of each student becomes

easier. The software also has auto update

feature, which sends information to the

instructor if a student performs poorly.

Thus, the load of teachers for monitoring

the students gets reduced. These labs can

also be used as a part of the exercise of

understanding concepts that students

learn theoretically. 

Virtual labs are getting more and more

popular and would be used more

frequently as a way to teach students.

Virtual labs give every student a chance

of lab access. In physical labs, due to

shortage of space or resources, equal

access always cannot be guaranteed.

However, virtual labs can guarantee

uniform access. Virtual labs give students

equal time, which is sometimes not

possible in physical labs especially due to

limited lab timings and resources. It can

also allow students to control time and

understand the output at various time

intervals. Thus, each student can carry on

the experiment at their own pace. They

can also speed up time to understand if

they have made any mistakes or if they

are going in the right direction. Thus, it

becomes easier for students to practice in

virtual labs. Virtual labs, with the help of

inbuilt technologies, assist in student

motivation and student engagement,

which make a class interesting and at the

same time ensure that each student is

learning something. There are

innumerable scenarios which can be

created and student can access any tool

or apparatus they feel like, which might

have been difficult in physical labs

especially if the instruments are costly.

Instructors also feel safe to go with virtual

labs because sometimes besides the

instruments or chemicals being expensive,

they could be dangerous if not handled

carefully. Virtual labs provide students a

safe environment wherein they can make

mistakes, learn and also understand the

procedures to handle dangerous

materials, especially if they are using the

same for the first time. 

Research�has�

suggested�that�simulation

software�like�the�ones�used

in�virtual�labs�can�do

wonders�not�only�

in�the�field�of�education�

but�also�for�

commercial�purposes.
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Virtual labs have been the best place

wherein students have to dissect animals.

Now, with an increase in awareness of

animal rights and environmental

protection rights, virtual labs give the

students the best option of conducting

the experiments. Hence, it becomes quite

obvious that especially in life sciences, the

students can have a better and an

ethical way of conducting experiments. A

virtual lab is a place where any student,

whether the candidate is prepared or

not, can start experiments and explore

new opportunities. Thus, it gives every

student a space of their own in which

they can learn or grow.

In India, virtual labs constitute an initiative

of the Ministry of Human Resource and

Development. The initiative aims to

provide students remote access to their

laboratories through the Internet of Things.

The concept became more popular as

the 4th Revolution of Education is about to

step in, which is popularly known as

Education 4.0. As more and more learning

tools come into existence, these Virtual

labs can be considered as the outcome

of the e-learning procedures.

The virtual labs can be used from the

comfort of the home and can be

designed to test the learning outcomes of

the students. Due to its integration with

Learning Management System (LMS),

education can be more of a 360-degree

approach and can be validated by the

student and instructors in a number of

ways. More and more institutes are

adopting this technology like the IIT’s,

Amrita University, IIIT Hyderabad,

Dayalbagh Educational Institute, NIT

Karnataka and so on and so forth. The

increase in the participation is due to the

fact that the cost of operating almost

becomes negligible as this can be

accessed on any telecommunication

equipment, which has data connectivity

and graphics generators. This flexibility in

its operation makes the learning

experience even more joyful. However

unlike physical labs, these virtual labs

enjoy sharing of costly equipment and

proliferation of quality labs. 

The virtual labs are of three types –

Modeling and Simulation-Based,

Measurement-Based and Remotely

Triggered. The Modeling and Simulation

type of labs create various scenarios as

explained above and are mainly used in

Engineering and Natural Science

Domains. Measurement-Based virtual labs

find place not only in Engineering and

Natural Science but also in Management,

Commerce and Psychology. The Remote-

Based virtual labs have campus

integrated scheduling servers, web servers

and a database servers, which are

connected to the instrument via internet

In�physical�labs,�

due�to�shortage�of�

space�or�resources,�

equal�access�always�

cannot�be�guaranteed.

However,�virtual�

labs�can�guarantee�

uniform�access.
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to remote lab servers with webcams

attached though Local Area Network

(LAN). In this type of lab, students via LMS

server, connect the integrated campus

server through which they can access the

lab instrument. The lab modules are so

designed that students can visualize the

experiment by the instructor and can

finally conduct the experiment personally.
Technology is improving every day and
with each day the world is becoming
better in all respects. Research has
suggested that simulation software like
the ones used in virtual labs can do
wonders not only in the field of education
but also for commercial purposes. As the
digital economy is gaining momentum, a
lot of data is being generated. This data, if
properly utilized and mined, can give us

great insights like a particular pattern,
cognitive behaviour and even help in
predictive analytics. Today, we have a
host of smart gadgets around us, which
are also known by the term intelligent
gadget (i-gadget), which are using
Artificial Intelligence (AI) software in
monitoring the real time data. Whether
that is transmission grid in the form of
smart grid of Auto pilot in an airplane,
simulated environments are very common
now. With the help of advanced
simulated software and AI, future
predicted outcomes can be more
accurate, especially the ones which
involves some destructive tests. Hence, it
becomes easy to take technical decisions
and improve the design parameters.

[Author’s Introduction: Prof. (Dr.)

Dhrubajyoti Chattopadhyay is currently

the Vice Chancellor of Sister Nivedita

University in Kolkata. He was the Founder

Vice Chancellor of Amity University

Kolkata. Prof. Chattopadhyay has a

research experience of more than 33

years during which he had visited

numerous places in India and abroad like

Kansas, Ohio, New Jersey and Texas in

USA and Nihon and Hosei Universities in

Japan. Prof. Chattopadhyay has an

experience of more than 35 years as a

teacher. 25 students have obtained their

Ph.D. under his direct supervision and 10

students worked under his joint

supervision during their Ph.D. programme.

He has around 130 research papers and 6

book chapters to his credit till date.]
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B
ackground: Covid-19 has proved to

be a truly once-in-a-century

pandemic having wide and deep

adverse effects that might need decades

to nullify. In fact, some changes brought

about by this deadly disease might turn

out to be permanent and would define

what we now loosely call the “New

Normal”. Be it in the social norms, business

practices or in the health and wellness

realm, the changes are going to almost

redefine the way we think and go about

our daily lives.

One clear area that the prevalent

situation has brought to the fore and

compelled humanity to take note of is the

fundamental assumptions behind much

of our business practices. The wasteful

nature of business processes, a general

lack of concern for human values

(echoing the maxim of end justifying the

means), apathy towards the

environmental and climate issues,

considering any goal other than profit

(and the few other variants of the notion

with sugar-coated nomenclatures) as

tick-in-the-box items to have to look

good, rather than to be good – are just a

handful of the umpteen ways in which

businesses have been running for quite

some time now.  

Business education, trying to mimic what

the real world did to ensure employability

of its students or relevance of its products

(programmes, research, etc.), was

Rethinking Indian Business

Education at the Time of

Covid-19

Leadership professional

turned academic Prof. (Dr.)

Naveen Das deliberates on

the changes that need to

be made to business

education in the wake of

Covid-19 pandemic.

EducationEducation&
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confounded with the dichotomy of what

must be taught and what is needed in the

job place. Enough has been written and

talked about the perceptual gap

between the corporate world and the

world of academia, and how the

knowledge, skill and attitude imparted

during their tenures of studies in various

business and management schools do

not match with what are expected while

on the job. While the complaint from the

corporate world has been more or less

consistent over time, the world of business

education has gone through quite a few

cycles of changes, traversing the whole

path from pure practice-oriented to pure-

research-based curricula and pedagogy.

The pendulum of rigor-vs-relevance has

taken full swings, yet the pursuit of the

holy grail of the ‘Golden Mean’ of perfect

theory-practice mix or knowing-doing

balance is still on. 

The pandemic time is perhaps an

opportunity to once again revisit the

question of what we teach, why we

teach, who must teach, how we teach,

and where we teach the future business

and management professionals.

Rethinking on business school teaching

and learning will have to be in line with

the trends in the business arena, since the

majority of the graduating students get

placed as junior executives/ managers in

local, regional or MNCs. Obviously, a

miniscule of them start their own

businesses, and a sizable number progress

to higher education. 

The following three aspects need

rethinking: 

Rethink on Employability: Given the

historical trend of mostly fresh-from-

college students joining business

education in India, unlike in the western

world where it is mostly the experienced

lot that join, the intellectual horsepower of

the new entrants, rather than the

relevance of their experience or

capability of handling responsibility as a

professional manager, has been the only

criteria for recruiting students. This has had

adverse impact on the suitability of the

graduating students to their roles in the

corporate. During their tenure as students,

in spite of grooming and other skill inputs,

there remains a gap in their overall

preparedness for gainful employment. This

vicious cycle of sub-prime entrants

leading to sub-prime teaching and

learning leading to sub-prime graduates

leading to sub-prime placements, and

thus setting off a diminishing cycle of low-

quality output affecting morale, business

and overall branding of Indian business

education needs to be effectively

broken, thereby taking bold and long-

range decisions towards creating relevant

One�clear�area�that�the

prevalent�situation�has

brought�to�the�fore�and

compelled�humanity�to�take

note�of�is�the�fundamental

assumptions�behind�much�of

our�business�practices.
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(without losing rigour) curricula and

pedagogy to train the eligible graduates

in the art-science-craft of management,

who can take businesses to greater

heights. Employability of graduates must

be the guiding philosophy of schools of

management and business.

Rethink on Appropriate Curricula: Many

research findings have pointed out the

mismatch of curricula with real-life issues

in the business world. Case studies,

internships, guest lectures by industry

practitioners, involvement of students in

corporate projects, etc. have mitigated

this wide chasm to some extent, yet much

needs to be done on this front. Bringing

the industry into the classroom without

proper integration has its own perils. It has

been observed that industry professionals

when they join the academia, mostly as

clinical faculty members, lack the

theoretical underpinnings of their inputs,

rendering much of their delivery as “war-

stories” from their chest of corporate

experience, which hangs loosely as

episodes. Integration of theory with

practice is what must be attempted, and

Indian business schools still lag behind

their western counterparts on this front. 

The proverbial parallel worlds of the

academics and the practitioners are not

only divergent, but also mired in deep

mutual suspicions. Not just delivery of

content, but in almost every facet of the

scholastic activity a school indulges in; the

corporate partner must be involved. More

specifically, if the corporate viewpoint

and involvement is there in curriculum

design, planning of evaluation methods,

internship design and execution, student

assessment, apart from the usual delivery

of content through industry speaker series,

guest lectures, best practice or case

study discussions by corporate

professionals, the quality of output of

schools in terms of student graduates,

research, programme outcomes, etc. will

surely meet the corporate expectations.

In the most canonical way, management

is a practice-driven field, so the deep

connectivity with the corporate world is

imperative, and a real differentiator in this

red-ocean of management or business

schools, the vast multitude of institutions

operating with essentially no difference,

leading to commoditization of business

education in India. The few exceptions, as

they say, actually prove the rule.

Rethink on Purpose of Profession: If we

think of the entire body of knowledge

that a business or management school

attempts to expose every student to, it

falls into the famous three intellectual

virtues of Aristotle – epistêmê, technê and

phronêsis. For much too long, the schools

have focused on epistêmê and a bit on

A�manager�is�first�and

foremost�a�custodian�of�the

universal�human�values,�and

then�a�custodian�of�the

organizational�objectives.
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technê, and the phronêsis part is either

left to the students, who are expected to

learn in the rough and tumble of the real

world, or given a perfunctory exposure

through add-on courses like Ethics and

Corporate Governance. 

The pandemic has taught us that human

values are supreme, and must supersede

any other goal, mission or vision of an

organization. A manager is first and

foremost a custodian of the universal

human values, and then a custodian of

the organizational objectives. It is here

that Indian, and most probably global,

business education has failed miserably.

“Lopsided critters” or “Heartless Souls” are

just some terms used to describe the

graduates of our schools of business or

management. Faculty members try and

do a good job of delivering the epistêmê

of business education. The entire technê

part must be handled by corporate

professionals. The motivation as well rating

or appraisal criteria of faculty members

prohibit them from becoming an expert in

this important skill-based part of

education. We will not have this

dichotomy when professors would be

encouraged to become professors-in-

residence at corporates, or when

practitioners will be welcome to work as

professionals-in-residence in business

schools. But, till we reach that level of

seamless integration, this model might

work. Equal emphasis, if not more, must

be laid on phronêsis or the development

of the situated or contextual wisdom or

value-system so that as leaders our

students can stick to the basic human

principles of natural fairness, justice,

integrity and ethics. In a nut-shell,

management when taught as a science

covers the epistêmê, taught as a craft

covers the technê, while as an art, covers

the phronêsis part of the intellectual

virtues.

How do we transform ourselves?

Essentially, it is a matter of mindset and

courage to buck the trend. While the rest

of the business schools keep zigging the

way they have been for some time now,

few torchbearers need to zag and stand

the ground at least for a reasonable

amount of time for the business school

environment as a whole to go through this

transition by unlearning the old way, and

relearning the new. It is only then that the

Indian business school education, by and

large, will shed its image of an also-ran,

easy-going, mostly local, average-

placement oriented programme to a

unique, rigorous, global, good placement

oriented force to reckon with. The best

part of this is that as a nation, we know

what needs to be done. It is in execution

that we fail. The National Education

Policy, NEP 2020, as a whole, urges us to

take the plunge into this new world of

excellence. It is now imperative for us to

walk the talk.

[Author’s Introduction: Prof. (Dr) Naveen

Das is the Dean (Academics) and the

Dean of School of Business and

Economics under Adamas University in

Kolkata. An alumnus of IIT Kharagpur and

IIM Calcutta, Prof. Das has substantial

leadership experience in the corporate

and academia. He’s a passionate

teacher, meticulous researcher and an

assiduous institution builder.]
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S
TEM spans the vast and most

important areas of Science,

Technology, Engineering and

Mathematics based subjects. All over the

world, imparting of STEM-based

education, with success, is immensely

important. In most of the developed and

first world countries, an important target is

to create a strong workforce, well

equipped with technical knowledge,

state-of-the-art skills and sound

mathematical as well as scientific

knowledge. This may only be achieved

through the successful implementation of

STEM education in schools and obviously

in colleges and universities. 

The conventional classroom teaching is

facing various adversities in the current

pandemic situation. It has become almost

impossible to accommodate a

considerable number of students and

their course instructor together inside a

classroom in this aggressively spreading

pandemic condition. Therefore, a feasible

alternative solution is required. Otherwise,

the world would be facing a blind lane

with absolutely no way out and entire

education system would be paralyzed.

It is in such a scenario that online

education has been introduced and is

steadily gaining popularity. Even though

online learning was already there for the

past few years, yet such profuse

application was never thought of and

was neither appreciated. Initially, people

were sceptic about the success of such

knowledge sharing on a digital platform.

Yet, the rapid success of this online mode

is effectively convincing more and more

traditional thinkers every day. 

A recent survey has shown that STEM

students learn as effectively in the online

mode as in traditional classes. The study

was based on a survey conducted over a

set of more than 300 students from

esteemed Russian universities and the

results were published by a group of

researchers from Cornell University. Such a

Accomplished

researcher and academic

Dr. Moumita Mukherjee

delves deep into the

deliverance of STEM

education following the

online route. 
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result is immensely significant in these

unprecedented and hard times.

Although, the pandemic has caused

extreme devastation across all levels of

the society and in every aspect, yet this

challenging situation has provoked

mankind and inspired them to think and

work differently. The firsthand result of

such improvised attitude is the

introduction and successful execution of

online education. This bears even more

significance for STEM subjects. 

As, it is said that charity begins at home,

therefore, the successful execution of

digital learning in these technical subjects

is expected to usher in a new era in the

field of education. This will enable

students from various levels of the society

to participate in college and university

education by transcending various social

and economic barriers. What is more

promising is the fact that such online

teaching reduces the cost of imparting

education. This, in turn, promises

affordable superior quality education to

promising students belonging to lower or

middle income groups mostly from the

developing countries. 

Moreover, once teachers and students

get acquainted with this online mode of

imparting education, then the age-old

barrier faced by students of developing

countries, who are not able to attend

classes in world class universities, situated

in the advanced nations like US or

European countries will be overcome.

Though there might be a general notion

that conducting STEM classes online may

result in degraded laboratory training, yet

that is not true. The reason is, these days

most of the subjects are well equipped

with highly developed simulators and in

most of the university-laboratories. Instead

of conducting hardware-based

experiments, already such simulators are

preferred. 

In the online mode, both course instructor

and students may install the necessary

Another�very�important

aspect�of�online�education�is

that�it�can�effectively�address

the�issue�of�unavailability�of

sufficient�number�of�qualified

professionals�capable�of

classroom�teaching�in�the

underdeveloped�economies

of�non-affluent�countries.
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simulator in their laptops or desktops and

get connected through a convenient

audiovisual platform and can conduct

the classes peacefully. Such use of

simulators would rather equip the students

with state-of-the-art knowledge and

make them industry ready. This is because

the electronics industry relies upon

simulation and mathematical modeling

skills to judge the merit of any newly

proposed technology or device or any

concept, before it actually enters into the

lab-based fabrication. Thus, the ability to

interact with simulators and comprehend

the simulated results and to compare

them with lab-based results may be

considered to be particularly

advantageous for the present day STEM-

students. However, in a couple of

science-based subjects, say, Chemistry,

conducting lab experiments based on

simulators, would be challenging. For this,

pre-recorded as well as live-video based

visually-aided learning may come to the

rescue.

Another very important aspect of online

education is that it can effectively

address the issue of unavailability of

sufficient number of qualified

professionals capable of classroom

teaching in the underdeveloped

economies of non-affluent countries.

Access to online education actually

means access to the classes of world-

renowned professors, some of the

stalwarts in the fields, belonging to the

best universities from all over the world.

This is particularly true for STEM subjects. 

Implementation of online STEM education

in colleges and universities would further

equip the students with necessary

technical knowledge and digital

communication skills that would be

extremely necessary to thrive in the

upcoming years. STEM students, who will

experience online education on a broad

scale, would be able to readily identify

and comprehend the use of the

Implementation�

of�online�STEM�

education�in�colleges�and�

universities�would�further

equip�the�students�

with�necessary�

technical�knowledge�

and�digital�

communication�skills.
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principles, theories and

fundamentals of

technologies that they

have been taught.

Engineering students are

well acquainted in

communication,

modulation, transmission

and reception of

information in the form of

various signals. Also, they

are theoretically well

aware of the various

forms of signal and

modes of

communication those

are used in present day

information technology.

However, such

knowledge usually

remains confined within

their syllabus. 

With the advent of online

learning, technology

and technical devices

would both become an

integral part of their

everyday life. This would

assist the STEM students

in gaining first-hand

experience in whatever

they are being taught

and the practical

implementation of such

knowledge in the real

world. Therefore, online

education for STEM

students is not just a

mode of learning but an

effective means of

comprehending their

own subject. So, in turn,

digital learning may be

termed as real time

learning, for STEM

students. Thus, on top of

hundreds of positive

points, online education

is particularly helpful for

STEM students and the

present pandemic has

proven this clearly.

[Author’s Introduction: Dr.

Moumita Mukherjee, an

alumnus of Presidency

College and Calcutta

University, received her

M.Sc. in Applied Physics,

M.Tech. in Biomedical-

Engineering and Ph.D.

(Tech.) in Radio-Physics

and Electronics from the

University of Calcutta.

She did her doctoral and

post-doctoral studies

from DRDO under the

Ministry of Defence and

has received ‘visiting

scientist’ and ‘post-

doctoral’ positions from

Newcastle University in

the UK and Technical

University in Darmstadt in

Germany. Dr. Mukherjee

is a former Scientist with

DRDO. Subsequently, she

joined Adamas University

and is presently serving

the university as its Dean

(R&D).  She has guided a

number of Ph.D. and PG

theses, has published

more than 150 peer-

reviewed research

papers and working as PI

of five industry funded

research projects

running under Adamas

University.]

A�recent

survey�has

shown�that

STEM

students�learn

as�effectively

in�online�mode

as�in

traditional

classes.
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Why Design?

E
very design is a visual message with

a singular purpose and that purpose

is to connect to a target group. The

visual message is strategically developed

to evoke a specific reaction or an

emotion.

Whether it is designing a poster, or a

frame of an animation movie, or the level

of a 3D computer game, there are two

distinct development blocks. The first

block, which is theoretical, consists of

WHAT and HOW. What is the theory

behind a design? How can it be

implemented during the development

process? The second block, which is

technical, consists of WHICH. Which

design tool should we start with? How will

that design tool help in the application of

that theory?

Design has changed from being a purely

creative process to a combination of

creativity and technology. It is now a

complex process with many elements like

design theory, colour psychology, human

behaviour and technology.

The Practical Factor

As a general belief in human intelligence,

theory comes first and is superior to

practice. In fact, it is somewhat opposite.

The essence of human intelligence is not

only to link theory and practice but also

to learn from experience. Humans have

developed the art of advancing theory

by practice and experiment. In many

fields of human endeavour, practice is

the key to the advancement of

knowledge and connected to progress. In

most human activities, theory develops

partly from practice and practice

changes in response to theory.

The most powerful educational

experience is to have the excitement and

satisfaction of applying both skill and

knowledge to achieve a worthwhile goal.

It is in the purposeful application of both

skill and knowledge that the true

Designer and educator

Arindam Bhaduri

deliberates on the future

of design education.

Design Education Next

EducationEducation&
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relevance of education

is made clear.

The Cognitive Factor

Aesthetics are wrongly

identified with surface

appearance.

Alternatively, they are

wrongly identified with

expression, an emotional

gesture or personal

identity. In fact,

aesthetics are

fundamental to all

human thought and

action, and particularly

in designing and making.

Aesthetics are central

not only to design but

also to the way they

communicate.

All human cognition

depends on input from

the senses. The brain’s

causal models are built

from sensory input.

Action in and on the

world is carried out

though the senses and it

is feedback from the

senses that leads us to

modify our actions and

to learn from experience.

Seeing in the mind’s eye

relies on models

constructed from sensory

experiences and these

models are externalised

and understood through

sensory output and input.

Humans live in an

environment, natural or

made, of shapes, forms,

colours, movements,

actions and reactions.

The Technological Factor

Even though the

integration of

technology into the

design education

programme still poses

problems today,

educators aim to

combine the knowledge

of the previous

generations with the

innovations in the field.

The main goal is to

incorporate

technological advances

and inventions into the

design field as seamlessly

as possible.

Design Education – Now

Design education has

always found itself in the

middle of subject rivalries

and two apparently

conflicting goals. Should

priority be given to

Design�has

changed�from�being�a

purely�creative

process�to�a

combination�of

creativity�and

technology.
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nurturing future

professionals or to

providing the learners

with access to design

skills and knowledge

about design?

During the increase of

computing in the ’80s,

design education was at

the crossroads with the

developing technology.

During these early

stages, design education

was impacted

significantly by the

varied disciplines like

communication design,

product design,

animation design,

industrial design, etc. The

educators of these

disciplines had to

determine what exactly

should be covered in 

the curriculum and 

what should be

excluded from it.

There is an even more

rapid change in

technologies currently.

Nevertheless, evolution in

design and design

education must

accommodate more

than only the

technological progress.

Design Education – Next

Chapter

As technology continues

to advance, cultures go

through changes and

consumer experience

shifts, the design field

becomes more intricate

and sophisticated for

some experiences,

services, and products

compared to how it was

a few years ago.

This is enough reason to

make educators begin

to think of new ways of

arranging the design

process. Fortunately,

today, with increased

collaborative efforts

between the education

sector and the industry, it

is easy for educators and

employers to create a

seamless transition for

learners graduating from

school and new entrants

into the design

profession.

During the past two

decades, technological

advances have

expanded the

importance of design, as

well as the demand for

designers, at an

unprecedented pace.

Power skills such as

persuasive speaking and

empathy are already

crucial for employers

and promote socially

conscious, results-

oriented design. And the

more technical design

becomes, the more

important it is that

designers inspire,

persuade and explain.

During�the�past

two�decades,

technological

advances�

have�expanded

the�importance

of�design,�as

well�as�the

demand�for

designers,�

at�an

unprecedented

pace.
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They also need to be able to listen and

communicate their ideas.

By many accounts, design teams will grow

larger and increasingly diverse, which

means students will need to both

articulate their ideas and communicate

with each other. Moreover, as the industry

evolves, tomorrow’s designers must strive

for authenticity, empathy and humanity in

their creations. Designers in the future will

need to connect with their unique

contribution in an endeavour to bring

forward their singular perspective and

skills to offer change.

Design will be increasingly personal and

purpose driven and will enable us to align

our lives with our values. Future designers

will need to connect with their unique

contributions in an effort to bring forward

their creative perspective and skills to

create change.

Designers have to develop a deeper

understanding of how people experience

a product, space, or an entire ecosystem.

The Story of David

There will be a David, when there is a

Goliath, and he will always challenge

Goliath. Here, the name of David is Ton

Roosendaal, a Dutch software developer.

Ton Roosendaal had a dream, a

seemingly impossible one at that time. He

wanted to challenge the Goliath of the

3D modelling and animation industry, i.e.

Autodesk, the developer of 3Ds Max,

Maya and Softimage, three industry-

standard 3D modelling and animation

software. He wanted to make “3D

modelling and animation” accessible to

everyone who wants to learn and

develop 3D animation. The cost of

learning 3D is always high because of the

high-priced software. So in 2002, he

developed Blender 3D, a free and open

source 3D creation suite with the help of

the newly founded Blender Foundation.

After 18 years of constant development,

colleges and universities around the world

are now embracing and integrating

Blender in their courses. Blender is now

being used in major motion pictures and

television productions as well. It is still free,

and it changed the design education

significantly.

Design Education – Where from Here

The future of design education is bound

to influence a variety of issues, ranging

widely from technological advancements

to business and the human nature, seeing

as these processes use design to model

their patterns and create new trends. As

the role of technology in our daily lives

keeps growing, design education and

design, in general, are also bound to play

an integral role in the further

development of all the industries.

Design education is dynamic in nature. It

is like design itself, always changing,

evolving and trying to reach a new

height. So, maybe the future is a little

blurred now, but we can always expect

something new, something more

harmonious.

[Author’s Introduction: Arindam Bhaduri is

a designer and educator with 20 years of

design experience and training skills. For

the last 10 years, he is teaching design

and animation in many institutes within

and outside abroad. Arindam is also an

Adobe Certified Design Master and

Instructor and presently working in

Bahrain.]

Seeing�in�the�mind’s�eye

relies�on�models�constructed

from�sensory�experiences

and�these�models�

are�externalised�and

understood�through�sensory

output�and�input.
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I
ntroduction: Every senior management

person will agree that focusing too

early on the “how” is always a mistake.

The “how” is often clear and

manageable, with less or more effort and

resources. But “how” is a later concern.

There are many things that come before.

Failures or non-starting of initiatives are

often due to focusing too soon (or too

much) on the “how to” i.e. on the hard

skills needed to do a task.

The “how” is always important of course.

There is no denying that. By knowing and

doing the “how”, an individual or an

organization can bring about changes.

But as people grow more experienced in

“bringing about changes”, they realize

that it is a very different (and difficult)

thing altogether to bring about any

change globally and that the “how” is

only one-third of the story.

The other two big and important parts are

“why” and “when”. Those who will need

“Educated” and “Employable”

in the New Economy

Seasoned Journalist

turned Academic; 

Dr. Mrityunjoy Chatterjee

stresses on a solid

foundation in 

liberal arts for ensuring

employability.

Only a Solid Foundation in Liberal

Arts Would Enable You to be 

EducationEducation&
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to ask (and answer) the “why” and

“when”, will need a solid foundation in

Liberal Arts topics – things different from

the “how” of things.

India and Leadership: We often bemoan

that our brilliant people (the ones who

know the “how”) go abroad. They

become rich and famous there, bring

about great changes, innovations, glory

etc. So why can’t they do it here?

The answer is obvious on many fronts. The

countries they go to are places that have

solved the “why” and “when” problems.

So, now they need the “how” and are

willing to pay. It is purely a demand-

supply situation.

But in India itself, there is no justification for

paying people, who know the “how”.

Most of our skilled people, even in

industries other than software, even when

staying in India, are basically working for

those who have resolved the “why” and

“when” issues.

In India there is often much confusion

around “why” and “when”, two basic

management and leadership

determinations. So we “export” skills. We

sell skilled (and cheap) labour.

India will become a developed nation

when it needs to import skills!

This may sound very paradoxical, but it is

a measure of leadership to know what is

missing and what is needed. By only

knowing “how”, we shall never have a

demand for those who know “how”.

China knew it needed English, so it

imported thousands of English teachers,

paying them top salaries. They had their

“why” and “when” unambiguously clear.

So today, one can travel in any large city

in China speaking only English.

Knowledge of history, sociology,

psychology, human behavior,

organizational behavior and the likes is

necessary to make this kind of “changes

of direction”.

Only Liberal Arts can provide that

perspective and that clarity.

But, what about engineering, technology

and software education? Our minds are

so clouded by “high salaries” that we

have stopped thinking about “for how

long”?

If we take a survey of “skilled people”

across the software, BPO, KPO industries,

we may find the following distribution of

people count vs. salaries vs. hard skills.

- at entry level, a very large number of

people, with quite low salaries.

- at 4-8 years’ experience level, fairly high

salaries (and a desire to study MBA).

- at 12-15 years’ experience level, salary

stagnation, high risk of pink slip (except for

those who have continuously upgraded

their skills, possible for only a few).

- at 20+ experience level, only a few

people, with high salaries, almost all non-

technical.

Isn’t it fairly obvious that “cheap skilled

labour” is the pattern across almost all

industries today? Where will it go in the

future?

It will go to Vietnam if we aren’t careful.

Or Bangladesh, or even Northern Ireland!

Much of it already has, as English-

speaking cheap labour is now being

discovered at many places across the

world. As economies falter after the 2008

financial crash and more so after the

Coronavirus pandemic, as remote

working becomes the norm, this space will

only become more crowded.

An�education�in�Liberal�Arts

gives�that�ability�to�think

laterally,�away�from�the

immediate,�from�one’s�own

biases�and�those�of�others.
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The only solution is to value such skills

properly within the country and extend

the lifetime of skills within the

organizational and governmental

systems. Who will value the “how”?

Obviously those who have solved the

“why” and “when”.

The Unknown Story of British Civil Services:

The question “generalist or specialist?”

has plagued the Civil Services for a very

long time, and continues to do so. Even

during its founding in 1850s, this dilemma

existed. The British made a very clear

statement. They chose to hire ICS

aspirants based on knowledge of Greek

and Latin classics, and horse riding and

not based on mathematics or science or

technical knowledge.

Were they mad? Hasn’t the world

changed since then?

We might as well ask. Has the skills of

diplomacy changed in the last 500 or

even 3000 years?

Liberal Arts essentially create

administrators and diplomats. The British

knew very well what they needed to

administer a vast territory such as India,

with its enormous complications of races,

languages, geography, customs and

mindsets.

Such people needed to know Latin and

Greek classics. They needed these to

navigate the grammar of human beings,

China�knew�it�needed�English,

so�it�imported�thousands�of

English�teachers,�paying�them

top�salaries.�They�had�their

“why”�and�“when”

unambiguously�clear.
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to apply judgment in crucial places

where no help is available – to take

charge, to build dams and to plant tea

gardens.

If we think that “results speak for

themselves”, then what greater example

could one have? The system lasted for

150 years, and still serves us as the IAS and

will continue to be relevant. What magic

can be there in Latin and Greek? (or, in its

modern day equivalent of history, arts,

political science, languages).

Here is one reason why it works. But there

are many, too many to go into in a short

article.

The Software Manager’s Dilemma: Let us

say that you are a software manager,

and have an excellent team of highly

skilled people (a highly unlikely scenario,

there will be all kinds of people, some

good, some bad, but never mind).

The biggest challenge you will face is to

know “what is right?”. Each specialist will

have his/ her own way of thinking. Even

without the usual psychological biases of

resistance to change, resistance to new

learning, likes and dislikes, each “expert”

will try to pull in his own direction. One will

say “Java is good”, another will say

“Python is the latest”. You yourself (if

skilled) will have a bias.

There are hundreds of technologies,

thousands of ways of doing a thing one

way or another. How do you decide?

The answer is, lateral thinking. One has to

think away from it all, focus on the

business perhaps, or the outcomes, or the

history, or the costs, or the risks. One

cannot say offhand.

But one can say one thing definitely. An

education in Liberal Arts gives that ability

to think laterally, away from the

immediate, from one’s own biases and

those of others.

One has read, say, about Muhammad bin

Tughluq, the mad king of Delhi. He had

excellent ideas, and even implemented

many except that they were all disastrous.

He knew the “how”, but had not spent

enough time on the “why” and the

“when”. He did not know about the

reluctance of people to change, and the

But�as�people�

grow�more�experienced�in

“bringing�about�changes”,

they�realize�that�it�is�a�very

different�(and�difficult)

thing�altogether�to�bring

about�any�change�globally

and�that�the�“how”�is�only

one-third�of�the�story.
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many things needed to win their hearts

and minds.

Change Management: Even today,

change management often fails, in spite

of the enormous emphasis that

management studies lay on it.

The genesis of change, the need, the

methodology, the aftermath – these are

not taught as part of engineering or a

technology syllabus let alone the actual

handling of it.

The fundamental change management

model is Kurt Lewin’s “freeze, un-freeze,

re-freeze” – although it has been modified

somewhat in later years.

Similarly, education will also be mostly

about “learn, unlearn and re-learn”. Most

factual knowledge is available over the

internet. It makes no sense to memorize

and paste them over the examination

papers. Sooner or later, conventional

education will fail to deliver (if not

already).

What is needed is a training of the mind

to accept, dispute, defend and

harmonize the changes going on all

around us. Let us see briefly where the

changes are taking us.

Job Changes, or Career Changes?: This is

going to be VUCA (volatile, uncertain,

complex and ambiguous) as never

before.

Going abroad for good students is unlikely

to revive soon. The market is flooded with

software engineers (who all know the

“how”, let us assume). But what the

market will really need are sales and

marketing people first and foremost, the

driving engine of every business, because

getting orders will be the challenge, as

fresh investment climate will be very

choppy. Most sales efforts will be digital in

nature, which, for many, will involve digital

marketing.

The above short paragraph is by no

means a complete prediction of all likely

changes in the job market, but enough to

show that, both as a country and as an

individual, we shall need to be more

about soft sciences than about hard

sciences. Our field of knowledge cannot

But�as�India�

matures�in�its�thinking,�from

being�a�highly�vulnerable

third�world�country�to�a�fairly

confident�financial�

power,�even�young�

students�will�understand�that

without�liberal�arts,�there�is

no�career�longevity.
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remain specialized in narrow fields. There

is no formula about sales and marketing,

there are only multi-dimensional decisions

that involve much more than the “how”

of a few things.

Ethics and Image Management: But if we

think it is only about sales and marketing,

we shall be very wrong. A new generation

has grown up for whom ethics, the

morality of doing business, the greening of

the earth, the equality yet diversity of

genders, the avoidance of the mistakes

of the past century are equally vital

decision points.

We have seen how large businesses like

Amazon and Google have become

extremely sensitive about maintaining an

“ethical image”. Do you really think that

such hard-headed businessmen do not

know which way the wind is blowing?

They know very well that a single “wrong

action” by them, like supporting a cause

detrimental to climate can instantly go

around half the world and cost them a

billion dollars in sales.

Morals may be a-priori or a-posteriori, that

decision we may leave to people like

Immanuel Kant. But a Liberal Arts study at

least tells us what these two terms mean,

and what moral philosophy is really all

about. Once we learn such things, we are

in a much better position to understand

ethics and morality in business.

Make no mistake, future businesses will

have to carve out an image that is not

really about “maximizing profits of

shareholders”. It will either be a “social”

business, or remain small, lower down in

the value chain. The new generation is

not about excessive consumption, not

about endless growth and “progress” or

even about becoming billionaires before

30. In a very real sense, the future

consumer cares about very complex

social issues. And likewise so will have to

be business heads and leaders who wish

to remain leaders.

Conclusion: Liberal Arts constitute only a

degree. By itself, it will not guarantee a

job. But combined with “how to” skills, a

Liberal Arts education is a better bet for

higher leadership, administration, and

even politics.

Liberal Arts study is not “easy”, as

everyone in India has so far been given to

understand. It involves a training of the

mind (learning, unlearning, re-learning), to

accept, debate, dispute, defend and

then harmonize ideas.

This is not easy to understand, especially

as a young person eager to get the first

“cheap labor” job. But as India matures in

its thinking, from being a highly vulnerable

third world country to a fairly confident

financial power, even young students will

understand that without liberal arts, there

is no career longevity, and one may have

to forcibly retire after 10 years of work life.

[Author’s Introduction: Journalist turned

Academic administrator, Dr. Mrityunjoy

Chatterjee has over 35 years of

experience in mainstream Media and

Education industries. Widely travelled, he

has held coveted positions across Media

and Academia. Mrityunjoy is presently the

Dean, School of Liberal Arts & Culture

Studies, Adamas University.]

Most�of�our�skilled�people,

even�in�industries�other�than

software,�even�when�staying

in�India,�are�basically�working

for�those�who�have�resolved

the�“why”�and�“when”�issues.
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Covid-19: The Pandemic

T
he virus that originated from a local

market at Wuhan in China has posed

the greatest challenge of the century

to the society. The Covid-19 pandemic

has revealed vulnerabilities, across all

sectors demanding a powerful vision,

rather than sporadic actions to combat

the situation. Science, the most reliable

tool available to the society, has

encountered exemplar shift in its focus at

the level of education, research and

business.

The Society: Even More Scientific 

Despite the huge loss of lives and

economic slowdown across the globe,

the current pandemic has rendered a

positive impact on the mindset of the

society in terms of scientific understanding

and practice. Though, there have been

Academic and scientist

Dr. Saptarshi Chatterjee

deliberates on how

Covid-19 has changed

the approach towards

scientific education,

research and business.

EducationEducation&

Impact of Covid-19: 

Paradigm Shifts in Scientific

Education, Research and

Business
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several instances of

unscientific beliefs that

cropped up to tackle

the situation, it is

insignificant when

compared to the

expansion of the

scientific belief.

The media has played a

major role not only in

disseminating scientific

updates to the common

man but also in refuting

superstitions and

unscientific prejudices.

Awareness about

possible health hazards

and the maintenance of

personal hygiene have

been the priorities to

even the economically

challenged and socially

or educationally

backward communities.

Terms like ‘pandemic’,

‘virus’, ‘quarantine’,

‘sanitation’, ‘immunity’,

‘community-transmission’

and the likes have been

encountered for the first

time by the marginalized

communities as well as a

society ignorant about

scientific developments.

However, their

awareness has grown

significantly, especially

on the viral disease and

its management with a

few exceptions. This has

resulted in better health,

the lowering of airborne

and respiratory diseases

leading to an increase in

life expectancy, leaving

behind the shadow of

economic disparity.

Scientific Education: The

Focus Shifts

The advent of Covid-19

has acted as a catalyst

to the long-term

demand of education

system in the 21st

century. The barrier of

subjects, disciplines and

domains have been

gnarled by the advent of

inter-disciplinary and

multi-disciplinary

approaches to tackle

the menace of Covid-19. 

Apart from the

conventional subjects,

the spotlight is now

focused on

Microbiology,

Biotechnology,

Pharmaceutical

Sciences, Artificial

Intelligence, Machine

Despite�the

huge�loss�of

lives�and

economic

slowdown

across�the

globe,�the

current

pandemic�has

rendered�a

positive�impact

on�the�mindset

of�the�society�in

terms�of

scientific

understanding

and�practice.
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Learning and the likes. The shift in focus

has offered a wide scope to the aspirants

of science, demanding tailor-made

programmes, seldom offered by colleges

and universities otherwise. From tele-

medicine to vaccine development and

from molecular diagnostics to cyber-

security, students aspire to learn not only

for the sake of a degree but also for an

effective contribution to the society,

thereby securing employment

opportunities for the future. The

adaptability and rapidness in

transformation of the education system,

especially the higher educational

institutions in response to this change,

would pave the way in the future in

fulfilling the aspirations of students in the

post-Covid-19 era. 

Learning Science: The Unconventional

Way

While there has always been a debate on

the effectiveness of traditional learning

versus experiential learning, Covid-19 has

challenged both. Neither the

conventional academic system can be

continued nor do we have any

experience of the current scenario based

on past. Therefore, the road ahead is

speculative and unconventional. The

classroom lectures have been replaced

with online-classes and the practical

sessions have been replaced with virtual

labs. Time-bound examinations have

been replaced by online/ open-book

tests in the recent times. However,

Despite�the�lock-down�and

the�enforcement�of�physical-

distancing�for�preventing

transmission�of�the�virus,

imparting�education

continues�to�be�the�priority.
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affordability across economic groups,

availability of e-resources and the further

commercialization of education has

posed a risk to the ‘digitally divided

student community’. Blended education

seems to be the ‘now-normal’ being

accepted by most of the educationists,

despite areas of concern and criticism. 

Scientific Research: How Far Have We

Reached?

Covid-19 has posed the greatest

challenge to the scientific community in

terms of finding a medicine or a vaccine.

Though the unanticipated viral

transmissions across the globe caused an

initial set-back to scientific research,

researchers have been quick enough to

address the issue. Research funding has

greatly been redirected towards solution-

based approach rather than

fundamental studies. Because of the time-

consuming process of developing new

medicines, the initial focus was on drug-

repurposing. 

Several drugs like hydroxychloroquine

were attempted for this purpose through

clinical trials. Among those, Remdesivir

has been termed as the ‘molecule of

hope’ that received Emergency Use

Authorization (EUA) by USFDA for

compassionate use in the treatment of

Covid-19.

More than 12 drugs including Tocilizumab,

Baricitinib, Sarilumab and Favipiravir as

The�Covid-19�pandemic�has

revealed�vulnerabilities,

across�all�sectors�demanding

a�powerful�vision,�rather�than

sporadic�actions�to�combat

the�situation.
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well as approaches like the application of

convalescent plasma therapy are being

presently tested in clinical trials across the

world. A lack of definite medicines and

preventive approaches has significantly

accelerated the search for a vaccine

against Covid-19. More than 200 attempts

are listed currently at various stages of

development. Though most of them are in

the clinical stages I and II, the vaccine

AZD1222, prepared by the University of

Oxford, is one of the frontrunners. India, a

major manufacturer of global vaccine, is

expected to play a significant role in

Research and Development as well as

production of vaccines, once approval is

received. 

Science and Technology: Innovation-

Driven Business

In spite of the global economic crisis

leading to huge number of job losses and

unemployment, the present situation is

optimal for the technology-driven

business as well as start-ups because of

new demand that can be addressed by

newer solutions. Mask and hand sanitizers

have been the commodity of highest

demand, never ever encountered

before. Tech start-ups addressing the

issues of personal protective equipments

(PPE), ventilators in hospitals, diagnostic

kits, vaccine development and the likes

have seen promising growth during this

situation. However, the ability to apply

knowledge to solve an existing problem

has been the key to their success. Stock

price of several pharma companies had

risen by more than 20 per cent compared

to the last quarter, indicating the

importance of innovation and scientific-

research driven business. 

Combating Covid-19 at the Educational

Institutional Level

Academic and Research institutions are

playing a pivotal role in combating

Covid-19. Despite the lock-down and the

The�barrier�of�subjects,

disciplines�and�domains�have

been�gnarled�by�the�

advent�of�inter-disciplinary

and�multi-disciplinary

approaches�to�tackle�the

menace�of�Covid-19.
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enforcement of physical-distancing for

preventing transmission of the virus,

imparting education continues to be the

priority. Apart from imparting education,

the academic sector has largely devoted

itself in uplifting the morale of students

and communities through various

activities. 

Research has been the priority of higher

educational institutions that reflects

through the numerous projects being

undertaken and products being

developed out of academic institutions.

Collaboration with industries in the

development of vaccines, diagnostic kits

and the likes has shown the greater role

of educational institution in the society. 

“The essence of science lies not only in

studying but in the development of

technology, inquisitiveness of mind 

as well as scientific attitude”: Covid-19

has profound effect impacting 

science by challenging its role, provoking

a re-visit, addressing new problems for

better days ahead.

[Author’s Introduction: Dr. Saptarshi

Chatterjee is the Associate Director of

Incubation at Adamas University in

Kolkata. He is also an Assistant Professor

of Microbiology at the School of Life

Science and Biotechnology under

Adamas University. Dr. Chatterjee is a

Ph.D. in Microbiology with post doctoral

experience from IISER Kolkata. He is an

ardent researcher in the field of

microbiology, public health and anti-

cancer drug screening having about 17

international publications, three book

chapters and two patents to his credit. He

has participated in numerous national

and international conferences in India

and abroad. He is also the member of

several professional bodies (e.g. Indian

Science Congress Association). He has

worked as a resource person (GSBTM,

Gujarat) and reviewer of prestigious

journals.]
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M
edia literacy is the ability to

access, analyze, evaluate and

create messages across a variety

of contexts. It is now a part of the

conceptualization of literacy itself. If

reading, writing and speaking are central

to literacy, media literacy allows us to

perform these actions across platforms –

print, radio, television, new media etc. A

media literate person can decode,

evaluate, analyze and produce both print

and electronic media, which allows the

person to achieve critical autonomy in

relationship to all media (Aufderheide,

1993).

The advent of internet has led to a huge

amount of information coming our way. It

has transformed us from consumers to

media producers as well. This abundance

of sources along with the immediacy

afforded to us posits a challenge to

people in general and students of media

in particular, namely the inability to

distinguish between fact and fiction and

information and misinformation, which

leads to a crisis of democracy since

accurate news is a critical necessity for an

informed electorate.

The nature of literacy itself has changed in

this aspect. Since the advent of the web,

expression has moved towards social,

rather than strictly individual. Traditional

writings remain vital, but they now co-exist

with new media within the context of the

internet, which permits collaborative

narrative construction and publication

through platforms such as blogs, social

media, Google Docs and YouTube. This

has also helped reduce the lag time

between writing and reading media

dramatically, and has created cheap

means of media publication and

distribution. This essentially means a very

Social scientist and

academic Dr. Asha Singh

talks about the scope of

media literacy in

furthering the literacy

mission.

EducationEducation&

Media Literacy: 

Expanding the Scope of

Literacy
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fast development of information from

“read-only” to “write-possible” (Ohler,

2009).

Media literacy encompasses a truly vast

range of issues, including the role of

media in shaping behaviour, the impact

of news on society, digital learning, civic

engagement, the impact of media on

children, the role of media in shaping

social identity, digital teaching and

learning, etc. It helps people to

discriminate and evaluate media

content, to critically dissect media forms,

to investigate media effects and uses, to

use media intelligently, and to construct

alternative media (Kellner & Share, 2007).

Media literacy has taken the conception

of literacy quite a bit further by

introducing the concept of critical

thinking as everyday practice. It involves

asking questions in order to evaluate what

comes across our eyes and ears, and

increasingly, our screens. A media student

is expected to ask critical questions while

evaluating any piece of information.

They need to understand the possible

motives that an article might have and

comprehend its tone and bias. They need

to learn to be skeptical of sources and

develop tools to check them, which

would entail assessing the perspective

and mission of the news sources. Also,

they need to understand that in this

digital age, what they read, see and hear

online is most often specifically targeted

at them. Complex algorithms determine

the content, articles and ads they see,

and hence students must seek out

sources, which doesn’t just confirm but

challenges and pushes their beliefs

(Lander, 2020).

Similarly, while encountering any given

media message, one needs to ask

specific questions in order to analyze it.

The first question to ask is – who created

the message. The person(s) creating the

message must have made choices

regarding what to include and what to

leave out which affects or changes the

story we are told. Hence, the identity and

motivation of the creator are important.

Next, we need to focus on what

techniques were used to capture our

attention. Advertising has been

employing psychological insights for a

long time in order to get and hold our

attention, especially in this age of large

quantity of interesting, competing

content. New media has given rise to a

lot of new techniques as well in order to

do so, such as clickbait.

A media student should also try and

understand how other people might

Traditional�

writings�remain�vital,�

but�they�now�co-exist�with

new�media�within�

the�context�of�the�internet,

which�permits�

collaborative�

narrative�construction�and

publication.
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interpret the message in a different

manner compared to her own. This is

quite important both while crafting a

message as well as analyzing its

implications since we can easily assume

our own worldview to be consistent with

the audience at large. That, however,

does not mean that a news producer

should not have an opinion. In fact, it is

the basic duty of the news producer to

have and present her informed opinion to

the consumer, as well as make efforts to

make the consumer aware of opinions

different from her own. Edward Murrow’s

opinion against McCarthyism led to the

end of Jim Crow laws in the US, while

Walter Cronkite’s opinion helped bring

about the end of the Vietnam War.

Hence an important question to ask for

any media message would be, “What are

the points of view that are included or

omitted from a given message?” It is

important as the media encompasses

different ideas and opinions. For example,

given the constraints of their format,

television news stories generally consist of

brief narratives accompanied by short

video clips and static visuals. News stories

influence our thinking by their omissions,

as much as what is presented. Since the

television media is advertiser-driven

based on viewer ratings, the frame of

reference that is generally selected is one

that keeps the viewer engaged. It is also

pertinent to ask as to why was the

message sent in the first place.

While analyzing news, one must take into

account not just the content, but the

status of the surrounding zeitgeist as well.

Very little information becomes news the

moment it comes off the wires. Media

A�media�student�

should�also�try�and

understand�how�

other�people�might

interpret�the�message�in�a

different�manner�

compared�to�her�own.
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students need to be able to have the skill

sets to figure out whether news is being

presented in its historical context. They

need to judge whether this is the best

possible form or argument. They also need

to evaluate if this is information that is

relevant to the people at large, for

example helping them make a decision in

the polling booth, or their lives in general.

Hence being media literate for media

students and professionals becomes

important in order to enhance their skills

and perspectives as well as to educate

the uninitiated. Media literacy fosters

ability for reflexive comprehension across

media platforms. It builds upon existing

traditions of evidence based media

consumption and production, and

enables training of young media

professionals as educators who can carry

the mantle of media literacy forward in

the professional as well as public space.

lAuthor’s Introduction: Dr. Asha Singh is an

Associate Professor of Journalism at the

School of Media, Communication and

Fashion under Adamas University in

Kolkata. Previously, she worked with an

ICSSR centre under MHRD. Also, she has

taught at the Amity School of

Communication under Amity University in

Noida and Ambedkar University in Delhi

(A Delhi State Government University). She

has been awarded a doctoral degree

from Tata Institute of Social Sciences in

Mumbai. She primarily works in the field of

Sociology of Language and

Communication.]
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producers�as�well.
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Post-Covid-19 World

F
ew could have anticipated how

dramatically a virus would change

lives and priorities, to the extent that

has happened recently. The world may

never be the same again and as we

progress from day to day, understand

and adapt to the new normal; the

challenges that we face as individuals,

scientists and researchers become more

evident. Like most jobs that require daily

interactions and hands-on activities, the

lives of wet lab and field scientists have

been hit very hard. The challenges that

we faced during the lockdown and those

that we are facing now are unique and

have had no precedence.

On a Wednesday afternoon in late

March, we learnt that the country is going

under lockdown and that labs will shut in

a couple of days. It was a very strange

feeling and although anticipated, it was

still very disconcerting. Understanding and

accepting that the lockdown was going

to affect all of the things we took for

granted, was just the beginning. As

humans, we are resilient creatures and

tried to quickly adapt to the new normal,

Biologist and thinker 

Dr. Amrita Mukherjee

throws light on the

impact of Covid-19 on

laboratory research. 

Life and Times of Wet Lab

Scientists and Researchers

in the New Normal
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by getting busy with jobs that could be

done at home but for a wet lab scientist,

this was a very small list. Beyond data

analysis, writing manuscripts and reading,

there was little else we could do from a

computer at home. We held regular

virtual lab meetings on Zoom to “update”

each other and to keep the spirits high. At

the time of lockdown, it was the only way

to keep oneself connected with

colleagues and have scientific discussions

but it was certainly far from ideal. 

Among other things, doing science

depends heavily on bouncing of ideas,

back and forth and on colleagues who

challenge our hypotheses but also

provide reassurance when the

conclusions drawn are correct. In short,

science cannot be done in isolation. It is in

fact, in the exchange of ideas that

brilliance has a chance to strike. Working

in a laboratory setting with team

members having a common interest and

spending dedicated time together is

crucial for research but all this changed

quite dramatically in the face of the

pandemic.

Just as the day-to-day life of a lab

scientist changed completely, so did

science communication with the larger

scientific community. Traditionally, this has

always been accomplished by

conferences and workshops arranged for

a topic of interest at a dedicated venue.

Here, a few hundred to a thousand

participants would spend some days,

presenting their research via talks and

posters, exchanging ideas and discussing

the future of their field of study. However,

in the world of social distancing, it is

Like�most�jobs�that�require

daily�interactions�and�hands-

on�activities,�the�lives�of�wet

lab�and�field�scientists�have

been�hit�very�hard.
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impossible to physically gather individuals

for such a meeting. When attending a

virtual conference during lockdown, I had

a first-hand experience of what scientific

meetings might look like for some time to

come.

At such conferences, the venue is one’s

desktop and pre-recorded scientific

posters and talks are available to

participants online. The posters are usually

interactive with the presenters giving a

short video of their research work, which

provides some sense of the personality

behind the science. On actual

conference dates, chat rooms are

organised on Slack and panel discussions

on Zoom so that all participants can see,

listen and interact with each other. 

There are a few benefits of such virtual

conferences, for example, it can be

accessed at any convenient time, it is

cost-effective and provides a common

meeting ground for scientists from distant

parts of the world. However, there is

something lacking in this kind of meeting

and that is, an organic connection

between individuals. We are social

animals; we interact, imitate, learn from,

create, reflect and inspire each other and

these qualities have been crucial for the

advancement of our species, and they

require person to person interactions.

Transfer of knowledge is not just

dissemination of information; it is a lot

more than that. Unfortunately, there is

very limited scope of forging meaningful

connections by just listening and talking

to a screen at certain set times, sitting

alone in a room or an office. 

Conference venues have always been

set in a relatively quiet place, usually of

great natural beauty. This was intentional

and done such that one can get away

from the hustle-bustle of everyday life and

spend a couple of days just immersed in

the environment of like-minded

colleagues; discussing science in general

and not just data, to interact with

interesting personalities, to philosophise

about life and the universe and to forge

great friendships that last a lifetime. A

virtual world therefore, cannot be a

replacement for the real one, although it

will have to do, for the time being. 

Gone are the days of bursting into the

office with enthusiasm and having an

exhilarating discussion on a sudden new

idea. In the “new normal”, a lot of the

communication will be via a computer

Just�as�the�day-to-day�life�of

a�lab�scientist�changed

completely,�so�did�science

communication�with�the

larger�scientific�community.
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screen and this will need

some getting used to.

Now, that the lockdown

has been lifted and we

are starting to slowly get

back to the lab; in order

to maintain social

distancing, we are

limited to working only

certain hours of the day.

We hardly see much of

our colleagues and

friends at the workplace

and this can have a

much deeper

psychological impact on

researchers as well as

have a direct effect on

their productivity. There

may be a lack of

inspiration and

conducting experiments

might feel more

mechanical, like doing

something only as a

means to an end. In this

“new normal”, lab work

and research output has

already slowed down.

This in turn, will have a

detrimental effect on

making new discoveries,

on publication of

scientific peer-reviewed

articles and on future

careers of many

researchers. 

We need to think about

how best to deal with

these challenges and

provide the support that

the researchers need, to

bring some of that spark

back to doing lab based

science. Provisions also

need to be made via

grants and funding to

support the scientists

whose science and

careers have suffered

because of lost time.

These are

unprecedented times

and the road ahead is

not very clear but

focusing on what can be

done will help to

concentrate our

energies and bring

productivity and

meaning back in the

lives of researchers.

Humanity has lived

through some very tough

times and I believe that

we will live through this

one as well. For the

bumpy road ahead, we

have to adjust our lives

and do what is possible

and let go of what is

impossible, and remind

ourselves that in reality,

“the only constant in life

is change” and adjusting

to it and making the best

of it, the only way.

[Author’s Introduction:

After completing her

Ph.D. at the Max Planck

Institute for

Developmental Biology,

Germany on the role of

extracellular lipid signals

in cell migration, Dr.

Amrita Mukherjee

decided to focus on the

cell and developmental

biology of neurons for

her postdoctoral studies.

She moved to King’s

College London, UK

where she worked on the

role of mitochondria in

cell death and

remodelling in neurons.

At present, Amrita is a

postdoctoral researcher

at the University of

Cambridge, UK and her

research focuses on the

regulation of cellular

cytoskeleton in

developing and mature

neurons.]
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Post-Covid-19 World

I
t’s not easy to wake up one morning

and see your teenage daughter fussing

about going back to school face to

face. In our orange county, Orlando,

Florida, going back to school is a big

event associated with weeklong

shopping, getting schedules, ‘meeting

the teacher’ events and what not. But this

fall, the scenario is quite gloomy and

uncertain. By March 2020, schools were

suddenly transformed into virtual classes

after the WHO announced that Covid- 19

is a pandemic. 

Suddenly children were sitting in front of

the impersonal laptop screens trying to

figure out online classes and its new

platforms. Instead of mathematics

teacher Ms. Parker, there is a blue button

to communicate with the teacher. Kids

are sitting at home all day in front of their

laptops. No more basketball games,

lunch breaks, chorus practices or school

socials. Somehow, the gloomy news on TV

about how the disease is spreading like a

fire and how social distancing has

absolutely become a necessary aspect of

life made children adjust to the strange

situation.

When Normal Has to be

Preempted by New
Internationally

acclaimed physician 

Dr. Amrita Mukherjee

talks about how 

Covid-19 is giving rise to

the new normal.
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It was a strange summer

without pool parties,

summer camps at

Kennedy center and trips

to Disney downtown. But,

that was three months

ago. Today, students

had it enough on their

plate and were eager to

go back to meet their

real teachers and real

friends. So, there are

three options this coming

fall semester – face-to-

face traditional setup,

hybrid system with 50 per

cent face-to-face

interaction along with

virtual 50 per cent

instructions and finally

100 per cent virtual

setup, where students

stay home. Interaction

platforms are Zoom, Duo

and FaceTime. As

parents, we are worried

about the emotional

and psychological

outcome that is hanging

like an invisible curtain of

doom.

If you are wondering

when the Coronavirus

will end, you’re not

alone. As communities

start to reopen, we shall

likely see future

outbreaks and clusters of

viral transmission, which

could cause the number

of Covid-19 cases to

increase again. That’s

because Covid-19 is

contagious – each

person who catches it

infects, on average,

about two other people,

and some infect many

more. Many people

infected with the virus do

not have symptoms and

can unknowingly infect

another person, who

could become very sick.

That means that, until a

vaccine is widely

available, even if your

location is “open for

business,” you still need

to take precautions so

that employees and

customers don’t catch or

spread Covid-19.” 

So far, two potential

Coronavirus vaccines

from Oxford University

and the Chinese

company CanSino have

triggered immune

responses in hundreds of

people, without

dangerous side effects.

Russia’s first vaccine

against the novel

Coronavirus is ready, a

government official said

recently. Ruslan Tsalikov,

the first deputy defense

minister, said that two

groups of volunteers

have successfully

completed clinical trials,

with all of them having

built up immunity. At the

time of discharge, all the

volunteers, without

exception, built up

immunity to the

Coronavirus and felt well.

Thus, the first domestic

vaccine against a new

Coronavirus infection is

ready, as they claim. The

vaccine was jointly

developed by the

Gamaleya National
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Research Center for Epidemiology and

Microbiology and the Main Military

Clinical Burdenko Hospital.

Does that give us any peace of mind?

The answer is no. As charity begins at

home, I am worried about my asthma-

prone daughter. Should I give just the

regular flu shot like every year or wait for

the so-called Covid-19 vaccine? If I prefer

to do both, how in the world will they

interact with each other? Not enough

information on the horizon. Since last

week, as a physician, we were told to

follow up calls to new 10,000 patients,

who recently contracted Covid-19 and

came back home from the hospital. 

Suddenly our job as doctors started to

look like a telemarketer. Am I comfortable

with this new normal? The answer is a

huge NO. I do not like to see my patient

through a computer or a phone screen. I

feel very unsure and ambiguous when I

cannot hear their heartbeats and

respiration. It’s scary not to be able to

assess how bad the throat looks like or

how worse the leg swelling is, without

tapping their legs. My training in medical

school was different. I was told I am not a

physician if I don’t hear their heart beats

with my stethoscope placed on the bare

skin. If I try to hear that through even their

clothing, I was told that was grossly

incorrect. 

My whole first year in medical school, I

spent endless nights in a morgue,

dissecting cadavers and learning

anatomy. Yesterday, my student told me

this year when he goes to his first year of

medical school, he will see videos of

dissecting cadavers on the screen. Not

As�parents,�we�are�

worried�about�the�

emotional�and�psy

chological�outcome�

that�is�hanging�like�an

invisible�curtain�of�doom.
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touching the flesh, blood, tendons and

bones like I did 15 years ago. I wonder

what kind of doctors they will become.

How would I feel about myself or what

would have been my confidence level if I

would not have spent those gross hours in

a morgue 15 years ago? Nobody can

assure me. But I guess this is the new

normal I have to get adjusted to. 

My future colleagues will be a group of

doctors, who did not spend hours in

surgery rotation holding protractors and

learned how not to puncture the bladder

or bridge artery while doing a C-section. I

am not sure how they will teach them in

medical school to deliver a baby, cut the

umbilical cord and pull the placenta

gently just by watching video, without

soaking their gloves with real blood and

the practice that comes with it. After all,

there will always be a need for a pair of

real hands of a real human doctor. A

computer screen or robots cannot

replace that in my opinion.

In all these anxiety and delirious spells of

Covid-19 era, many good things are

coming along. We are getting savvier

with videoconferencing, Duo meets and

social media live participation. Facebook,

Twitters and Instagram are being used for

health and wellness related matters rather

than selfie challenges or fashion albums.

It’s becoming absolutely easy and

possible to participate even in live video

conferences internationally as I did

recently for a Covid-19 seminar with

Maharaja UC College of Bardhaman

sitting in my study at Orlando, Florida. 

How�would�I�feel�about

myself�or�what�would�have

been�my�confidence�level�if�I

would�not�have�spent�those

gross�hours�in�a�morgue�15

years�ago?
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The technology was

there always. But the dire

need forced us to master

it to jump the obstacles

for survival. We have to

put a little thank you

note on Corona’s table

for that. My 84-year-old

mother learning how to

use WhatsApp and

messenger with sending

pictures and MP3 files

back and forth is the

best example of

embracing the

technology and boating

with new normal

recently. As they say

necessity is the mother of

invention. My grocery

bills became

considerably skinny as

these days I plan my

items and send the list by

text to my grocer Publix.

They deliver my

necessities at my door

and there is no room for

impulse buying of the ice

cream that I really should

not be eating. I lost a

few extra pounds as

these days I don’t go out

to eat at Red Lobster

anymore, where even a

piece of carrot feels

cooked by two sticks of

butter. I am running and

walking with my dog

more often as I cannot

go to social parties,

Disney or movie theaters

anymore. I am listening

more to classical music

Albert�Camus
once�said�“The
only�way�to
deal�with�an
unfree�world�is
to�become�so
absolutely�free
that�your�very
existence�is�an
act�of
rebellion.”
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and reading all those

books that I never

thought of finishing as I

am more home and

close to my study room

these days.

Albert Camus once said

“The only way to deal

with an unfree world is to

become so absolutely

free that your very

existence is an act of

rebellion.” I try to

embrace that in my day

to day mundane chores.

I try to be innovative and

enjoy my new freedom,

indulge into my inner

peace and wisdom

which this pandemic

taught me mercilessly. I

am looking back at

nature. I am discovering

that more cardinals

come to sing in my

garden these days as

there are less honks from

the cars from the traffic. I

am growing my own

tomatoes and chilies

these days and loving

the unspoiled taste of

vegetables from my own

garden. I started

poolside painting and I

love the tranquility and

peace that comes with

the mess I made with

colours. At the end, I like

to believe as Camus said

“I have no idea what's

awaiting me, or what will

happen when this all

ends. For the moment I

know this – there are sick

people and they need

curing.”And, as I am

rediscovering my

wonderful coworkers,

teachers of my

daughter, EMS

ambulance workers,

relentless pharmacists

and even the people

who deliver my food

every day working

above and beyond their

capabilities to strive

through this uneasy tides

of Covid-19, I realize,

“What’s true of all the

evils in the world is true of

Covid-19  as well. It helps

men/ women to rise

above themselves.”

My normal is preempted

with this new feelings

and I am not afraid

anymore.

[Author’s Introduction: Dr.

Amrita Mukherjee, DO. is

a physician (General

Practice) in Florida in

USA, who works for

Geriatric patients. In the

past three years, she

wrote 10 books, which

were published

internationally. Her first

book ‘Housewife’

became a major motion

picture.

Dr. Mukherjee attended

Visva-Bharati at

Shantiniketan in India for

her early studies. She is a

Botany, Biochemistry

graduate from The

George Washington

University, Washington

DC, and a Masters in

Engineering

Management (Biotech

Patient). 

She worked for Walter

Reed Army Institute of

Research in Shigella on

the vaccine project. She

has been honoured by

the Tau Beta Pi fellowship

1996, Levy Burnett

Research Award 2008

and National Health

Service Scholarship. Dr.

Mukherjee became a

physician from NOVA

South Eastern University

NSUCOM. She lives in

Florida with her family.]

My�normal�is

preempted

with�this�new

feelings�and�I

am�not�afraid

anymore.
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I
had never been a big fan of combat

sports outside boxing – where the

legends of Mohammad Ali, Joe Frazier

or the likes of Flloyd Mayweather or

Manny Pacquiao in recent times have

captured my imagination. The avatar of

Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC),

the high profile form of Mixed Martial Arts,

seemed almost repulsive to me – for its

free-for-all nature, which spews blood on

the ring at the slightest provocation.

However, I have to thank the UFC and

Dana White – its brash president – for

throwing the challenge back to the

Covid-19 pandemic in early May itself,

when the sporting world had already

come to a grinding halt.  “I wanted to

keep right on going; we’ll figure this thing

out,” White said in an interview to Sports

Illustrated. “If this thing is that deadly, it’s

gonna get us no matter where we hide or

what we do.”

His philosophy was simple: convert the

UFC into a TV sport behind closed doors,

fly the fighters in private jets, create a bio

secure environment and carry on with the

fights. As a stereotype of the care-for-

nothing American, he believed that the

“show must go on”. And in the process,

he created a template for hosting

professional sports events across the world

during the new normal.

Fast forward to the first week of July,

Sport Grapples to Come to

Terms with the New Normal

Veteran journalist

Gautam Bhattacharyya

writes about how the

Covid-19 pandemic has

impacted sports.

Post-Covid-19 World
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where international cricket makes a

comeback, all the major European

Leagues are over (with the exception of

French La Liga, which decided to call off

the season much earlier), the three

remaining golf majors are set to take off

from the first week of August while the two

grand slams of tennis – US Open and a

rescheduled French Open are very much

on the cards.

Given the global situation, sometime in

May, the plans would have seemed a

long shot – but then, this cannot certainly

be the way forward for sports. Sitting in

front of the TV set, it would be virtually

impossible to put ourselves in the shoes of

a Mohamed Salah or a Ben Stokes to find

out how they are deriving the adrenalin

rush to give such inspired performances

with an eerie silence greeting them in the

stands.

This is perhaps the biggest challenge as

sport tries to find a roadmap for itself in

the new normal – at least for the rest of

the year – if not in the foreseeable future.

For those of us who have, for long,

criticized the web of commerce taking

over the simple joy of playing the sport

and making it TV-oriented, we should be

now thankful that it had actually taken

that direction.

Take the case of the English Premier

League for example. There are no prizes

for guessing that it was the pressure of

losing out on that whopping TV revenue

from Sky Sports, which pulled the 20

Premiership clubs and the Football

Association (FA) together towards their

‘Project Restart’. 

The model of profit-sharing from the TV

revenues is what had driven the football

leagues to take the plunge – despite it

being such a body contact sport in

essence where a close tackle or

celebration after a goal can make a

mockery of the principle of ‘social

distancing.’  Cricket, comparatively

speaking, is a sport which lends itself to a

certain degree of social distancing,

though it remains to be seen if Test

matches will stand to lose out on the

efficiency of swing bowlers with a ban on

the use of saliva to retain polish on one

side of the ball. 

While it’s extremely heartening to note

that sport has finally taken the baby steps

This�is�perhaps�the�biggest

challenge�as�sport�tries�to

find�a�roadmap�for�itself�in

the�new�normal�–�at�least�for

the�rest�of�the�year�–�if�not�in

the�foreseeable�future.��
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towards resumption despite the

pandemic, the coming days are going to

challenge the new norms – and even

question how feasible it is to pursue it as a

TV-only affair. Imagine the plight of two

top flight golfers like a Rory McIlroy and

Justin Rose just walking by themselves,

with their caddies at an arm’s length, but

the usual posse of knowledgeable crowd

nowhere in sight?

The challenge will be even bigger for the

road cycling events – like say the Tour de

France, the biggest of them all. This Grand

Tour event covers more than 3,000 kms in

three weeks and is arguably one of the

most demanding sporting events, where

people line up along the route to be a

part of the spectacle. An effort will now

be made to limit their presence – eroding

chances of the spectacle that the event

normally is.

The question, then is, how will sport

survive? The realm of the TV audience

knows no bounds like the digital world –

but it will eventually make watching sport

less of the community experience.

In a recent interview, Jon Tibbs, founder of

the international relations and

communications agency JTA – whose

clients list include Los Angeles 2028,

Manchester United and the Association of

National Olympic Committees, tried to

take a look at the future: ‘’We are all

hypothesizing here. No one knows how it’s

going to pan out. But, I do know the

sports industry will have to go and consult

way outside its normal pond to get plans

for the future.”

“Look across the world and see what

people would prefer moving forward, to

monitor what the change of consensus is.

So, that’s what I think is going to be really,

really interesting. It’s not just about saving

costs, which inevitably is going to be

considered.”

‘’It’s going to be about evaluating the

experience people are going to want to

have. It’s going to take people ages to

come back to some degree of trust in

normality where you would happily rub

shoulders with the person sitting on a seat

next to you,’’ Tibbs observed.

Point taken! You cannot be looking over

the shoulder next to you as you watch a

The�virtual�competitions�in

several�disciplines,�along

with�training�methods,�had

taken�a�centrestage�over�the

last�six�months.
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quality football game or a T20 cricket

match.

The history of any pandemic shows

that it has left a lasting impression on

the society for at least two years and

it could well be the case this time

around. Till then, sports fans can get

used to these thumb rules:

• Get used to empty stadiums.

• Bundesliga, possibly the lesser

among the European football

leagues, showed the courage to go

ahead by resuming the action first in

mid-May behind closed doors.

• Sebastian Coe, the legendary

British middle distance runner and

now the President of World Athletics,

sounded pragmatic on the question

of spectator-free arenas. ‘’I don’t

think anybody is contemplating this

as the ideal long-term solution. Sport

would wither on the vine quite

quickly if that were the case. But it

may well be a compromise we have

to make in order to get the athletes

back into competition, leagues

finished, at least some kind of

competition.’’

• Some sports are actually

experimenting by adding crowd

noise to TV feeds – or in some cases

playing back reactions from fans that

are being monitored virtually.

• Social distancing – the new

glue.

• Social-distancing norms have

to be a must in sport, especially if

spectators are absent. However, for

sports such as football, rugby or

combat sports – it is impossible to

administer once the action gets

underway.

• The Union Cycliste

Internationale (UCI) will be faced

with a unique problem. Given that

they take place outside, over several

hundreds of kilometers and on public

routes, road events pose specific

problems. Spectators often gather

along the roadsides and it is

necessary to secure zones where the

concentration is high, such as the

start, finish and any mountain pass.

• No kissing, no saliva.

• Just as the French have had to

resist kissing each other on the cheek

in greeting in the new world of

lockdown, many athletes will have to

change little details that have long

been an instinctive part of their

game.

• Footballers are instructed

neither to celebrate nor

commiserate on the field in close

physical contact. In cricket, bowlers

are banned from using their own

saliva to help impart extra swing

while baseball pitchers are forbidden

to lick their fingers.
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Bigger Role for Virtual Competitions?

Yes, the virtual competitions in several

disciplines, along with training methods,

had taken a centrestage over the last six

months. From football to sailing, alpine

skiing to tennis, countless e-sports

tournaments have been launched in

response to the crisis.

Having been based out of Dubai, one

couldn’t help but admire the ingenuity of

the local sports council here who devised

‘virtual marathons’ – where you could

participate from the confines of your living

room – to various physical training and

yoga sessions to stay fit, beat the

boredom and anxiety.

Surely, it’s time for Sport to play a ‘waiting

game’ for now…

[Author’s Introduction: The author is a

senior journalist and editor with three

decades of experience in Indian and

overseas media publications like The

Telegraph, The Economic Times and The

Times of India. He is currently a Senior

Associate Editor with Gulf News (Dubai).

Having been the Sports Editor with Gulf

News for over 10 years, he is now

entrusted with a bigger role across both

print and digital platforms of the leading

media house in the Middle East.]

Some�sports�are�actually

experimenting�by�adding

crowd�noise�to�TV�feeds�–�or

in�some�cases�playing�back

reactions�from�fans�that�are

being�monitored�virtually.
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Outside: Phase One

B
efore the present pandemic, the

word ‘lockdown’ was not known to

many of us though a novel by the

name ‘Lockdown’, written by a Scottish

writer Peter May, was published only

about six months ago.

‘Lockdown’ is set against the background

of a deadly influenza pandemic, which

kills eighty percent of those affected in

London within a span of five months. This

forces lockdown in the city and it goes

under military control. A strict curfew is

also in force. 

This book was, in fact, written in 2005.

However, it was rejected by many

publishers as being unrealistic. But, during

the Covid-19 pandemic and resulting

lockdowns in 2020, when the unrealistic

became real, the book was finally

published.

Now speaking of lockdown, have you

ever thought of the kids in the age group

of 12 to 14 in the period of lockdown

initiated due to the pandemic created by

Coronavirus? Probably not! You were

rather concerned about smaller children

New Normal

for Children

Renowned writer,

distinguished academic

and Vidyasagar awardee

for literature Dr. Anish

Deb writes about how

Covid-19 has impacted

the lives of children.

Post-Covid-19 World
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and old people, who were intrinsically

prone to the attack of the virus.

Inside: Phase One

Papa was watching the evening news in

a news channel on TV. Suddenly, he

heard the newsreader say that lockdown

was to be enforced in the country for

twenty-one days from the day after the

next day. Papa called out his wife to

break the news but she was busy with her

cell phone in another room speaking

incessantly and laughing occasionally.

She came to her husband with her phone

glued to her ear and asked a silent

question with an upward shake of her

head: “What’s wrong?”

Papa announced gravely, “To fight the

Covid-19 pandemic, our country is going

to enforce lockdown from the day after

tomorrow.”

Then, he clarified briefly what a lockdown

was based upon the bits of information

that he had absorbed from the TV. 

“Oh my!” Mommy was taken aback. She

stopped speaking into the phone, “What

about my office?” 

“Think about my office. I have so many

pending issues to settle there...don’t know

what will happen to them...”

Their only son, Rupan, a 12-year-old kid,

came running towards them. He was

continuously bouncing a smiley rubber

ball. He had picked up the word

‘lockdown’ from his parents’

conversation. 

He asked his Papa, “What is a lockdown,

Papa?”

Rupan’s Mom spoke into her phone,

“Look, what happened you know? Our

country is going into lockdown...”

Then, she started a hyperbolic expansion

of the piece of information she got from

her husband and strolled back to the

other room where she came from.

Rupan touched his Papa’s chin to draw

attention and he repeated the question

he asked earlier.

“What is a lockdown, Papa?”

“Look Rupu, our country is, in fact, shutting

down. From the morning of day after

tomorrow people will stay at home.

Nobody will go out. All schools, colleges,

cinema halls, shopping malls, everything

will be closed down for a period of

twenty-one days ...”

“Then I won’t have to go to school from

tomorrow? Everyday will be a Sunday?”

Papa looked at the small kid. He could

not respond to his son immediately. 

Everyday will be a Sunday!

With such a thought Rupan’s face was lit

up. Wow! Now, he will have more time to

play Blox Fruits, Dragon Ball Legends or

Dream League Soccer on his mobile

About�25�percent�of�the

children�living�under�Covid-19

lockdowns�are�facing�social

restrictions.�They�are�not�able

to�attend�their�schools.�No

outdoor�games�for�them.
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phone.

Rupan’s Papa was looking at the TV but

other thoughts were keeping him

elsewhere. He was frowning, thinking

about the comment his son has just

made.

What kind of Sundays will be those days?

Outside: Phase Two

As per UNESCO reports, due to this

pandemic, 160 countries have been

forced to close their schools and the

pandemic has affected more than 1.5

billion students around the world.

About 25 percent of the children living

under Covid-19 lockdowns are facing

social restrictions. They are not able to

attend their schools. No outdoor games

for them. So, they have been pushed into

the sphere of social anxiety. This may

slowly lead them into depression. Some of

them are already facing some sort of

psychological distress. Many of the kids

have to struggle with boredom and

feelings of isolation.

By now, several countries have begun to

lift their lockdowns, but the fear of

infection has forced many schools to

remain closed. A small percentage of the

schools have switched to online classes as

an alternative. But school students could

not adapt to this new digital mode of

education successfully within such a short

time. In our country, situation has become

worse due to lack of computer

accessibility and internet connectivity for

a large percentage of the population,

especially in the rural areas. 

Inside: Phase Two

Rupan enjoyed the first few days of the

lockdown like many Sundays in a row. He

never had such excellent days before.

The only thing bugging him was that he

missed his classmates, of whom a few

were his friends. Also, he liked to play

football in a park very close to his house

at weekends. He went there with his Papa

and a colourful football to play with a

handful of boys, some of them his

buddies. Rupan was missing them too. But

he compensated for that with an

overdose of video games or chats.

After those few exciting days were over,

he started to get a bit bored.

Occasionally he engaged himself to his

studies, but his mind was elsewhere. His

Papa enquired frequently by calling up

his school’s office to know about further

steps the school was taking to continue

the classes in an alternative manner. He

was informed that online classes would

start in a couple of days.

As�per�UNESCO�reports,�due

to�this�pandemic,�160�countries

have�been�forced�to�close�their

schools�and�the�pandemic�has

affected�more�than�1.5�billion

students�around�the�world.
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Rupan heard the news from Papa but he

could not get the feel of it. To him, real

school meant so many things apart from

teachers taking classes, answering

questions that were asked in the classes

and home tasks. Rupan played football

with his mates with a crumpled paper ball

during the long break. They threw missiles

with pieces of chalk at one another to

play mock war in the classroom, when the

teacher was yet to come.

Rupan was missing all those things!

He was missing his Papa and Mom too! 

Surprising, but it was true. At the

beginning of the lockdown, he thought

now he would be able to get more of

Papa and Mom since they would be

staying at home 24x7 like him. But, it

turned out that they became busier than

ever during this phase.  

Papa was found mostly at his work table –

sitting with a stoop, wearing glasses,

looking at the glowing screen of his

laptop. At other times, he was busy on his

mobile phone speaking to his office

colleagues, fixing office affairs.

So was the case with Rupan’s Mom. She

was also busy with her laptop and the

mobile phone. Doing office work and at

other times, she was handling her friends’

calls.

Occasionally, both Papa and Mom

enquired about Rupan’s studies.

“Rupu, why are you always busy playing

football around the flat. Don’t you think

you should spend some time with your

studies?”

“Don’t know what to study, Mom...”

“You have all the books. So, study by

yourself, can’t you do that?”

“How could I? My Sir has to guide me and

explain things to me...”

Mom was taken aback. She didn’t know

what to say.

Papa came to her rescue: “Within a

couple of days, Rupan’s school is going to

start their online classes. I got the info from

his school. Then Rupu would have to

Now�speaking�of�lockdown,

have�you�ever�thought�of�the

kids�in�the�age�group�of�12�to

14�in�the�period�of�lockdown

initiated�due�to�the�pandemic

created�by�Coronavirus?

Probably�not!
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curtail his play time and spend more time

with his books. What do you say, Rupu?”

Rupan was running around the room

bouncing his smiley rubber ball. He only

nodded his head at his Papa but

continued with his activity with the ball. 

Mom turned to her mobile phone. Papa

was staring at the running figure of his kid.

After a few minutes, he started working on

the keys of his laptop. He had to catch up

with a few deadlines stipulated by his

office.

Rupan’s issue could wait.

Outside: Phase Three 

Experiments were going on in the country

to weaken the engulfing power of the

Coronavirus. Even experts were not very

sure about their suggested counter steps.

It seemed that they were throwing the

dice at random and frantically looking for

the solution to turn up. Day by day, the

death toll due to Coronavirus was

shooting up. And also, more and more

people were infected by it. An ambience

of fear spread over the people. They were

trying to stay homebound mostly.

But many people did not like the

confinement and that showed up in their

behaviour. Kids were no exception. They

spent most of their time playing video

games on mobile phones. The digital

classes, which were being conducted by

many schools, appeared to be a mere

ritual for most of the school kids. As soon

as the classes were over, they turned on

their favourite mobile games. Many of

them skipped the classes and instead

watched videos. They felt suffocated in

confinement and the videos seemed to

open up windows to the outer world.

Inside: Phase Three

“Rupu, please come over. Lunch is

ready.” Mom was calling. 

Let her. Rupan was slouching lazily on a

sofa in a far corner of the drawing-dining

space – busy playing the Dream League

Before�the�present

pandemic,�the�word

‘lockdown’�was�not�known�to

many�of�us�though�a�novel�by

the�name�‘Lockdown’,�written

by�a�Scottish�writer�Peter

May,�was�published�only

about�six�months�ago.
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Soccer. It was a fantastic game. So

engrossing! Lunch can wait.

Rupan saw Papa sitting at the dining

table, Mom hovering near it, serving lunch

to him. It was lunch time alright.

Mom again called out his name.

“Okay, Mom. Coming in a minute...”

Now Papa called out in a hard tone,

“Rupu, it is already late. Have you cared

to look at the clock? Come quickly.”

Rupan did not reply. Papa’s call had no

effect on him. He was holding his mobile

phone, eyes glued to its screen. 

“Rupu, I have called you and told you it is

already late!’

Rupan took his eyes away from the

mobile and looked at his Papa with cool

eyes for a couple of seconds. Then, he

turned back to his unfinished game on

the mobile.

Papa lost his temper and shouted, “Rupu,

I said come here right now, will you?”

Rupan looked at his Papa with hostile

eyes. There were creases on his small

forehead. He retorted in a harsh tone, “I

said, I’m coming in a minute”. And, he

shifted his eyes back to where they were.

Outside: Phase Four

In West Bengal, only 9.39 per cent families

have access to computers. And if we

consider the families living in villages and

living in urban areas separately, the

computer facility figures are 3.33 per cent

and 23.01 per cent respectively. 

If we look into the internet facility, the rural

people have net connectivity in only 7.85

per cent of the families while for city

dwellers, the figure is 36 per cent. If we

consider overall families as a whole, the

net connectivity is available to only 16.52

per cent families. 

Under such a grim scenario, it is apparent

that e-learning has ‘miles to go’ to

become reasonably successful for school

kids in West Bengal. In fact, the

infrastructure of digital learning is so poor

in rural areas that it demands immediate

attention of the authorities.

(Anandabazar Patrika, July 27, 2020)

Inside: Phase Four

Rupan was standing in the balcony of

their flat staring at the cloudy sky. It was

late afternoon. He could see the small

park where he used to play football with

a couple of his buddies.

Everything seemed to be so cloudy. He

was searching for a crack in the clouds so

that he could see the Sun. Suddenly he

found it – a pencil of Sun’s rays seeped

through a crack in the clouds. 

Rupan smiled looking at the clouds. The

Sun is always there. And will be. 

Only, you have to find a way to see it.

[Author’s Introduction: Anish Deb,

presently a Professor and Head of the

Department of Electrical Engineering at

Adamas University, did his M. Tech. and

Ph. D. (Tech.) from the University of

Calcutta. He is the recipient of two gold

medals and one silver medal from the

University, where he served as a faculty

member for 34 years. He has published

more than 70 research papers and four

international research level books.  He is

also a prolific fiction writer in Bengali.]
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A
s of July 31, 2020, more than 17

million people have been infected

by the SARS-COV-2 virus which

resulted in over 650 thousand deaths

worldwide. In the absence of a potent

vaccine or drug to treat the Covid-19

disease, we are looking at a much bigger

devastation before a cure is found. 

Several organizations are currently

working on to develop a preventive

vaccine against Covid-19 since its first

detection less than eight months ago in

China. A typical vaccine development

cycle takes about 10-15 years to

complete. However, at this point, we are

racing against time for the survival of

humankind. Therefore, organizations are

rushing to develop a preventive vaccine

by cutting testing times that are typically

required to conclusively prove the safety

of a vaccine for human use. Years of

development time is being shortened to

months and we can only hope that the

finished product would have no short/

long-term side effects in humans.

A preventive vaccine is made by using a

part or whole of the pathogen that when

administered induces immune response

Whither Covid-19 Vaccine

Development

Dr. Rudra Prasad Saha, 

a professor-cum-

researcher, gives a

comprehensive account

of where humanity

stands vis-a-vis a viable

Covid-19 vaccine.

Post-Covid-19 World
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but no harmful effect. Vaccinated

person’s immune system remembers

(acquired immunity) the antigen and

when the actual pathogen infects that

person, the immune system immediately

recognizes the antigen and kills the

pathogen without even the notice of the

infected person. Several vaccine

candidates are now being tested for their

safety and efficacy in humans against

Covid-19. The vaccine development

cycle typically consists of several phases

including exploratory/ discovery phase,

pre-clinical phase, and clinical phases.

Exploratory Phase: This phage involves

basic laboratory research to identify

natural or synthetic antigens that could

be used to treat a disease. The antigens

may come from bacteria or viruses, toxins,

virus-like particles or other substances that

originate from the pathogen. This

research-intensive exploratory/ discovery

stage may last for 2-4 years.

Pre-Clinical Phase: Once a vaccine

candidate has shown promise in the

exploratory phase, it moves to the pre-

clinical phase where cell culture-based

system and animal testing were done to

find out whether the vaccine candidate

induces adequate immune response in

the body. The stage usually lasts for 1-3

years depending on the vaccine

candidate. Animal testing is typically

performed on mice and monkeys. In this

phase, the safe dosage of the vaccine is

also determined. Many vaccine

candidates fail at this stage if they cannot

generate enough immune response in the

body.

Clinical Phases: This stage is the most

significant where vaccine candidates are

tested in humans. This stage is divided into

three phases where the vaccine

candidates are tested on a different

The�vaccine�development

cycle�typically�consists�of

several�phases�including

exploratory/�discovery�phase,

pre-clinical�phase,�and

clinical�phases.

Figure 1. Various�phases�of�the�vaccine�development�cycle

with�tentative�timelines.�A�typical�vaccine�development�takes

10-15�years.
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number of humans. This human-trial stage

is also the stage where most of the

vaccine candidates fail although they

have shown promise in the animal testing

stage.

1) Phase I: A phase I human trial involves

a small number of people (healthy or with

mild symptoms of a disease for which the

vaccine is being made), typically less

than 100. During this phase, the vaccine

candidate is tested for safety in humans

and whether it generates enough

immune response in the body. This phase

typically lasts for a year. The phase I trials

are non-random and placebo control is

not used.

2) Phase II: In Phase II, the vaccine

candidate is tested on less than 1,000

people who have characteristics like

those for whom the new vaccine is being

developed. The phase II clinical trial

typically lasts for one to two years and in

this phase, several factors of the vaccine

candidate are tested – safety,

immunogenicity, dosage, immunization

schedule, and method of administering.

In this phase, the vaccine candidate is

also tested on several age groups. The

phase II trials are randomized and

placebo-controlled.

3) Phase III: In Phase III, the vaccine

candidate is tested on thousands of

participants to conclusively prove its

efficacy and safety. This phase of a

clinical trial typically lasts about two to

three years to rigorously assess the side

effects of the vaccination and long-term

effectiveness. The efficacy of the vaccine

is also compared to the placebo group.

This is the final phase before the vaccine

is sent to the approval agency for the

release of the product.

Regulatory Approval: Once good results

are demonstrated in the Phase III trial, the

manufacturer can submit an application

to the regulatory authority for licensing

There�are�36�vaccine

candidates�against�Covid-19

that�are�currently�under

various�phases�of�clinical

trials,�as�of�July�31,�2020.

Figure 2. Three�phases�of�clinical�trials�with�tentative�time-

lines.
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and marketing of the vaccine.

Post-Licensure Phase IV: Once a vaccine

is released in the market (approved

vaccine), some manufacturers may

continue to monitor its safety,

effectiveness, and possible use in other

diseases through phase IV trials.

Types of Vaccines: There are various types

of vaccines available in the market and

these are classified based on the antigen

used in the preparation of these vaccines.

1) Inactivated: An inactivated vaccine (or

killed vaccine) is a vaccine made up of

laboratory-manipulated pathogen that

has lost its infectivity.

2) Attenuated: An attenuated vaccine is

made up of the live pathogen but with

reduced virulence or infectivity. A virulent

agent is altered in the laboratory to make

it harmless or less infectious.

3) Toxoid: A toxoid vaccine is made from

a toxin or poison released by a pathogen.

The toxin has been made harmless but still

capable of inducing an immune response

in the human body.

4) Subunit: A subunit vaccine is made

from a part of the pathogen, usually a

surface protein which triggers an immune

response against the pathogen from

which it is derived.

5) Conjugate: A conjugate vaccine is

made combining a weak antigen with a

strong antigen (carrier) to generate a

strong immune response against the weak

antigen.

6) Heterotypic/ Jennerian: This type of

vaccine is made from pathogens that are

usually harmless to humans or cause a

very mild disease. A typical example is the

use of BCG vaccine made from

Mycobacterium bovis (causative agent of

tuberculosis in cattle) to protect against

the human pathogen Mycobacterium

tuberculosis that causes tuberculosis.

7) Experimental: This category includes

several new types of vaccines including

dendritic cell vaccines, DNA vaccines,

RNA vaccines, peptide vaccines,

recombinant vector vaccines, etc.

8) Valence: A vaccine could be

monovalent (univalent) or multivalent

(polyvalent). A monovalent vaccine is

designed against a single antigen or

single pathogen, while a multivalent

vaccine comprises multiple antigens

derived from several strains of the same

pathogen or multiple pathogens.

COVID-19 Vaccine Development Status:

There are 36 vaccine candidates against

Covid-19 that are currently under various

phases of clinical trials (Table 1), as of July

31, 2020. Three vaccine candidates have

reached the final stage (Phase III) of

clinical trials – the mRNA vaccine

developed by Moderna Therapeutics,

USA, and two other vaccines developed

by Chinese companies. The vaccine

candidate developed by the Serum

Institute of India with collaboration with

the University of Oxford is currently in

phase II of clinical trials. Two other

vaccines under development by the

Several�organizations�are

currently�working�on�to

develop�a�preventive�vaccine

against�Covid-19�since�its

first�detection�less�than�eight

months�ago�in�China.
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Indian companies, Bharat Biotech

(Covaxin) and Zydus Cadila (ZyCov-D)

are also at phase II of their clinical trials.

The first preventive vaccine against

Covid-19 is expected to be available at

the end of 2020 or in early 2021 and we

hope it can contain the current

pandemic and jumpstart the economy

which is under the worst phase of our

Lifetime.

Table 1. COVID-19 vaccines that are under development as of July 31, 2020 (only clinical-
stage data are shown). Source: https://www.bioworld.com/COVID19products#vac1

No. Stage
Vaccine

Name/Type
Companies

1 Phase IV
Oral Polio
Vaccine

Bandim Health Project

2 Phase IV BCG Vaccine Merck & Co. Inc.

3 Phase III mRNA-1273
Moderna Therapeutics Inc.; 

Ginkgo Bioworks Inc.

4 Phase III
Inactive Viral

Vaccine

Sinopharm Subsidiary, Wuhan Institute of
Biological Products

5 Phase III Coronavac
Sinovac Biotech Ltd.; Dynavax Technologies;

Instituto Butantan; PT Bio Farma

6 Phase II Ad5-nCoV
Cansino Biologics Inc.; the Beijing Institute of Biotechnology

of the Academy of Military Medical Sciences

7 Phase I/ II AV-COVID-19 Aivita Biomedical Inc.

8 Phase I/ II
AG0301-
COVID19

Anges Inc.; Osaka University; Takara Bio Inc.; 
Japan Agency for Medical Research and Development

9 Phase I/ II

AZD-1222
(formerly
ChAdOx1
nCoV-19)

Astrazeneca plc; The Jenner Institute; University of Oxford;
Oxford Biomedica plc; Vaccines Manufacturing and

Innovation Centre; Pall Life Sciences; Cobra Biologics; Halix
BV; Astrazeneca plc; Emergent Biosolutions Inc.; Catalent

Inc.; Iqvia; Serum Institute of India

10 Phase I/ II Covaxin Bharat Biotech International Ltd.

11 Phase I/ II BNT-162
Biontech AG; Shanghai Fosun Pharmaceutical

Co. Ltd.; Pfizer Inc.

12 Phase I/ II
Inactivated
SARS-CoV-2

Vaccine

Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences; West China
Second University Hospital; Yunnan Center for Disease

Control and Prevention

13 Phase I/ II
Gam-COVID-

Vac

Gamaleya Research Institute of Epidemiology and
Microbiology; Health Ministry of the Russian Federation;

Acellena Contract Drug Research & Development
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No. Stage
Vaccine

Name/Type
Companies

14 Phase I/ II GX-19 Genexine Inc.; PT Kalbe Farma Tbk

15 Phase I/ II V-SARS Immunitor LLC

16 Phase I/ II COVAC1 Imperial College

17 Phase I/ II INO-4800
Inovio Pharmaceuticals Inc.; Beijing Advaccine

Biotechnology Co. Ltd.; Geneone Life Science Inc.; Ology
Bioservices Inc.; International Vaccine Institute

18 Phase I/ II
KBP-COVID-19

vaccine
Kentucky Bioprocessing (KBP), U.S. Biotech Subsidiary of

British American Tobacco (BAT)

19 Phase I/ II
Allostim
Vaccine

Mirror Biologics Inc.; Immunovative Therapies Ltd.;
Hadassah-Hebrew Uniersity Medical Center’s Center for

Immunotherapy and Immunobiology Research

20 Phase I/ II NVX-CoV2373 Novavax Inc.

21 Phase I/ II
Adenoviral

Vector Vaccine
Reithera Srl; Leukocare AG; Univercells SA

26 Phase I SCB-2019
Clover Biopharmaceuticals Inc.; Glaxosmithkline

plc; Dynavax Technologies Corp.

27 Phase I DNA Vaccine  
Cobra Biologics Ltd.; Karolinska Institutet 

in Sweden

28 Phase I CVnCoV Curevac AG

29 Phase I RUTI Vaccine
Fundacio Institut Germans Trias i Pujol; 

Pere-Joan Cardona

30 Phase I COVAX-19 Genecure Biotechnologies ; Vaxine; Meytox

22 Phase I/ II LV-SMENP-DC Shenzhen Geno-Immun

23 Phase I/ II BBIBP-CorV
Sinopharm Subsidiary, Beijing Institute of Biological 

Products Co. Ltd.; Henan Provincial Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention

24 Phase I/ II

DNA Vaccine and
Live Attenuated
Virus Vaccine;

ZyCov-D

Zydus Cadila

25 Phase I
LUNAR-COV19

(ARCT-021)
Arcturus Therapeutics Holdings Inc.; Duke-NUS

Medical School
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For further understanding on the

development of Covid-19 vaccine,

please read the following reference –

1. Rudra P. Saha, Manoj K. Singh,

Saikat Samanta, Swarnav Bhakta,

Snehasish Mandal, Manojit Bhattacharya,

Ashish R. Sharma, Sang-Soo Lee, and

Chiranjib Chakraborty. Repurposing

drugs, ongoing vaccine and new

therapeutic development initiatives

against COVID-19. (2020). Front.

Pharmacol. doi: 10.3389/fphar.2020.0125

[Author’s Introduction: Dr. Rudra Prasad

Saha is the Officiating Dean of the School

of Life Science and Biotechnology at

Adamas University in Kolkata. He is also

an Associate Professor and Head of the

Department of Biotechnology at the same

university. Dr. Saha completed his

comprehensive post-doctoral research on

host-virus relationships at the University of

Texas at Austin in USA and San Diego

State University in USA after earning his

Ph.D. in Biochemistry from Bose Institute

under Jadavpur University in Kolkata. Dr.

Saha has published several research

papers in high impact international

journals and presented his work in several

national and international conferences

around the world. Dr. Saha’s current

research interests include but not limited

to metal homeostasis in bacteria, metallo-

regulation of transcription, virus-host

interaction, and bioinformatics.]

No. Stage
Vaccine

Name/Type
Companies

31 Phase I DPX-COVID-19 IMV Inc.; University Laval

32 Phase I IPT-001 Intellistem Technologies Inc.

34 Phase I
Adjuvanted

Recombinant
Subunit Vaccine

Sanofi SA; Glaxosmithkline plc

35 Phase I aAPC Vaccine Shenzhen Geno-immune Medical Institute

36 Phase I bacTRL-Spike Symvivo Corp.

33 Phase I

Virus-Like Particle
Vaccine; CoVLP,
CpG 1018 and

Pandemic Adjuvant

Imperial College
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Post-Covid-19 World

“A
nd Darkness and Decay and

the Red Death held illimitable

dominion over all.” – ‘The

Masque of the Red Death’, Edgar Allan

Poe, 1842.

Canonical literature has interesting ways

in dealing with plague throughout history,

and offers an important addition in the

extant tradition of literary appreciation.

Admittedly, such a methodology has

been made possible only after the Covid-

19 outbreak, especially with the

neo-historical critical devices discovered

in the postmodern times. From Emmanuel

Levinas to Michel Foucault, the lit-

criticality has the chances of considering

interesting philosophical aporias that

never hinder scholastic progression – the

ever presence of the ‘other,’ alternate

histories of diverse demographies,

germane speculations of the future and

overall multi-interpretative model. 

Anything is possible, precisely because

Literature and Crisis: 

A Few Stray Thoughts during

the Pandemic

Renowned literature

academics 

Dr. Dibyakusum Ray and

Dr. Shrabani Basu

deliberate on the

historical relationship

between literature and

pandemics.



the event is unique. In

spite of the great loss of

life and property, the

plague has been

considered empowering

because it encourages

philosophical reboots.

Here, we try to historicize

several such literary

‘bootstrappings’ during

three broad temporal

categories – the spiritual

of the premodern times,

the existential during

modernism and the

speculative during the

postmodern. By this very

broad and imperfect

categorization, we can

simply try to gauge how

literature has responded

to death, disaster and

disease in conceivable

history.

Literature has curious

ways of reacting to

Disease. Human mind

often associates disease

and the subsequent

deaths with a humble

acceptance of

inconceivable acts of

spiritual punishment and

purging. This urge of

accepting disease as a

quasi-religious action of

damnation and

deliverance, perhaps

stemmed from an

inability of rationalizing

the fear of sudden loss in

any scientific way.

Having said that,

Giovanni Boccaccio’s

‘The Decamerone’

(1353) is also a sharp

social commentary on

the ‘hygiene-divide’

amongst classes, rooted

in endemic social

inequality and a woeful

elegy on divine justice

and mortal decadence.

What more can one say

except that so great was

the cruelty of Heaven,

and, perhaps, also that

of man, that from March

to July of the same year,

between the fury of the

pestiferous sickness and

the fact that many of the

sick were badly treated

or abandoned in need

because of the fear that

the healthy had, more

Canonical

literature�has

interesting

ways�in

dealing�with

plague

throughout

history,�and

offers�an

important

addition�in�the

extant�tradition

of�literary

appreciation.
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than one hundred

thousand human beings

are believed to have lost

their lives for certain

inside the walls of the

city of Florence.

William Shakespeare,

having lived throughout

the plague years,

displayed a curious (and

often cheerful)

resignation to the idea of

pestilence. While many

of his contemporaries

wrote in length on the

preying diseases, Thomas

Nashe’s ‘A Litany in Time

of Plague’ being a

chilling example,

Shakespeare limited his

reference to the plague

in exclamations and

curses rather innocuously

– “a plague upon it

when thieves cannot be

true to one another”; “a

plague of sighing and

grief! It blows a man up

like a bladder”; “a

plague upon this

howling”; “a plague of

these pickle-herring!”

Rather than any deep

horror to impending

death or a sickening

decline of reason, these

curses are often so

familiar and common

that they are barely

commented upon. Olivia

goes on to compare her

lovesickness with the

quick death in plague:

“Even so quickly may

one catch the plague?

Methinks I feel this

youth’s perfections…

Well let it be.” Not only is

plague familiar but it is

inevitable. The only

instant where plague

makes a serious

appearance is the

messenger’s justification

of his delay in reaching

Romeo in Romeo and

Juliet, where he was

quarantined due to the

pestilence.

Dealing with the disease

through imagery,

metaphor, scriptures and

other didactic methods

face a sharp challenge

Human�mind

often

associates

disease�and

the

subsequent

deaths�with�a

humble

acceptance�of

inconceivable

acts�of

spiritual

punishment

and�purging.
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during the Modernist era, especially the

time around the two great Wars, and no

other example than ‘The Plague’ (1947)

by Albert Camus, can sufficiently depict a

complete loss of spiritual/ religious

scaffolding of the existence in the face of

moral and corporeal decadence.

Camus’ novel has been read as anti-

colonial, anti-Nazi, anti-capitalist by a

dedicated school of existential literary

criticism. Yet, it is a simple story of a town

in its death throes set in French Algeria. A

detailed summary of the story is

superfluous in the present context; the

reader should just keep in mind that

Camus describes a gallery of characters

experiencing their ‘civility’ withering

away, exposing the honest, debased,

‘mortal’ insides. A quotation should suffice

in describing how different Camus is from

a spiritual response to the plague. The

reason, it might be argued, is that Camus,

though figuratively experiencing plague

through Nazi onslaught, did not live or

write during the plague years. However,

the urgency and intemperance of a time

persists.

The truth is that everyone is bored, and

devotes himself to cultivating habits. Our

citizens work hard, but solely with the

object of getting rich. Their chief interest is

Dealing�with�the�disease

through�imagery,�metaphor,

scriptures�and�other�didactic

methods�face�a�sharp

challenge�during�the

Modernist�era,�especially�the

time�around�the�two�great

Wars.
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commerce, and their chief aim in life is, as

they call it, 'doing business’.

Once plague had shut the gates of the

town, they had settled down to a life of

separation, debarred from the living

warmth that gives forgetfulness of all.

A final phase of literary response to

pandemic can be found in the post 60s –

especially the post-millennial – genre

bending literature that often speculates

about a near future of a global outbreak

and life during or after it. Examples are

rife, often signaling a chilly premonition

almost supernaturally conceived by the

vast array of authors. Herein we also

witness the gradual blurring of lines

between the pandemic and meta-

narratives like ‘crisis’: economical,

climatic, mechanical or medical. For

example, one might consider Cormac

McCarthy’s ‘The Road’ (2006), describing

an undefined post-apocalyptic

geographical location full of anarchy,

isolation, mayhem and disease. “How

would you know if you were the last man

on Earth?” asks McCarthy, wondering

aloud that it does not matter who you

are, because life and death come to all

equally, and that the time of individual

musings is over. His nameless characters –

purportedly father and son – trudge

through the blasted remains of civilization,

surviving, killing, self-sacrificing and at the

end, witnessing a chance of salvation.

This is, we argue, what sets the

‘speculative’ response apart from the

‘existential’, as it often delivers signs of a

‘restart’ – no matter however bleak or

ambiguous – post-climax. Same happens

in ‘The Girl With all the Gifts’ (2014) by M.

R. Carey, where the feral child-zombies

finally accept the human protagonist as

their ‘teacher’ at the end of the novel,

initiating a rebooting of civilization.

Our journey ends with the current

pandemic situation. It is probably too

early for a full length critically acclaimed

novel to make its appearance in the

William�Shakespeare,�

having�lived�throughout�the

plague�years,�

displayed�a�curious�(and

often�cheerful)�resignation

to�the�idea�of�pestilence.
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current plague year. Thus, we have to

look at some of the literary journals to feel

around the texts being produced. Most of

the literary takes are intensely personal

responses of isolation, numbness and a

quiet unsettlement, which speculations

over the centuries had not prepared us

for. The forthcoming or very recently

published titles, ‘Together in a Sudden

Strangeness: America’s Poets Respond to

the Pandemic’ and Fang Fang’s ‘Wuhan

Diary’ amongst others, are not yet

available in the market and hence,

awaits critical reading. As publishers

prioritize ‘pandemic narratives,’ writers

across the world are preparing to process

another plague year. 

[Authors’ Introductions: Dr. Dibyakusum

Ray is Assistant Professor in the

Department of Humanities and Social

Sciences in the Indian Institute of

Technology Ropar. His current interests

include horror studies and postcolonial

urban literature. Dr. Shrabani Basu

teaches English in Deshabandhu

Mahavidyalaya at Chittaranjan, affiliated

to Kazi Nazrul University. She publishes on

postcolonial feminist studies and

Caribbean performance.]

It�is�probably�too�early�for�a

full�length�critically�acclaimed

novel�to�make�its�appearance

in�the�current�plague�year.

Thus,�we�have�to�look�at

some�of�the�literary�journals

to�feel�around�the�texts�being

produced.
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“G
reed is good. The point is,

ladies and gentleman, that

greed, for lack of a better

word, is good. Greed is right, greed works.

Greed clarifies, cuts through, and

captures the essence of the evolutionary

spirit.” This monologue by Gordon Gekko,

portrayed by Michael Douglas in the 1987

Hollywood classic ‘Wall Street’ can be

construed as an apt depiction of today’s

era. Should the greed be unabashed just

to garner profit or should it have a human

face as well? There is no sacrosanct

answer to this question. 

The quest for discovery and exploration of

something new has brought the good as

well as evil into perspective the world

over era after era. This has necessitated

the concept of social responsibility to be

discussed among the stakeholders, be it

human beings or corporates. The idea of

being socially responsible is not only

ingrained in us – human beings – but also

in the corporates. It’s a different thing

altogether that neither of these two

communities lives up to the expectations

of being socially responsible in its totality.

The idea of being socially responsible is

being discussed now on the backdrop of

a deadly pandemic.

The Mayhem of Covid-19

It has been seven months since China

reported a pneumonia-like disease in

Wuhan on December 31, 2019, which

turned out to be the novel coronavirus.

India, on the other hand, reported its first

confirmed case on January 30, 2020 in

Importance of Socially

Responsible Indices in the

Post Covid-19 Era

Educationist Sabyasachi

Mondal sheds light on

how socially responsible

indices could play a

critical role in the post

Covid-19 era.

Post-Covid-19 World



Kerala.  Since then, the Government has
locked people down and economy
crippled as a result of the virtual halt in
production as well as demand. A fear
overwhelmed the stock market and
people sold stocks in a knee-jerk reaction
to book whatever profits they could or
minimize their losses. Moreover, as market
demand and production both dived
downwards, the demand for fossil fuel
decreased and so did the price. 
Oil producing companies improved their
production capacity to cover up the
losses and this created a scenario of
oversupply and lack of demand. Price
declined further as a result. Foreign
Institutional Investors (FII) too emptied their
investments in the financial markets. The
first four months of 2020 saw FIIs withdraw
close to one lakh crore rupees from both
the equity and debt markets of India. The
mayhem resulted in a lack of trust among
people. The trust in government, financial
institutions and corporates has reached its
nadir. 

The Loss of Trust

There are two ways ethical degradation
might have taken place among a section
of corporates as of now due to the

pandemic. Firstly, say, to encash on the
demand of health-related products, there
has been a tendency to create a false
scarcity thereby increasing the price
manifold. The predatory selling was on the
rise. The demand for hand sanitizers, for
example, saw a 10-fold jump to its peak in
March, prompting government to make it
an essential commodity for the next 100
days thereby reducing the price. 
Secondly, there might have been a
tendency for the corporates to cut
corners in these testing times that
affected the product quality. All these
blatant violations of ethical norms have
created a sense of mistrust among the
plebeians. Investors’ sentiments and trusts
on corporates have taken a beating as a
result. This has necessitated the advent of
ethical investing. 

Ethical Investing

Peter Kinder, the co-founder of KLD
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The blatant violations of
ethical norms have created a
sense of mistrust among the

plebeians. Investors’
sentiments and trusts on
corporates have taken a

beating as a result. This has
necessitated the advent of

ethical investing.



research and a known figure in USA on
socially responsible investing, suggested a
taxonomy on the social investors in 2005.
He categorized them in three ways –
value-based, value-seeking and value-
enhancing investors. Value-based
investors have their own moral standards
as a guideline for investment whereas
value-seeking investors try to enhance
their portfolio performance by using social
and environmental data. It is the value-
enhancing investors who are the most
involved in nudging the corporates to
focus on corporate governance and
other ethical issues. The present scenario
demands more such value-enhancing
investors, who will keep the corporates on
their toes and bring them back on the
path of being socially responsible.

Social Responsibility as a Concept

Archie Carrol, who is one of the finest
researchers of business ethics and

corporate social responsibility (CSR),
suggested that the concept of CSR
encompasses economic, legal, ethical
and philanthropic responsibilities (1991).
With the passage of time, it is seen that
environmental, legal and social
responsibilities also became parts of the
concept. 
India, as a country, became the
harbinger of compulsory CSR practices
world over in 2013 when it made CSR
compulsory for companies having net
worth of 500 crores or more, or turnover of
1,000 crores or more, or net profit of 5
crores or more, in the last financial year to
set aside two per cent of average net
profit of the last three financial years.
However, companies here use CSR
practices not only as a mandatory
requirement; they use it to portray the
human face of the organization that is
trustworthy and reliable. This in turn helps
improve the image of the company and
indirectly helps in promoting the brand. As
a result of that, more people are
encouraged to invest in that company
and the shares of a publicly traded
company surges. This very idea brings the
concept of socially responsible
investment into context.
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business ethics and corporate
social responsibility (CSR),

suggested that the concept of
CSR encompasses

economic, legal, ethical and
philanthropic 

responsibilities (1991).
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Socially Responsible Investment (SRI)

Investors use stock market as a medium of
investment to earn some handsome
returns. There are people among them,
who have a belief system stronger than
others. Their investment philosophy is not
quarantined by the mere expectation of
returns. They believe in investing in
companies or funds, which are
environmentally and socially aligned. This
phenomenon has generated the idea of
Socially Responsible Investment (SRI),
which is also known as sustainable or
green investment.
SRI is a process by which investors put their
money in companies that follow the
environmental, social and corporate
governance (ESG) criteria.  The concept
of SRI emerged during the political turmoil
of USA in the 1960s. Milton Friedman, the
renowned American economist, though,
was completely against the idea. In
Friedman’s words (Capitalism and
Freedom, 1962), “There is one and only
one social responsibility of business – to
use its resources and engage in activities
designed to increase its profits so long as it
stays within the rules of the game, which is
to say, engages in open and free
competition without deception or fraud.” 
In his famous article in The New York Times
on September 13, 1970, Friedman further
proclaimed that socially responsible
activities will affect a firm’s performance
adversely. Shareholders have the first
stake of company before society and no
socially responsible steps can be taken
without affecting the profitability of the
company and interest of the
shareholders. 
However a contrarian idea slowly started
emerging at the end of the century in the
advent of the concept of social capital
introduced by James Coleman (1988).
This acted as a preamble of a new era,
where environmental groups and
concerned investors encouraged
companies to incorporate environmental,
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social and governance criteria in their
day to day operation. As a result of that,
the investors slowly started focusing on
the financial efficacy of SRI. It is this
direction based on which the concept of
an ESG index came into force. Index, in its
basic form, is a barometer of a stock
market or an economy as a whole. A
thematic index displays a theme based
on which the index is formed and it
reflects the health of that particular
theme at a certain point of time based
on which the investors put their money.
ESG index is one such example and the
only such index in India is S&P BSE
Carbonex.

Why Are Social Responsibility Indices

Important in Post Covid-19 Era?

More people will invest in SRIs only when
they see them as profitable as other
indices. A research on different research
studies conducted by Fulton, Kahn and
Sharples (2012) suggested that 89 per
cent of the research showed market
based outperformance and 85 per cent
showed accounting based
outperformance by companies with high
ESG factor ratings compared to
companies with less ESG ratings.
S&P BSE Carbonex, the only ESG index in
India has posted a five-year return of
30.27 per cent on July 31, 2020,
compared to the benchmark S&P BSE
100, which showed a 5 year return of 29
per cent. Even for one year return, both
these indices show similarity when BSE 100
declined .58 per cent while BSE Carbonex
declined .59 per cent. It shows that
achieving similar or better return is
possible by investing in ESG indices as
compared to normal indices. Hence, if
the financial markets induct and promote
more ESG funds, companies will be
encouraged to do more on the social
front to get listed on those indices. If
doing something good gives them the
same market based return or more than
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doing something unethical, they would
most likely accept the ethical path. Most
importantly, it might lead to less corner-
cutting and less malpractices among the
firms as it is rampant today in the Covid-19
era, because eventually it will downgrade
their ESG report.

Conclusion

Covid-19 has been an eye opener on the
ethical front. On one hand it has shown
the greed of corporates sacrificing values.
On the other hand, it has shown glimpses
of positivity that made people believe in
a secured future. A quantum leap in
socially responsible investments will bring
a sense of accountability among
corporates. India has only one carbon
index as of now. More indices with
stringent environmental, social and
carbon emission norms will bring India at
par with developed economies where
these practices are already in place. 
The churning of the ocean (Bhagavata
Purana) by the Devas (the good souls)
and the Asuras (the evil souls) has not only
brought out Amrit (nectar) but also
Halahala (poison). However, Lord Shiva

swallowed the poison to save the day. In
a similar way, we need modern day
solutions to take care of the unethical
practices and socially responsible
investments constitute one such solution.
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Covid-19 is not merely a
microorganism but a disaster that
has torn the world apart physically,

emotionally, socially, financially, and in
many more aspects. Since the beginning
of this year, this pandemic has restricted
the mobility of at least one-third of the
entire human race. As of July 30, 2020, 17
million people worldwide have been
affected by Covid-19 in more than 200
countries. However, nearly 10 million
people have recovered too. It hit hard at
first, slowed down in several countries,
followed by up-surging trend coercing to
change daily living norms. 

Is Covid-19 Similar to Natural Disasters?

The leaderships in several countries have
declared Covid-19 as a national disaster.
Depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), alcohol and substance
abuse, domestic violence, psychosis
almost always exacerbate after the
natural calamities. But is the pandemic
similar to a natural disaster? The
catastrophic remnants left by natural

disasters such as wildfire, flood, or
earthquake can be rebuilt once the
event subsides. However, this pandemic
cannot be seen, cannot be tasted,
cannot be predicted as to how long it
would last, and hence it is different. 
We do not know much about the virus
yet. Therefore, we are living in a world of
uncertainty from every aspect of life. The
treatment of Covid-19 has been one of
the most challenging conundrums for the
experts. The claim by a World Health
Organization (WHO) official that
asymptomatic spread of the virus is “very
rare” and other conflicting messages by
the national leaders have only
contributed to the misery of the last six
months and given enough indications
that this is not going to end very soon. 

Covid-19: Coping with the

Mental Health Crisis Looming

on the Horizon

Renowned psychiatrist

Dr. Rajdip Barman

discusses the mental

health impact of Covid-

19 on people at large.
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Is Mental Health Crisis Unavoidable?

People with psychosis, mood, anxiety,
and personality disorders perceive the
pandemic differently. There are specific
concerns and challenges for each of the
nine primary psychiatric conditions. The
effect of Covid-19 may be translated into
a wide range of emotions such as
persistent frustration, sadness, insecurity,
pessimism, restlessness, irritability/ anger,
anxiety, fear, and hopelessness.
Neurovegetative symptoms such as
changes in sleep pattern, concentration,
appetite and libido have emerged as
well, creating a vicious cycle to worsen
emotional health. 
We know stress kills people by causing
changes in the vascular and immune
system. The United Nations has already
requested governments worldwide to
prioritize emerging mental health crises.
Otherwise, there will be immense long-
term consequences in interpersonal
relationships and social structure. About
one-third of the Americans are suffering

from anxiety disorders and nearly a
quarter from depression. Unfortunately,
there is no reliable data available on the
current mental health scenario, even in
countries with advanced healthcare
systems. 
Social distancing, work from home,
unemployment and closure of schools,
colleges and restaurants have limited
regular human interactions. People are
getting used to virtual communications.
However, face-to-face conversations can
never be replicated virtually as a
significant part of our communication
occurs non-verbally. It is not difficult to
understand how challenges in delivering
education can affect the students’
emotional health.

Strategies to Help Self and the Community

• Minimize Social Stigma: The foremost
reason for not obtaining medical help is
social stigma. Try to stretch your hands
with empathy, compassion, and
generosity to support and guide people
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at risk to obtain medical aid. When
someone is oppositional, “kill with your
kindness”. 
• Respect Individual Differences: Do not
expect everybody to respond to the stress
similar to someone you know personally.
Every human being is different, and so are
their reactions. Be mindful, empathetic,
and validate others’ sufferings. Behave
like a kind responsible citizen.
• Identify High-Risk Individuals: People
who may respond more strongly to the
stress are individuals with specific medical
and psychological co-morbidities
including alcohol and substance abuse,
children and adolescents, frontline and
essential workers, disabled or differently-
abled, homeless, minorities and people
living in a group setting such as long-term
care. Please give special attention to the
most vulnerable people. 
• Be Watchful to the Minors: Significant
changes have been noticed redesigning
the family dynamics, and unfortunately,
the most affected ones are the kids in the
households. Never forget that treating a
child is not possible without paying
attention to the adults in the house.
Maintaining a daily routine along with
exercises, practicing relaxation
techniques, meditation, a healthy diet,

adequate sleep, and strengthening the
family bond by doing indoor group
activities are a few of the well-known
evidence-based strategies to handle
stress or emotional crises. Paying attention
to the kids’ difficulties, clear
communication, and positive
reinforcement are other keys to
managing difficult children. Most
importantly, take professional help (e.g.,
telepsychiatry) if things go out of your
control. Learn where and how to get
treatment.
• Loss of Loved Ones: Death is painful to
bear even in normal circumstances.
Everyone processes grief in their own
ways. Strategies such as understanding
the symptoms of grief, crafting new rituals
given current restrictions, practicing
gratitude, engaging with creativity, and
staying connected with others can be
helpful. Never ignore the power of
spirituality and realize that it is sometimes
ok to not to be ok.

The effect of Covid-19 
may be translated into a wide

range of emotions such as
persistent frustration,
sadness, insecurity,

pessimism, restlessness,
irritability/ anger, anxiety, fear,

and hopelessness.
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• Suicidal Ideations: Consider suicidal
thoughts as a mental health emergency
and immediately contact suicide hotline
(+91 33 2474 4704/ +91 33 2474 5886/ 1-
800-273-8255) or mental health care
providers.
• Coping Strategies: Accept that change
is life. If changes are not embraced,
challenges persist. Psychiatrists
recommend trying “being with your fear”
for individuals with anxiety disorders, i.e.,
identifying the pattern, acknowledging
that you are safe, practicing mindfulness,
relaxation exercises, and, most
importantly, asking for help from the
health care providers. Taking care of the
loved ones is a stress reliever. However,
never forget to take care of your body
and mind at first. Make time to unwind,
use technology to reach out to your near
and dear ones to feel no one is alone.
Virtual contact can be the key to combat
depression, along with continuation or
establishing mental health care. Take a
break from reading, watching, or listening
to the news related to Covid-19 and
engage yourself with activities you like to
do, e.g., listening to music, maintaining a
journal, expressive art, gardening, online
classes.
• Ask for Help: Remember asking for help

is not a sign of weakness. Only, a strong
person can overcome the hurdle of a
brain playing tricks not to receive
additional support.
Nonetheless, this overwhelming time
allows exploring various ways of
communication and technologies,
improving preventative health care
systems, learning to maintain personal
hygiene and developing frustration-
tolerance and resilience. With
appropriate training of the frontline
workers, establishing support team consist
of volunteers, mental health care
providers, raising awareness among the
students and the teachers, and most
importantly self-care. We shall eradicate
this lethal virus. Coronavirus has not
shattered the world. It has only exposed
the broken healthcare, financial and
administrative systems. If the virus mutates
and affects poorer countries, the
developed countries cannot escape the
aftermath. So, helping others is not
altruism anymore; it is an investment to
protect yourself.
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Post-Covid-19 World

Branding, communication and
marketing have changed – once
and for all. Even after the invention

and successful Covid-19 vaccination of a
significant population, pundits opine that
we shall not go back to the pre-Covid-19
era. Let’s explore some green shoots of
the exciting opportunities that lie ahead.
Rohini: Arun, please order a coffee, tofu
and some apples from Big basket. 
Arun: Ok, Rohini. 
Rohini: Dear, please check on what Ratul
is doing. He went into the room for online
classes...so long now...
Arun: (Peeking into the next room where
Ratul is taking his online class). Ratul is
dancing in the room. The teacher is
showing him the steps. 
Arun: Looking at the virtual assistant:
Alexa, tell me the best deals in town for
coffee, tofu and apples.
Computer beeps in the background. 
Arun: Hi Boss! 
Boss: Arun please get into the video call

fast. Our directors from Brazil and
Singapore are on line. We shall review the
monthly sales figure that you sent in 10
minutes from now on. Hope you are
ready. 
Rohini (overhearing Arun's conversation

with his Boss): Arun, I am getting into a
call too. Talk soon dear. 
Arun: Yes, let’s meet in two hours flat.

Corporate professional
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Ratul will be done by then. Then we can
have lunch together.
The above is a conversation from a
fictional family in Pune, India. The
characters, Arun and Rohini are working
in the IT sector. Ratul is a five-year-old
child. All are under lockdown and working
from home. Covid-19, the pandemic
could not bring this family to standstill. 
Welcome to the world of the new normal
– where home is the place we shall spend
maximum time – shall live and work out of
home. 
The question that may now arise – How
will this “new normal” change branding,
communication and marketing?
First let’s understand what a brand is. A
brand is a perception that gets created in
our mind. For example, Amul offers good
quality products. This is the perception
that Amul has created in our mind over
the years. Now note the tagline: Amul –
The Taste of India. Let’s also see the
creative aspect of Amul as the company
goes on showcasing various socially
relevant campaigns across the year. Now
let’s marry all these three, quality, Indian-
ness and social relevance. What we are
left with is a proposition. Amul is a made-
in-India good quality socially relevant
brand.  Amul has been able to develop
that fine perception about it. The
advantage is if tomorrow a new brand,

say “Pamul” gives a 30 per cent discount
and equally good quality butter, still Amul
loyalists will stay with this brand. 
Now, if we leave the performance part of
the product aside, meaning keeping the
quality of Amul as a constant, a lot of
marketing and smart positioning had
been done to create a place in audience
psychographics for Amul – simply saying
that these have reserved a place in the
mind of the customer. When they see the
brand or the logo of the product, they
immediately connect with the perception
of Amul in their mind. The question is how
Covid-19 has changed the narrative for
creating a brand? 
Think of touchpoints. Earlier massive
signboards were put on the roads. Scope
of in-shop branding was huge, examples
being advertisements on shopping carts
at super markets, leaflets, flyers, printed
documents, newspaper advertisements
etc. Suddenly, this pandemic has
changed the equation. Home-bound
working entails working in the digital
space. Now, the entire branding needs to
transition from physical space to virtual
space. The virtual meeting rooms where
we shall meet in the future can be
branded. Over the virtual coffee cups
that we shall share within colleagues or
friends, there can be a glowing space for

Entertainment is 
another goldmine for 

tomorrow’s brand 
managers. Think small, 

think effective, think 
creative and original are 

the new mantras.
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brand placement. Our
virtual avatars will wear
branded clothing. On
screen performance by
actors can be branded.
Social Media
advertisements can be
subtle and more
engaging. 

The above graph
published in Inshorts
quotes McKinsey and
Company, one of the
biggest consulting firms
globally. On the surface,
the pandemic brings
catastrophe for
traditional thinking. And

here comes the
opportunity.
Mukesh Ambani once
said, “Data is the new
oil”. Covid-19 has added
zillions of liters of tailwind
to his views.  Data
Consumption at home is
skyrocketing and we are
increasingly converging
our usage pattern and
behaviour on data
platform. With us
spending more time on
television and fast
transitioning to internet
TV and OTT (over-the-
top) platforms, branding
onscreen will get a
phenomenal push. If we
remember the Aishwarya
Rai starrer ‘Taal’ (1999),
there was an inordinate
focus on placement of
the Coke brand in the
movie. Likewise, James
Bond and major
Hollywood and
Bollywood movies relied
on brand positioning to a
largely captive
audience. Let’s move
beyond. Only focusing
on brand as “fixed gaze”
is boring and can add to
fatigue as every brand
will try to do the same.
Why not think in terms of
extending the brand
values? Can we make
the protagonist your
brand champion? For
example, if your brand
talks about “integrity” or
“humility”, can the main
character live by those
values? Action always
speaks louder than
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words and screening it to your largely
“glued-in” audience can be a wonderful
way to reserve the place for your brand in
their mind space (Psychographics). 
Our next door kirana stores, which almost
lost relevance, have made a
phenomenal comeback. This lockdown
has rejuvenated our relationship with
those. Many are doubling up as

storehouses for global players like Amazon
as it has recently partnered with
thousands of neighborhood stores across
the country to store and deliver goods
under I Have Space programme. Even big
players in retail markets are tying up with
them. Think of the humongous opportunity
to use this unused but supervised place
scattered across the globe. We may not
need huge warehouses except for
strategic reasons. Also, lockdown taught
us that from “business continuity
perspective”, scattered positioning of
resources is much more effective that
central models that pose extreme
difficulty to mobilize resources in times of
need.
Entertainment is another goldmine for
tomorrow’s brand managers. Think small,
think effective, think creative and original
are the new mantras. Forget about
razzmatazz, huge crowd, thousands of
people together, booking lavish venue
and massive environmental cost from
conducting one mega event. Think
virtually, e-events. Let your music band be

The question that 
may now arise – 

How will this 
“new normal” 

change branding,
communication and

marketing?
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in the UK or in Assam or in
Kerala. No need to
transport huge musical
instruments and even
damaging those in
transport. Let’s all join
online. Millions of us! Let
ticket price come down
to Rs. 100 or less. Then
too, we make massive
profits once the virtual
platforms start offering
immersive experience.
Copying and pasting era
is over. OTT platforms are
presenting excellent
talents with no family
lineage in the
entertainment industry.
Whether it’s health, work
or learning, digital
revolution has affected
us tremendously. A few
days or months ago, we
used to waste massive
number of hours while
sitting at the doctor’s
chamber, or travelling for
hours to come to
college. Now we visit
doctors over phone and
attend classes online.
Remember, those are
done by the help of
prevailing technologies.
The future technologies
will be so realistic that
physical meeting can
largely be confined to
distinct relations or few
occasions.
Travel will change too.
We shall still go to places,
but the focus might
change to absorb into
the place and
understand the local
culture, integrate and
assimilate in the local
way of living and
experience our global

existence. 
Media consumption has
fundamentally changed.
The traditional media
forts, e.g., big physical
publishing houses might
see a massive fall in
revenue. Think of the
new paradigm – a lot of
revenue but not from
one source but
originating from millions
of pockets. We are
looking at a distributed
pattern of both
production and
consumption in the
media and
communication industry.
Millions of producers –
one who is recording
and uploading a song on
YouTube is a content
generator and hundreds
of millions of consumers.
Think of every one out of

three houses on this
planet is a producer and
every house as a
consumer. 
The world has changed
and is looking for the
“NEW” You! Are you
ready?
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Human beings have become that
force of the ecosystem, which is
continuously shaping the earth.

Human actions have transformed
between one-third and half of the earth’s
surface. The concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere has increased
by almost 30 per cent since the onset of
the industrial revolution. Humankind
creates more atmospheric nitrogen than
all natural terrestrial sources considered.
They have used more than half of all
available surface freshwater, and about
one-quarter of earth’s bird species have
been forced into extinction.
Simultaneously, they are involved in
growing efforts to reverse and to change

the course of these trends as well. It is
obvious that human beings are capable
of both creating and solving all kinds of
environmental problems.
Amid this dominant trend of
anthropocentrism, where people believe
that humans alone are the superior
beings, they are at the centre of the
universe and the presence of all other
beings are instrumental, a Norwegian
philosopher Arne Næss introduced us with
the term “deep ecology” in 1973. This
concept claims that all living creatures
have the same right to live and flourish
and a human being is just as important as
an insect in this ecosystem. As part of the
ecosystem, humans must learn to live
within nature, according to nature’s laws,
and learn to accept our role as one
among many. He has applied his
formidable philosophical skills to
understand the ecological crisis and its
resolution. He put forward that the impact
of humans in the world is excessive and
rapidly getting worse and the elimination
of a substantial percentage of the human
population can establish the balance of
the environment.
This outbreak of Covid-19 reminds us that
humans are nowhere near as special as
we like to think. The emergence of Covid-
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19 has challenged the human-centred
relationship between humans and nature.
It says that it is high time we understood
that all other ecosystem beings are not
meant for human ends. It is ethically
wrong and is the source of all
environmental crises. Human needs are
unlimited but the planet has limited
capacity to meet them. Otherwise, the
planet has its way to reestablish the
balance. Perhaps, that is what this
pandemic is teaching us.
Since the beginning of the quarantine
period, we have been following particular
news items that say:
• The ozone layer of the earth is healing

after thirty-something years. Right before it
was reported that the polar bears are
practising cannibalism as they are failing
to hunt due to the high rise of
temperature ever recorded in the Arctic
zone.
• To make our country look better, a few
measures were taken to clean the water
of Yamuna. Surprisingly, due to the
absence of human interaction, the river
Yamuna has regained her former glory.
• The water of Rishikesh is said to have
become clean enough to consume. The
water of all the rivers is less polluted now
than what they were for decades.
• The sky appears bluer every day, and
the animals loiter freely across the road
with no concern.
• The dolphins are back swimming merrily
in the canals of Italy.
• Endangered sea turtles lay eggs on
beaches in Brazil and India.
It seems that the harmony of flora and
fauna is back for the partial absence of
human beings. Is it not a lesson enough
for us? Or, are we failing to see the
predicament of a human being?
The megacities all over the world are
vulnerable to air pollution with the rapidly
increasing population and economic
developmental activities. Uncontrolled
urban growth and unplanned
industrialization and automation play a
key role to deteriorate the quality of air in
the megacities of developing countries.
Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata are three
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populous megacities in India which face
the serious problem of air pollution. Due to
this lockdown, all industrial activities,
public transport, and other economic
and developmental activities were
stopped, which played an important role
to reduce the pollution level in the cities
across the country. The air quality of Delhi,
Mumbai and Kolkata also changed
considerably from the pre-lockdown
condition to the lockdown period. Let us
understand as to how the air quality
parameters of these megacities in
January (pre-lockdown) and April (during
lockdown) have changed! 

Particulates: Particle pollution – also
called particulates matter (PM) – is made
up of particles (tiny pieces) of liquid or
solid that are in the air. Particulate matter
can be released from different types of
human activities such as vehicular
emissions, smoke particles, dust particles
and ash from industries. The PM 10 is a
particulate matter 10 micrometers or less
in diameter whereas, the PM 2.5 is a
particulate matter 2.5 micrometers or less
in diameter. PM 2.5 is generally described
as fine particles. During the pre-lockdown
normal condition, the PM 2.5
concentration in air in Delhi, Mumbai, and
Kolkata were 436 µg/m3, 236 µg/m3 and
246 µg/m3 respectively. However, during
the lockdown, the concentration of PM
2.5 in these three megacities became 89
µg/m3, 31 µg/m3 and 78 µg/m3. Similarly,

PM 10 concentration during the pre-
lockdown period were 334 µg/m3, 220
µg/m3 and 225 µg/m3, which dropped
below 56 µg/m3, 70 µg/m3 and 81 µg/m3
during the lockdown.

Nitrogen Dioxide and Ammonia:

Combustion of fossil fuels (coal, gas, and
oil) especially fuel used in cars is the main
source of nitrogen dioxide resulting from
human activities. The Ammonia (NH3) is a
colourless gas which combines in the
atmosphere with sulphate and nitrates to
form secondary fine particulate matter
(PM 2.5). During the pre-lockdown normal
condition, the NO2 concentration in air in
Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata were 77

The concentration 
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µg/m3, 92 µg/m3 and 76 µg/m3

respectively. In contrast, during the
lockdown, the concentration of NO2 in
these three megacities became 22
µg/m3, 14 µg/m3 and 31 µg/m3. Similarly,
NH3 concentration during the pre-
lockdown period in Delhi, Mumbai and
Kolkata were 7 µg/m3, 4 µg/m3 and 13
µg/m3, which dropped below 3 µg/m3, 3
µg/m3 and 8 µg/m3 during the lockdown.

Sulfur Dioxide and Carbon Monoxide:
Fossil fuel combustion at power plants,
other industries, and in mobile sources like
locomotives and ships are the main
sources of Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) emission.
Harmful compounds, such as sulfuric acid,
sulfurous acid and sulfate particles are
formed from the reaction of SO2 with

other substances. During the pre-
lockdown normal condition, the SO2
concentration in air in Delhi, Mumbai and
Kolkata were 11 µg/m3, 21 µg/m3 and 22
µg/m3 respectively, which became below
13 µg/m3, 4 µg/m3 and 18 µg/m3 during
the lockdown. Carbon monoxide (CO) is
a colourless, odorless gas that can be
harmful when inhaled in large amounts.
CO is released when something is burned.
The greatest sources of CO in outdoor air
are cars, trucks and other vehicles or
machinery that burn fossil fuels. During the
pre-lockdown normal condition, the CO
concentration in air in Delhi, Mumbai and
Kolkata were 121 mg/m3, 91 mg/m3 and
30 mg/m3 respectively, which became
below 47 mg/m3, 17 mg/m3 and 14 mg/m3

during the lockdown.
The CPCB calculates Air Quality Index
(AQI) to assess the air quality of any
location-based on some air quality
parameters (PM 2.5, PM 10, NO2, NH3,
SO2, CO, O3).  AQI values are broadly
classified into six categories, i.e. good (0
to 50), satisfactory (51 to 100), moderate
(101 to 200), poor (201 to 300), very poor
(301 to 400) and severe (401 to 500).
According to CPCB, the AQI value in
Delhi was 436 (severe) in January and
became 89 (satisfactory) in April. During
the Pre-Lockdown normal condition
(January), the AQI values in Mumbai and
Kolkata were 236 (poor) and 246 (poor)
respectively, which changed to 70
(satisfactory) and 81 (satisfactory) during
the Lockdown in April. The AQI values

Now, it is the time 
when we must try to

understand and 
appreciate the 

limitations of the human
being as a part of the

ecosystem.
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show, how the lockdown
played a crucial role to
purify the air of these
megacities.  Among the
selected pollutants, the
maximum reduction of
concentration was
observed for PM 10 and
PM 2.5 has reduced
followed by NO2, CO. A
negative trend was
observed for SO2 in
Delhi.
From the prehistoric
hunting-gathering
society to diverse
modern society, in this
evolution, somewhere
human beings reduced
all other elements of
ecology to unemotional
machines. Considering
what history has taught
us, that after every
hundred years, an
inevitable pandemic hits
the human race to bring
the world at its
equilibrium, this 2020

pandemic is a little
different from the
previous pandemics. The
ecological benefits of
this lockdown are
exactly what were
required in these cities
without any proactive
mitigation measure.
Now, it is the time when
we must try to
understand and
appreciate the
limitations of the human
being as a part of the
ecosystem. 
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Dr. Panchajanya Ghatak is a noted
psychiatrist in UK, Director of
Clinical Healthcare and a Fellow of

the Royal College of Psychiatrists, London.
He is presently involved in strategic
planning and delivery of health care
during Covid-19 pandemic in the UK. Here
are the excerpts:

1. The world is still grappling with the

pandemic caused by Covid-19 and its

lethal repercussions on mental health. As

a practitioner of Clinical Psychiatry, what

are your views on the present situation?

Mental health is a construct of certain
biological, psychological and social
factors. Unfortunately, Covid-19 is
affecting all these domains. The situation
is compounded by the fact that these
challenges are just beginning to emerge.
Though there is a huge flurry of research in
different fields of medical science and
mental health, it is not difficult to realise
that a lot of issues are just beginning to
unfold. 
At every level, priority is being given to
control or stop the progress of Covid-19,
as well as to combat the medical
complications. Unfortunately, due to this,
other health and patient care needs are
being pushed to the backseat. As new
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effects of this virus are
unfolding, resources are
being channelized for
more obvious and stark
needs. There is a
worldwide
acknowledgement that
this is a crisis from a
mental health
perspective.

2. How are the

healthcare

infrastructures

responding to the

challenges that you

mentioned?

Robust mental health
care system, like that of
the UK, is looking at the
resilience and gaps in
their services, whilst trying
to adapt in the rapidly
emerging crises. But are
health policy makers of
the countries, where a
comprehensive mental
health care system is
lacking, thinking of the
gaps or non-existence of
mental health services? I
am not so sure. The need
for mental health
support has never been
more widespread.
Hence, I think the main
challenge is to ascertain
a nation’s mental health
care system in light of
the current crises. 

3. What are the

challenges specific to

the Indian context?

Over the recent years,
psychiatry along with
other medical fields has

become evidence-
based. Growth of
scientific evidence takes
time and painstaking
research. While we wait
for the emergence of
robust evidence – we
see altruism, kindness,
support and community
focus. However, I must
admit, this is not the
scenario in many
countries, including
India. My views on
medical research on
mental health during
Covid-19 are based on
gold-standard medical
journals like British
Medical Journal and The
British Journal of
Psychiatry. I am yet to
see many research
papers on mental health
issues related to Covid-
19 being published from
India in these journals.
However, I am in
continuous contact with
my friends in different
branches of medicine in

Steps need to
be taken to

restrict
duration of

isolation; this
might mean a
push against
inertia, which
is likely to set

in after
prolonged
periods of
isolation.
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India. The challenges they are facing are
unique – especially some extremely basic
resistance from the society like returning
back to their homes from work, etc.

4. From the initial phases till now,

quarantine and isolation have been

deemed to be the only ways of

preventing the spread of the deadly virus.

However, this has also resulted in

increased depression and anxiety. In

what ways do you think this psychological

impact of quarantine can be alleviated?

Isolation was a potentially dangerous
position people found themselves in,
especially during the early days of
lockdown. Some experts with experience
in dealing with similar circumstances have
suggested some ways to deal with
isolation and loneliness. 
Jon Bailey, a former submarine officer in
the Royal Navy used to spend in a steel
tube underwater, several hundreds of
miles away from home and family. He
suggests that having a fixed routine with
fixed times for work, hobbies, meals and
exercise helps. Doing at least 30 minutes
of exercise every day helps in upliftment
of mood and physical health. 
Food is something to look forward to –
tasty, yet a balanced diet can be very
helpful. This could be a joint family
activity, if you are with your family. It has
been easy to keep in touch with friends

and family through various audio-visual
platforms. A daily catch-up can be very
supportive. 
The importance of exercise has been
emphasised by Scarlett McNally, a
Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon.
Exercise significantly improves mental and
physical health, sleep and immunity.
Adults of all ages and abilities should
undertake a minimum of 150 minutes of
exercise a week. Any amount of exercise
can make a positive difference to
physical and mental health.

5. Do you think there is a social cure for

isolation and loneliness?

Manage is probably a more appropriate
word than cure. Social contact though
social media and audio-visual contact
can be helpful. Clear communication is of
paramount importance and governments
can ensure this to a great extent. Steps
need to be taken to restrict duration of
isolation; this might mean a push against
inertia, which is likely to set in after
prolonged periods of isolation.

6. One of the biggest repercussions of this

pandemic has been the worldwide

economic crisis, which in turn has led to a

sharp increase in depression and people

Mental health is a construct
of certain biological,

psychological and social
factors. Unfortunately, Covid-

19 is affecting all these
domains.
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committing suicides. What should be the

individual and societal approach to

combat this challenge?

Redundancy, inability to work, Covid-19-
related deaths as well as the associated
financial issues and changes in family
dynamics, can exacerbate this problem.
Clearly the economic factors leading to
increased suicide and depression will
have to be mitigated. In the UK, the
government has taken steps to protect
incomes at the level of the minimum
income for healthy living. Reduction of
longer-term unemployment should be a
government priority. Steps are being
taken in the UK in the lockdown easing off
phase for certain sectors like the
restaurant industry, where government
has arranged for substantial discounts for
customers to encourage their return. 
People are reluctant to attend
emergency departments for acute
psychiatric problems, for fear of
contacting the virus. Various psychiatric
services are adopting their ways of
working in different ways to cater to
acute psychiatric needs. 

7. Children are unable to go to schools,

meet their peers and enjoy the life they

had before terms like “pandemic” and

“lockdown” changed their lives. What

should families and schools do to tackle

this situation?

The main strength of going to school is
adherence to a routine. Though the
unique atmosphere of a school cannot
be recreated at home, a routine can be
provided. A daily schedule can be shared
with the children and sudden changes
should be avoided. The schools may work
with the parents to come up with a
common daily schedule and this would
bring uniformity in the children’s daily life
along with their peers. Most schools have
provided home-learning schedules and
the parents can support their children
with these lessons. One hour a day of
exercise will enhance children’s physical
and mental health and this should be built
in their daily routine. 

8. How are the young adolescents and

college goers coping up with the new

normal?

Unfortunately, I have not seen any papers
regarding this and would refrain from
commenting on this. 

9. How do you think educational institutes

can contribute to their mental well-being?

Educational institutes, many of them,
have adequate resources and network to
support their students in various ways.
Helping to Learn:

The acquisition of new knowledge can
give a sense of achievement and reward.
For those with access to the internet,

Isolation was a potentially
dangerous position people

found themselves in,
especially during the early

days of lockdown.
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educational institutes can arrange
teaching on a range of subject matters
beyond the usual curriculum e.g. learning
how to cook, playing a musical
instrument, aerobics etc. Online libraries
allow ongoing access to resources such
as audiobooks, which, in the UK, are freely
accessible with a library card.
Connect:

Without the ability to meet face to face
and with increased free time, new audio-
visual technologies are being embraced.
Educational institutes can use their
resources to arrange e-seminars,
podcasts etc to support the students’
academic needs and intellectual growth.
Schemes like remotely supporting
vulnerable people in the community or by
appropriate social distancing can be
undertaken. 

10. How are mental health services

adapting to provide care in the

pandemic?

Most of the health services escalated their
critical care capacity to deal with the
waves of Covid-19 patients. Other
specialities, psychiatry included, had to
rapidly think how to manage routine care
while avoiding face-to-face contact
wherever possible. This has been a
challenge for a specialty like psychiatry,
where face-to-face contact is the
cornerstone of treatment. The mental
health services quickly adapted to video
and telephone consultations. The
clinicians are shifting their mindsets, and
this happened quickly. Multidisciplinary
team meetings are being arranged to
shift patients from inpatients to the
community, after some initial inertia.
Provision of therapy and multi-site working
has been difficult. However, risk benefit
calculation is being done for every
intervention. 

11. Do you think such services can be

applied/ beneficial in the Indian context?

As you can understand, the above

measures need huge funding and a
comprehensive mental health care
system. Sadly, this is lacking in India. I am
aware some psychiatrists have resumed
face-to-face consultations, which is
encouraging. However, this is the time to
reflect that mental health services need
to go beyond individual consultations in
clinics and some in-patient treatment
provisions. The need for mental health
treatment has never been greater and
policymakers need to think hard how to
deliver this longstanding need.

12. Talking about the Indian context, there

has been a reported increase in domestic

violence during the present situation of

‘lockdown’. What do you think are the

causes of such occurrences?

Social distancing measures have placed
many people in close proximity with
family members all or most of the times.
This has led to exacerbation of tensions in
some families, particularly in families with
history of partner and child abuse,
substance abuse and previous history of
abuse.
School closures have added stress in
families as parents sometimes struggle to
balance home schooling and their own
work from home pressures. Mostly, this
burden fall on women, adding to an
already tense domestic situation. 

13. What can the individual and the state

do to curb these occurrences?
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The individual needs to acknowledge that
domestic abuse is happening. Sometimes
this is not easy, particularly in families with
history of ongoing domestic abuse. The
individual should get in touch with their
circle of support if they have any.
Sometimes, this might not be easy within
the close confines of a house. The state
needs to offer support to vulnerable
families. Families should have realistic
expectations for home working and home
schooling. Women at the risk of domestic
abuse should be provided safety advices
and support services. Western
democracies have robust social security
systems that provide these services. In a
country like India, I guess, the NGOs and
charity organisations have an important
role to play.

14. How do you think that the worldwide

fear and panic surrounding the spread of

coronavirus can be controlled?

It feels there is a social disorder emerging.
Mitigation of multiple effects of the
pandemic will reduce the risk of social
disorder. Some countries continue to have
increased case rates, whilst second
waves seem imminent in some other
countries. Without an appropriate
vaccine or a disease modifying
medication, a real solution still seems

distant. However, we can do certain
things to alleviate social suffering.
Stigmatising ill people, health care
workers looking after them and linking the
pandemic to specific populations must
be avoided. 
Clear communications can go a long
way. False and malicious social media
communications should be detected
early and counteracted without fear.
Community organisations need support
from the governments to respond to local
needs. 

15. Do you think there has been any

unexpected benefit of the world’s

response to the pandemic?

Well, the skies are definitely clearer and
satellites have documented significant
reductions in air pollution in major cities.
There have been fewer road traffic
accidents and reduction in crime. There
has been reduction in some infections,
including STDs (Sexually Transmitted
Disease) like HIV. There is growing
evidence to suggest that people are
practising safer sex. 

16. Finally, what are your comments on

the challenges, scope and broadening of

dimensions of psychiatry during this

pandemic situation?

I think it is too early to fully address this
question. I feel that the wider need for
psychiatry has been acknowledged as
never before. Psychiatry has now the duty
to support people with pre-existing mental
health problems, acute psychiatric issues
arising from wider effects of pandemic
and deal with the ‘psychiatric sequelae’
that recovered Covid- 19 patients might
be facing. Existing psychiatric services
need to assess the gaps in their services
exposed by Covid-19. 
The countries without comprehensive
psychiatric services can no longer afford
to neglect the need to develop a robust
mental health care system.

Social distancing measures
have placed many people in
close proximity with family
members all or most of the

times. This has led to
exacerbation of tensions in

some families.
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A
well-versed administrator with

years of experience in research,

teaching, industry and

administration, Prof. (Dr.) Deependra

Kumar Jha earlier served as the Vice

Chancellor of the University of Petroleum

and Energy Studies (UPES) in Dehradun

and Vice Chancellor of GD Goenka

University in Gurugram. 

He also worked as Pro Vice Chancellor of

GD Goenka University, the Founder Dean

of the School of Engineering and

Technology of Galgotias University in

Greater Noida, the Dean of School of

Engineering & Dean Academics of GD

Goenka University and a senior faculty

member and IR (International Relation)

Coordinator at VIT University in Vellore.

Here are the excerpts:

1. Being the Vice Chancellor of Adamas

University, what is your philosophy of

leadership? How would you describe your

leadership style? 

I believe in leading through example.

Leadership is no more a one-way street –

every individual in the professional field is

Innovation and Resilience Are

Keys to Success
In a casual conversation, the Vice

Chancellor of Adamas University

Prof. (Dr.) Deependra Kumar Jha talks

about the changes in higher

education and how Adamas

University is transforming itself to

keep pace with the changes.

Interviews



avid and keen and
aware. I believe it’s
about the ability to
inspire your team. I
believe in
communication; not
orders, mind you. I
believe in transparency
and critical analysis and
constructive criticism. It’s
about a two-way
conversation and
understanding. One has
to have a more
nuanced understanding
of the wider complexities
within and beyond and
not just the system of the
university. The world is
closing in faster than we
can imagine.

Empowering the right
person works wonders. I
believe in an open-mind
– flexibility, a firm foot
and a road less travelled.
More than anything,
however, to me,
leadership is about
acceptance – failures,
shortcomings and
learning. It’s about being
able to build trust, and
it’s about being the
safety net; a reliable
pillar in times of adversity,
a voice of reason, a
celebratory clap in times
of success.

2. The education systems

in India and other foreign

countries are structured

very differently. In your

experience, what can an

inbound student gain

from studying here at

Adamas University?

Adamas University
follows the Outcome-
Based Education System,
where our curriculum
and pedagogy and
assessment are
articulated, based on
specific outcomes. A
student, irrespective of
their chosen discipline,
will be part of
interdisciplinary project-
based learning, which is
unique. A bouquet of
many futuristic
undergraduate
specialised programmes
like AI-ML, Cyber

We have also

introduced a

wide range of

‘Minors’ –

microbiology to

music – an

opportunity to

sharpen the

skills which

matter the

most to you.

And you never

know – passion

can turn into

profession.
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Forensics, Blockchain
technology etc. has
been introduced. We
have also introduced a
wide range of ‘Minors’ –
microbiology to music –
an opportunity to
sharpen the skills which
matter the most to you.
And you never know –
passion can turn into
profession. We aim to
build well-rounded
human-beings more
than industry
professionals. We
mandate community
service, as well.

3. How does the

curriculum of Adamas

University ensure the best

practices of the industry?

We have a quality
assurance process for all
the academic
programmes to confirm
that they meet a strict
and recognised set of
services and operational
standards. We
continuously upgrade
our curriculum through a
best-in-class
benchmarking. The
quality assurance cell
undertakes periodic
reviews and audits of all
programme offerings
and suggests additions
or alterations as per the
needs of the industry. At
Adamas, industry
outreach is a regular
process and the

feedback gathered
therein is used to identify
the trends and best
practices. We always
keep an eye on industry
of the future and not
past while framing our
programme structure
and content.

4. Any insights into how

your university could be

more welcoming to

students of different

races or economic

backgrounds? 

As I’d mentioned earlier,
the world is closing in on
us – boundaries are
elusive and the status
quo is reinvented. We’re

An Internal

Quality Assurance

Framework

(IQAF) has been

developed for

benchmarking

and continuous

improvement.

Adamas would

also like to reach

out to the

community in

general and bring

about a

sustainable

improvement

to lives.
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already in the future. Our campus houses
students and faculty members from
different countries and has signed
collaborative agreements with over 50
internal universities across 16 countries in
Asia, Europe, North and South America.
We have regular student exchange
programmes. There are scholarships for
students with economically weaker
backgrounds. We have constituted a
high-powered committee to look after
any tremors rising out of economic
disparity, racial or religious difference
among students. Every student has a
faculty member as mentor, who not only
provides academic support, but also acts
as a friend-away-from-home. There is a
psychological counselling cell, which
conducts regular sessions. Each and every
student is precious to us, and we do our
best to welcome them into our family.

5. What do you think should be the

University’s top priority over the next 10

years? 

Academic excellence and student
experience are our top priorities. We are
presently undergoing organisational re-
structuring to optimise efficiency in
all-round operation by creating a
decentralised structure and empowering

the faculty members, staff and
administration to allow them to act as
entrepreneurs and innovators in the
education space for the benefit of AU
students and other stakeholders. Long
range academic plans are being devised
that would lead to innovation and holistic
student experience. We would like to
improve both the quantity and the quality
of research by Faculty Members –
bringing in a better research culture. An
Internal Quality Assurance Framework
(IQAF) has been developed for
benchmarking and continuous
improvement. Adamas would also like to
reach out to the community in general
and bring about a sustainable
improvement to lives. Adamas will be one
of the most sought-after universities in the
next few years.

6. When you first came to Adamas

University, what was your vision for the

university? Has it evolved over time, and

how far along in implementing that vision

are you? 

Adamas University is just five years young –
and I believe we’re doing reasonably well
(personal bias aside). But that isn’t to say
we’re complacent – time is a tide, and
we’re anything but stagnant. We
understand that the journey from good to
great is never easy. I joined Adamas six
months ago. For any great leader – for
any Vice Chancellor – their life is

At Adamas, industry 
outreach is a regular process
and the feedback gathered

therein is used to identify the
trends and best practices.
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measured in terms of the impact they
make. It would be my honest pleasure to
influence the direction of a great
institution, to see the faculty members
and staff inspired by plans for change,
and to watch ideas brew in our
community, often to profound effect and
to share a destiny (which is dynamic). To
me, innovation and resilience are two key
components as we embark on a journey
to what we call – Adamas 2.0. We are
implementing process driven changes
with an aim to transform Adamas into a
truly global university. 

7. What would you like people to know

about your university they may not know?

Adamas offers an awful lot – innovation is
at our core. It has a truly global outlook –
and it’s still rooted in the Indian ethos. A
120-acre lush-green campus is always
thrumming with energy; great sporting
facilities and infrastructure and endless
co-curricular activities. We boast a
number of state and national level
sportspersons as students of Adamas. We
ensure a quality of life that can rival many
international universities. We are among
select Indian universities with QS E-LEAD
certification awarded for excellence in
online blended teaching learning. We are
guided by the principles of Outcome-
Based Education (OBE) system.

But, I think the concept that sets us apart
is that of ‘Minors’ along with major
programme of study. All the students
undertake community service, which is a
credited course. The undergraduate
engineering students have an option of
doing a ‘Diploma in Management’ within
four years of their study period – a unique
provision having no parallel in this part of
the world. We work in close association
with industry to co-design, co-deliver and
co-certify our programme offerings. We
have devised a unique way of measuring
all round development index of students
through ACE (Adamas Comprehensive
Excellence) score that includes
academic performance, employability
skills and co/extra-curricular
achievements. We focus on a well-
designed 3-E approach for students –
employability, exam pathways and
entrepreneurship. The Centre for
Professional Studies ensures holistic
development of our graduates through
personality enhancement sessions,
programmes like campus to corporate
and foreign language trainings.

8. What are some of the biggest

challenges you see, both for higher

education in general and for Adamas

University specifically?

Indian higher education system is the third
largest in the world, next to the United

The world is closing in 
faster than we can 

imagine. Empowering 
the right person works

wonders.
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States and China. We’re progressing, of
course, but the pace is considerably slow.
The biggest challenge for higher
education in India is maintaining quality
standards among various types of
institutions. Innovation and disruption are
still alien concepts. I suppose it’s
important to ask what education entails
now – clearly, it’s time to consider how
drastically the world has evolved. The
system isn’t equipped for the future.
Shortage of qualified and trained faculty
members and inability of our education
system to attract and retain well-qualified
teachers are a hindrance in providing
quality education. As far as research and
innovation is concerned, there is simply
not enough incentive – we don’t push for
making our students inquisitive. In
addition, there are insufficient resources
and facilities.
At Adamas University, our challenges are
all those. But we’re young, and today, it’s
an advantage. We can afford
experimentation in terms of content,
pedagogy and assessment. We are
zealous and driven and we’re in a pivotal
period in time. I’m sure that with student-
centric and innovation-led approach,
Adamas University is bound to be a force
to be reckoned with in the coming days.

9. What is the placement statistics of your

University? (Department-wise, if available)

Our departments of Corporate Relations

and Carrier Development Cell work
around the clock to add employability
quotient to our graduates. Placement
continues to be one of our major
achievements. In spite of the pandemic
and lockdowns this year, we have been
able to achieve an overall 93 per cent
placement of eligible students which will
only get better with time. In addition to
this, we could send 100 per cent of our
students on internship. In terms of
functional areas, our students have been
placed in core IT, core Engineering, edu-
tech, pharma and life sciences,
marketing, branding, digital marketing,
market research and HR functions to
mention a few. 

10. With the competition so high, how do

you guide your students to survive in such

a competitive scenario?

Before I answer the question, I think it’s
important to offer context. We’re not our
own rivals anymore – there’s a whole
array of machines built to be inhumanely
efficient. I don’t think education can
make you a master of all trades – but we
offer education plus (#educationPlus) at
Adamas University to teach you how to
learn. We tend to stay ahead of the curve
by introducing industry endorsed content,
innovative pedagogy and progressive
assessment approach. Ambition is a bitter
pill, so we equip people with values and
insightfulness. The world is ruthless, and
there’s no way around it – so we teach
people how to be adaptable. We’re
building knowledge-hungry professionals
willing to make a change – the Product
Development and Innovation
Department continuously strives to bring
innovative practices in both academic
and allied areas. Online blended learning
(asynchronous learning), research and
incubation focus and Outcomes-Based
Education system are some of the key
drivers that make sure that Adamas
graduates have a competitive edge.
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Human Interest

Covid-19 – the dreaded word, the
word that transformed human
lives, the word that locked

humanity within the confines of four walls
and finally the word that brought the
world down to its knees! Notwithstanding,

the questions persist! Has it been able to
tame the indomitable human spirit? Has it
been able to make human being shun
the path of humanity? To put it simply,
there is a solo answer to both the posed
questions – no! It is a unique gift of nature
that humanity always finds a way out – it
always reboots itself and changes to a
better avatar. Covid-19 has once again
established this universal truth with
renewed gusto. However, does human
resilience stem from the towering efforts
of extraordinary individuals? Nope! The
resurrection of humanity is always through
the tiny enterprises of ordinary people –
people like you and us, people who rise
above the pettiness of their daily
drudgery and take bold steps so that the

These True Covid-19 

Warriors Keep The Flag Of

Humanity High
Teacher-cum-journalist

Dr. Sunayan Bhattacharjee

takes us through some

stirring humanitarian

efforts by ordinary

citizens in the face of the

Coronavirus crisis.
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world continues to remain a beautiful
place.
While the medical, social and economic
wars against Coronavirus continue
unabated, #IdeaPlus looks at half-a-
dozen heartwarming gestures by ordinary
citizens that assure us and reinvigorate our
belief that humanity will eventually
triumph. 

1. While not much has been said
about it, stray dogs have been silent
victims of the pandemic. As people
remain within their homes and businesses
including eateries remain shut, these poor
animals have hardly anything to eat. In
the face of this, a group of Samaritans in
Nagpur has taken it upon themselves to
feed the stray dogs in the city. The group
that has a police head constable, a
hotelier, a medical shop owner and a
businessman in its ranks has employed
cooks to prepare 2,000 chapatis
everyday to feed the street dogs.
Renowned animal activist Karishma
Galani is paying for the cooks. According
to her, the present initiative is aimed at
covering mainly the commercial areas in
Nagpur as dogs in those areas were
mostly dependent on the leftover foods
from the eateries in those areas. The
present lockdown has significantly
impacted the supply of foods for these

stray dogs. The civic body in the city has
been more than handful in helping the
initiative. In fact, the Nagpur Municipal
Corporation (NMC) has given the group a
vehicle and a driver to transport the
prepared chapatis to different parts of
the city. Indeed, we can only say one
thing – long live humanity!

2. Mumbai is often referred to as the
Maximum City. Maximum it is – not just in
terms of resources and population but in
terms of empathy and kindness as well.
This is well established by the springing up
of community kitchens all throughout the
length and breadth of a city that
supposedly never sleeps. When the
humanitarian crisis concerning the
migrant labourers was stirring the
conscience of the entire country, small
groups in low-income areas in Mumbai
were silently doing what the

While being towards the 
later part of her pregnancy,

Minal became the chief
architect behind the

development of India’s first
testing kit for Coronavirus.
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administration largely failed to do. These
groups set up kitchens to feed the
migrant labourers, who were left stranded
and jobless subject to the countrywide
lockdown imposed to curb the growth of
Coronavirus. Mind you, the members of
the group themselves had limited means.
So the autowallahs, the petty workers and
the contract labourers did what most of
us failed to do – feed the unemployed
migrant labourers. Some of these migrant
labourers were constantly risking their lives
trying to make ends meet at a time when
the administration was severely strict with
lockdown violators. We all have heard
harrowing stories about the
highhandedness of administration across
various parts of the country. We only can
say to these true citizens of Mother India –
may your tribe grow!

3. Meet Minal Dakhave Bhosale, a
virologist par excellence. She is a striking
case of how human spirit never dies.
While being towards the later part of her

pregnancy, Minal became the chief
architect behind the development of
India’s first testing kit for Coronavirus. A
truly remarkable human achievement
indeed! The testing kit that gives test
results in two and a half hours was
developed in only six weeks. It is essential
to know here that testing kits usually take
three to four months to develop. While
battling with her own date, she kept her
date with the nation and how! The kit was

The Chennai-based
Bibhuddatta ventures in his

bike every noon so that 
he can distribute food

packets among the poor.
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developed by Mylab Discovery in Pune.
The kit can test up to 100 samples and is
priced at only Rs. 1,200, which is about a
quarter of the price that is paid for
imported Covid-19 kits. It is only poetic
that Minal later gave birth to a baby girl.
We are sure that the girl is only going to
take the legacy forward! 

4. Ever heard of Sakhi Mandal?
Chances are that most of you haven’t!
However, the all-women self-help group
based out of Khunti district in Jharkhand is
doing pioneering work in producing hand
sanitizers using medicinal herbs. In
addition to alcohol, basil oil is being used
to manufacture the unique hand
sanitizers. Experts say that basil oil can
significantly enhance the effectiveness of
sanitizers. To make it more convenient for
buyers, the sanitizers have been
packaged in three different quantities –
100 ml, 250 ml and 500 ml. The self-help
group has eight women under its folds
and all the women are involved in the
production of the sanitizers. The
development of the sanitizers is being
done with assistance from the Khunti
district administration. Mind you, this
enterprise is only one amongst many that
have sprung up all throughout the
country. Well, if this isn’t a great example
of women empowerment, we wonder
what is!

5. At times, we feel depressed! At
times, we question our ability to do
collective good! However, cynicism never
took us anywhere and it never will. Meet
Bibhuddatta Panda, a software executive
in his thirties. Trust us; he will reinstate your
belief in the potential of individual human
efforts in bringing about a positive
change. The Chennai-based Bibhuddatta
ventures in his bike every noon so that he
can distribute food packets among the
poor. It is important to remember here
that these are unprecedented times,
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times that have taken away the daily
bread from the underprivileged sections
of the society. Times such as these require
extraordinary humane gestures, gestures
such as the one initiated by Bibhuddatta.
While he feeds about 50 people on
weekdays, he doubles the number during
weekends. Bibhuddatta says that he
distributes the packets himself so as to
reduce the chances of infection. Would
the initiative by Bibhuddatta eliminate the
food crisis that has been triggered by the
Coronavirus pandemic? Of course not!
However, what it would surely do is to
create a tribe of well-meaning and
empathetic citizens, who are ready to go
the extra distance in order to make this
world a teeny-weeny better than what it
already is. At #IdeaPlus here, we can only
say that while Coronavirus has been able
to ravage our world within a very short
span of time, it won’t be able to ravage
the fundamentals of humanity.

6. Let us now talk about a hip
restaurant at Khar in Mumbai. Effectively
named Khao San, the restaurant caters to
people, who have a penchant for Thai
food. The menu includes such Asian
delicacies as tom yum soup and the Thai
green curry. Surprisingly though, of late,
the restaurant has been churning out
humble desi dishes such as dal-chawal,
rajma-chawal and chhole-chawal. In
essence, the restaurant has been feeding
a large number of people from the
Dharavi slums and the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC) staff, who
find it a difficult proposition to find food
while at work. Nearly 2,000 lunch and
dinner packers are distributed everyday
by the restaurant. In association with Ek
Saath-The Earth Foundation, the
restaurant has been rekindling our hope in
humanity. Here again, their efforts will not
eliminate the food crisis. However, it
would definitely give a new lease of life to
countless people, who have been finding
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it difficult to make ends meet amid the
humanitarian tragedy that is Covid-19.
In conclusion, all that we at #IdeaPlus
want to say is that let’s not forget what it
means to be a human being although all
of us are bogged down by the
pandemic. Let our future generation carry
forward the baton of humanity with the
right zeal. Jai Hind!
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Webinar on Additive Manufacturing

Speakers: 

i. Zander Chamberlain, Director of
Manufacturing, 3D AF, Canada
ii. Sherry Chamberlain, CEO and Director
of Art, 3D AF, Canada

The Department of Mechanical
Engineering under the School of
Engineering and Technology organised a

webinar-cum-interactive session on
additive manufacturing. The primary
focus was on additive manufacturing
such as the types, selection of a particular
process for a specific product
requirement and selection of materials to
pre and post-processing criticalities. The
webinar commenced with a brief
interaction between the experts and the
enthusiastic participants from across the
country. Zander Chamberlain, the
Director of Manufacturing at 3D AF Inc.
started with his presentation on different
types of additive manufacturing
techniques majorly highlighting 3D
Printing. The participants were given a
very real-life picture on the impact and
extent on how 3D Printing can be a real
game changer. He shared his journey of
setting up his own company 3D AF Inc.
Chamberlain highlighted the concept of
Bio Printing and described how the
technology is revolutionising the entire
Medical sector. Sherry Chamberlain, the
CEO and Director of Art 3D AF Inc.,
focused on the benefits of fast
deployment of AM solutions in Industries
and addressed the issue of disruption in
supply chains caused by the pandemic,
while focusing on the opening of new
opportunities for the industry, the society,
and the environment.

School of Engineering and Technology (SOET)

Adamas

University

Webinar Reports

Webinars
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Webinar on Hydro Generators

Speaker: 

Bidhan Samanta, Lead Engineer, GE
Renewables

The Department of
Electrical Engineering
under the School of
Engineering and
Technology
organised a webinar
on Hydro Generators
on June 6, 2020.
Hydro generator is a

generator of electric current driven by a
hydraulic turbine. Usually a hydroelectric
generator is a salient-pole synchronous
generator whose rotor is connected to
the rotor of a hydraulic turbine. The design
of a hydroelectric generator is basically
determined by the position of its rotor’s
axis, as well as by the frequency of
rotation and power of the turbine. In a
hydroelectric generator, according to the
positioning and design of the support
bearing or step bearing, a distinction is
made between suspended type and
hooded type generators. In the
suspended generator the support
bearing, which receives the weight of the
rotating parts of the hydroelectric unit, as
well as the axial pressure of the water on
the turbine runner, is positioned above the
generator’s rotor. In the hooded
generator, the step bearing is positioned
under the generator rotor, on a lower
cross piece or on the turbine casing; the
generator shaft rotates in two or three
guide bearings. While the convenor for
the webinar was Prof. (Dr.) Anish Deb, the
coordinator was Dr. Srimanti Roy
Choudhury.

Webinar on Modern Information

Technologies for Evaluation of Health Risk

in Extreme Environment

Speaker: 

Prof. Irena Yermakova, National
Academy of Sciences, Ukraine, Kiev

The Computer
Science &
Engineering
Department under
the School of
Engineering and
Technology
organized a webinar
session on June 12,

2020 with Prof. Irene Yermakova 
from the International Research and
Training Center for Information
Technologies and Systems, National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. The
research institute creates and develops
information technologies for different
sectors of economy. Prof. Yermakova, a
professor and scientist of biological 
and medical informatics and 
cybernetics, highlighted on information
technologies, used for evaluation of
health risks in extreme environment. The
institute develops technologies
(mathematical models and computer
simulators), which are necessary for
athletes, swimmers, fire fighters,
mountaineers, armies and 
also for civilians. The research institute
develops models for protective clothing
and shoes for different sectors of
economy of Ukraine, Australia, France,
USA and others. The researcher
recommends health mobile app that
measures the parameters of the
environment like temperature, humidity,
velocity of wind and measures body
parameters, which are mentioned 
above for taking respective protective
steps to avoid any health hazards. It can
be used for ordinary physical activity as
well as for extreme environment. The
convenors for the webinar were Dr.
Parimal Chandra Biswas, Gulfishan Mobin
and Tanaya Das.
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Webinar on Career in Space Science and

Technology

Speaker: 

Dr. Goutam Chattopadhyay, Senior
Scientist, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
& Fellow, IEEE

The Department of
Electronics and
Communication
Engineering under
the School of
Engineering and
Technology
organized an
interactive webinar

on May 19, 2020 with Dr. Goutam
Chattopadhyay, Senior Scientist, NASA
Jet Propulsion Laboratory& Fellow, IEEE.
The theme of the webinar was ‘Career in
Space Science and Technology’. The
session was moderated by Pradip
Bhowmick, Vice President, Office of the
Chancellor, Adamas University. The
session started with Dr. Chattopadhyay
describing his dream journey from
Nabagram to NASA. Then, he discussed
the two fundamental research areas in
NASA – to find the scientific history of life
in the earth and to search if life exists in
other planets. Contextually, he talked
about different exciting opportunities for
multidisciplinary experts in NASA for
various projects and he mentioned about
various investments from private
spaceflight companies like SpaceX. Dr.
Chattopadhyay also addressed 
questions from the participants related to
the possibility of intelligent 
extraterrestrial life to the future of space
travel to giving helpful tips on preparing
for a career in Space Science and
Technology. Participants from India,
Singapore, Thailand and UAE attended
the event. The webinar was jointly
coordinated by Susamay Samanta and
Jeet Banerjee.

Webinar on Quality, Environmental, Health

and Safety Management System

Speaker: 

Siddhartha Pratim Dawn, Principal
Consultant of M/s Aim Consultancy
Services

The Department of
Civil Engineering
under the School of
Engineering and
Technology
successfully
organized a one-
day-long webinar on
Quality,
Environmental,

Health and Safety Management System
on May 4, 2020. The seminar started with
the welcome address by Dr. T. Senthil
Vadivel, the HoD of Civil Engineering
Department. This was followed by the
main speech of the speaker Siddhartha
Pratim Dawn, the Principal consultant of
M/s Aim Consultancy Services and
currently managing the Indian and
Overseas Operations. He described
Quality Management System (ISO
9001:2015) Environmental Management
System (ISO 14001:2015) and
Occupational Health & Safety
Management System (ISO 45001:2018) to
make everyone aware or the
requirements, their key features and
benefits of implementation. The webinar
mainly focused on what is ISO and what is
the main function of this esteemed
organization along with its background,
applicable areas of different
management systems framed by ISO,
basics of quality management principles,
environmental and occupational health
and safety management systems, its key
features, success factors, applicable
areas and the requirements of these
standards by the organizations /
institutions.
The webinar successfully ended with a
vote of thanks by Dr. T. Senthil Vadivel.
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Webinar on Role of Legal Services during

the Corona Pandemic

Speaker: 

Honourable Justice Ravi. R Tripathi, Former
Judge, High Court of Gujarat

The School of Law
and Justice
organised a webinar
on the role of legal
services during the
Corona Pandemic on
May 2, 2020. Justice
Ravi. R Tripathi, the
speaker, started the

webinar by bringing into account several
aspects of Legal Services Authority and its
importance in the present scenario of
Covid-19. He continued that the nature of
the virus has made people across the
world resort to staying indoors and admire
work-from-home. No doubt, this
pandemic has forced the biggest
lockdown in history with billions of people
advised to stay indoors. 
He added that Covid-19 has resulted in
untold sufferings, particularly for the poor
and the marginalized, for which they
were not prepared. Lakhs of people have
lost their means of livelihood. Farmers are
bearing the brunt. Daily wagers have no
work and hence there is no income.
Thousands of migrants are walking
hundreds of kilometres to reach their
homes with their small children. Hungry
and thirsty, but they are still walking. A
pregnant lady gave birth on the road
while walking back to her village for
hundreds of kilometres. Many migrants
got killed in accidents. In the post
lockdown period, it is feared that the
distress may manifest itself in the form of
marital disputes, issues between
employers and employees, disputes
between landlords and tenants, impact

on children’s rights as poverty may
deepen. Apart from that, human
trafficking may also increase – an
important aspect to be taken care of by
the public authorities. The indirect impact
of the Covid-19 may be more lethal than
the direct effect.  The problems and the
legal needs and issues are likely to
increase.
In such a scenario, Legal Services
Authorities have an important role to play.
They are mandated by legislation to
provide free legal services to certain
categories of people including women,
children, persons with disabilities, industrial
workmen, SCs and STs and persons having
annual income less than the prescribed
limit and to make them aware of their
rights and entitlements. Legal Services
Authorities have presence in each and
every district across the country and have
their reach till the grassroots. This massive
network needs to be more accessible to
people to mitigate the sufferings of poor
and for promoting and protecting their
rights. Thus, the services of these
Authorities will be required more than ever
before.
The Legal Services Authorities need to
collaborate with other government
departments, law colleges and NGOs
working at the grassroots to maximize their
reach and access. Competent legal aid
and assistance should be the main focus
of Legal Services Authorities and the
priorities in the changing and challenging
times are required to be identified
keeping in view the financially
constrained environment which may
emerge. The Legal Services Authorities
have to identify the target groups and
work with clear goals for providing
assistance to the targeted groups. The
convenor for the webinar was Dr. Rajrupa
Sinha Roy.

School of Law and Justice (SOLJ)
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Webinar on Contracting Perspectives,

Conflict Avoidance and Dispute

Resolution after Covid-19

Speaker: 

Prof. (Dr.) Andrew Goodman, Barrister
and Bencher of Inner Temple Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyor and ABA
Rule of Law

The School of Law
and Justice organised
a webinar on
Contracting
Perspectives, Conflict
Avoidance and
Dispute Resolution
after Covid-19 on July
2, 2020. Prof (Dr.)

Goodman started the discussion by
bringing into account several aspects
concerning the general challenges in
contractual relationships, especially in
case of cross border contractual terms.
Discussion regarding the challenges
faced by the existing contractual
structure was also highlighted and the
necessary factors needed to be
considered to meet these challenges
were also discussed. Amid the outbreak
of Covid-19, the notion of fairness is also
at stake thus there is a need for the
question or enforcement of laws and
suspension of trade activities in such
cases. He highlighted several aspects of
developing contractual ties between UK
and India. The aspect of unequal
bargaining position was also taken into
account and possible ways to meet that
challenge were also referred to. The
current pandemic situation and its
detrimental effect on contractual ties
were also highlighted. He also said that
subject to the lockdown effect
worldwide, the contractual terms and
agreement had suffered a major blow. 
Emphasis was laid on the effects of
pandemic and the way out, the struggle

to approach a solution and innovative
ways.
The speaker referred to several
international contractual terms and cross
border contractual ties and how it got
affected due to the pandemic outbreak. 
The PowerPoint presentation shared by
the speaker highlighted the arising
problem and disputes between parties
belonging to different counties having
mutual contractual ties. 
The use of ADR mechanism and dispute
settlement method in order to solve
contractual dispute were also discussed.
He discussed the emerging and effective
widespread use of ADR mechanism in
order to settle disputes arising between
countries having contractual relationship
of different jurisdiction. The increasing
functionality of international dispute
resolution body in bringing out settlement
disputes was also discussed. The
collaborative formation of member state
organisations in order to settle contractual
dispute through ADR mechanism was
highlighted. 
The essential elements of the Miners Tale
and the three steps of IRP core questions
were also discussed. Essential factor of PRI
framework in a contractual structure were
also highlighted. 
The universal question arising in any form
of contractual relation is the either path
of being right or being better off in order
to indemnify the true nature of the
parties’ need was also discussed. 
Presenting a picture and drawing an
ironical similarity between a submerged
iceberg and a lesser transparent aspect
of contractual functioning was also
discussed. The lesser viewed picture of a
contractual aspect which leads to
disputes constitutes misunderstanding.
These factors need to be considered in
order to keep away from contractual
dispute. 
The collaborative initiation taken by
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several countries in order to meet dispute
resolution method to settle contractual
dispute was broadly discussed. 
Amid the Covid-19 situation, there have
been discontinuations of contract and
breach of contract among parties of
different countries. However, the initiative
of several collaborative ADR bodies to

settle this dispute and the new approach
of virtual dispute resolution constitute a
solution model to settle disputes. The
convenor for the webinar was Dr. Ripon
Bhattacharjee.
In total, the School of Law and Justice
conducted 30 webinars that saw 38
experts speaking.

Webinar Series Entitled ‘Life Science in

Lockdown’

The world is witnessing an unprecedented
outbreak, which has put the normal
education system into almost a deep
coma as we strive to fight the novel
coronavirus. This is a crucial time for the
education sector. For a last few months
across the country, all educational institutes
are under lockdown as a measure to
contain the spread of the novel
coronavirus. This will not only have a short
term impact on the continuity of learning
for more than 285 million young learners in
India but also engender far-reaching
economic and societal consequences. 

For nurturing our young human resources
for the future of our country, open-source
digital platform is the best choice for
continuously enriching their scientific
knowledge. Keeping this in mind, the
School of Life Science and Biotechnology
started a webinar series named Life
Science in Lockdown this year. To conduct
this webinar series, eminent scientists from
diversified fields were invited as speakers
and affirmative nods were received from
such men of letters as Dr. Raktim Guha
from Ruby General Hospital in Kolkata, Dr.
Biplob Das from ICAR-Indian Institute of
Agriculture Biotechnology in Ranchi, Dr.
Amrish Chandra from Amity University in
Noida, Dr. Satyajit Tripathi from the
Department of Pharmacology under
University of Free State in South Africa, Dr.
Arijit Roy from TCS Innovation Labs in
Hyderabad, Dr. Pradeep Kumar Srivastava
from CSIR-Central Drug Research Institute in
Lucknow, Prof. Nirmal Kumar Ganguly from
Indian Council of Medical Research, Dr.
Sachin Kumar from the Department of
Bioscience and Bioengineering under IIT in
Guwahati, Dr. Partha P. Majumdar from
National Institute of Biomedical Genomics
in Kalyani, Prof. Padmanabhan Balaram
from the Indian Institute of Sciences in
Bengaluru and Prof. Amit Krishna De from
the Indian Science Congress Association in
Kolkata. 
All the speakers delivered enlightening
talks. In this context, Prof. Nirmal Kumar
Ganguly, one of the legendary scientists of
India, gave his precious time to be a

School of Life Science and Biotechnology (SOLB)
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speaker during the 7th lecture in the
webinar series, held on May 19, 2020. Prof.
Ganguly has been an Emeritus Professor of
the Post Graduate Institute of Medical
Education and Research and was Director-
General of the Indian Council of Medical
Research in New Delhi. An elected fellow
of the National Academy of Medical
Sciences, he is currently the President of the
Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate
Medical Education and Research. He has
received 118 awards, including seven
International and 111 National Awards. He
was honoured with the prestigious Padma
Bhushan by the President of India in 2008 in
the field of medicine. In his lucid
interaction, Prof. Ganguly enlightened
listeners on the current status of Covid-19,
the most important scientific topic of this
millennium. He nicely illustrated why most of
the vaccine development programme
aims at identifying the genetic code of the
spike protein, which has already been
identified in this case, that SARS-CoV-2 uses
to enter the human cells. He explained
about how the Indian healthcare
ecosystem has taken an integrated
approach to fight Covid-19. Prof. Ganguly
also briefly explained the utility of mRNA
vaccines, which need lees time for
commercialization.
Apart from the scientific discussion, he
demonstrated the societal responsibility of
the citizens in this medical emergency to
fight against SARS-CoV-2. The knowledge
gained from this session would be
extremely helpful for the 100 participants,
who attended this session in terms of
gaining domain knowledge from such a
legendary personality. 
The session was moderated by eminent
scientist Dr. Amalesh Mukhopadhyay, the
Director of the Research and Incubation
Centre at Adamas University. In
continuation, once again, we witnessed an
enthusiastic lecture by none other than
Prof. P. Balaram, a renowned biochemist
and a recipient of the prestigious Padma
Bhushan. He was a speaker for the 10th talk

of the Webinar series on June 8, 2020. There
were 200 registered participants across the
country and also from abroad. Both Zoom
and YouTube live streaming were active
during the session. 
In his lecture, Prof. P. Balaram talked about
how chemistry and biology coexist for the
process of evolution. He nicely illustrated all
forms of evolutions including cultural
evolution with real examples and how they
are interrelated. Besides, he suggested a
few books which everyone should go
through once in his/ her lifetime. There was
also a long and fruitful interactive session. It
is important to note that most of the
questions were asked by the students,
which in turn reflects his capacity to attract
the students even in a web platform. The
speaker was introduced to the attendees
by the convener of the webinar series Dr.
Arindam Mitra, an Associate Professor with
the Department of Microbiology. 
The School of Life Science and
Biotechnology received many valuable
feedback and support from the
participants, who actively participated in
this webinar series and all of the students
showed great interest to interact with the
speakers during the question-answer
session.
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Webinar Series Entitled #MediaNext

In a first of its kind, the School of Media,
Communication & Fashion organized a
digital media conclave that witnessed 53
stalwarts participating from across the
length and breadth of the country and
even overseas.
The conclave was organized in
association with Sharda University, Birla
Global University, Royal Global University,
DME, AIMEC, Lok Samvad Sansthan,
exchange4media, ABP Education and
IndiaReal.
Christened as #MediaNext 2020, the
mega conclave was organized over a
period of 10 days from June 1, 2020 to
June 10, 2020. Each day of the conclave
focused on one specialized domain of

the Media and Entertainment (M&E)
industry and the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic on that specific domain.
While the first day focused on Digital
Journalism, the subsequent themes on the
following days were Digital Advertising &
Brand Communication, Web
Entertainment, Events & E-Events, New
Media PR, Cinema in the Digital Age,
Writing in Digital Times, Development &
Political Communication Online,
Photography and Busting False News.

The first day (June 1, 2020), which focused
on Digital Journalism, saw the online
congregation of some of the most
coveted names from the world of
journalism. The list included such scions as
Ramon Magsaysay awardee and
internationally acclaimed scribe P.
Sainath; Ashutosh, the former Editor of
IBN7; B V Rao, the Group Editor of TV9
Network, Anjan Bandyopadhyay, the
Editor of Anandabazar Patrika Digital;
Chetan Sharma, the Founding CEO and
Editorial Director of India Ahead and Anto
T Joseph, the former Managing Editor of
DNA.

The second day (June 2, 2020), which
focused on Digital Advertising & Brand
Communication, featured some of the
most prominent names from the field.
While the showstopper was Prahlad
Kakkar, the iconic Indian ad filmmaker
and the founder of Genesis Film
Productions, others in the list included the
likes of Dr. Anurag Batra, the Chairman
and Editor-in-Chief of BW Businessworld
and Exchange4Media; Karl Gomes, the
Founder of Fanatics; Yashraj Vakil, the
CEO of Buzzinga Digital and Samrat
Mukherjee, the Founder of Crow’s Nest.

The third day (June 3, 2020), which
focused on Web Entertainment, was a

School of Media, Communication & Fashion (SMCF)
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treat for any aspiring media professional.
The speakers included Cyrus Dastur, the
Founder and Owner of Shamiana; Anjali
Raina, the Commercial Head of Ullu
Digital; Arijit Bhattacharyya, the Founder
& CEO of Virtualinfocom; Ashish S.K., the
Head of Animation and Graphics Cell of
FICCI; Dipanjan Das, the CEO of Greycells
18 Media and Supreeth Nagaraju, the
Head Education Digital Media (India &
South Asia) at Adobe.

The fourth day (June 4, 2020), which
focused on Events & E-Events, saw the
congregation of some of the biggest
doyens from the field. Speakers included
such luminaries as renowned screen
personality Roshan Abbas; Sanjoy Roy,
the President of EEMA; Swaroop Banerjee,
the COO and Business Head of Zee Live;
Lalitt Gattani, the Founder of Showcraft
Productions; Vipul Pandhi, the Founder of
Workoholics India and Deepak
Choudhury, the Co-founder and Director
of Event Capital.

The fifth day (June 5, 2020) focused on
New Media PR. The speakers included
Amith Prabhu, the Founder of Praxis and
Reputation Today; Sai Nagesh, the Chief
Strategy Officer of Laqshya Media;
Siddhartha Upadhyay, the Chairman of
Mavcomm Group; Anindita Sarkar, who is
a Senior Consultant with Archetype India;
renowned Entrepreneur and Social
Analyst Nanditesh Nilay; Paromita Ghosh,
the Director of Candid Communication
(India and UK) and Amit Misra, the Group
CEO of MSL Hanmer PR.

The sixth day (June 6, 2020) focused on
Cinema in the Digital Age. The speakers
included renowned filmmakers Amit V.
Masurkar and Bejoy Nambiar; reputed
actor and producer Viveck Vaswani and
internationally acclaimed filmmaker
Aftab Asghar.

The seventh day (June 7, 2020) focused
on Writing in Digital Times. The speakers
included such wordsmiths as Sreemoyee
Piu Kundu, Saira Shah Halim, Rajesh Iyer,
Jaseena Backer and Sangeeta
Bandopadhyay.

The eighth day (June 8, 2020) was an
occasion to deliberate on Development
& Political Communication Online.
Speakers, who graced the day, include
Augustine Veliath, the Chief of Non-
Violence Project Foundation; Diggaj
Mogra, the Head of Jarvis; Tushar
Panchal, the Founder and Owner of War
Room Strategies; Devendra Tak, the Head
(Media & Communication) of Save the
Children; Ankit Lal, the Head of AAP
Social Media and Ushoshi Sengupta, Ex-
Miss Universe and actor.

The ninth day (June 9, 2020) was all about
Photography. Notable names among the
speakers included Kounteya Sinha, the UK
and Europe Correspondent of The Times
of India; Dr. Tabeenah Anjum Qureshi, the
Rajasthan Bureau Chief of Deccan
Herald; Rajeev Bhatt, A senior
photojournalist with The Hindu; award-
winning photographer Sudeep Mehta
and Prof. Subrata Roy Chowdhury, the
Head of the Department of Photography
at Ramkrishna Mission Vidyamandir at
Belur Math.

The tenth and final day (June 10, 2020)

focused on one of the most controversial
yet contemporary media themes –
Busting False News. Some of the speakers
who threw light on the subject included
Pratik Sinha, the Co-Founder of Alt News,
Govindaraj Ethiraj, the Founder of BOOM,
IndiaSpend and FactChecker.in and Prof.
Ankuran Dutta, an Associate Professor
working with Gauhati University.
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School of Liberal Arts & Culture Studies (SOLACS)

Webinar Series Entitled

‘Indo-China Border

Issues – The Road Ahead’

In a webinar entitled
‘Indo-China Border Issues
– The Road Ahead’,
organised by the School
of Liberal Arts & Culture
Studies on June 25, 2020,
the panel comprising a
former Indian army
general, academicians,
research scholars and a
journalist, felt that any
armed conflict would
totally jeopardise the
balance in the continent
resulting in far reaching
economic and political
consequences. The
webinar brought
together some of the
distinguished speakers
from India to focus on
the current issues and
challenges pertaining to
India and China.
The experts said that by
openly favouring a
direct dialogue with
China on the border
issue, India has kept its
‘ally’, the United States,
at bay, as it does not
believe in hyphenation
and fiercely guards its
strategic independence.
The two countries need
to keep their
communication
channels open as both
their bureaucracies and
militaries carry a huge
historical baggage and

cannot think beyond
protecting their silos. The
direct channel will
assume further
importance as the
succession of the Dalai
Lama is on the horizon
with China expected to
come up with its own
candidate as it did in the
case of the Panchen
Lama. The two most-
populated nations in the
world, the countries with
the first and second
largest armies in the
world, cannot be
adversaries in the new
economy as this era “is
going to be that of the

Asians”.
The experts felt that
China’s moves
appeared to be in
response to India’s road-
building activities in the
western sector. China
has “always been
ultrasensitive to India
expanding its presence”
in the sector. India’s
construction of a feeder
road was perhaps the
first critical trigger – this
road connects the LAC
near the Galwan River
with the DS-DBO road.
Beginning the
discussions, former Chief
of Staff – Eastern
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Command, Lt. Gen. John
R. Mukherjee said history
is proof  that the Indo-
China relationship has
seen many trouble times
and even a war.
“However, as we cannot
choose our neighbours,
we have to deal with
them pragmatically in
the current situation
without aligning with any
third country”.
Prof. Srikant Kondapalli,
the Chairperson of the
Centre for East Asian
Studies at JNU in New
Delhi, said historically
Mao Zedong talked
about the military co-
existence between India
and China and its border
issues. “The huge
militarization on both
sides of the border is
because of the growing
geo-political and
strategic issues in the
recent times. The
possibilities and the
policy of disengagement
need to be explored.
There is a need to revisit
the bilateral relations
between India and
China refraining from
military nationalism. In
order to avoid such
security dilemmas and
quandary, one needs to
understand how to
respond to such critical
situation with tact and
far sight”.
Former BBC Journalist,
Author and Columnist
Subir Bhaumik,

emphasized that when
dealing with such a
sensitive boarder issues,
Indian politicians should
refrain from making
“popular inciting
comments to woo voters
and win elections”. He
cited an example, as
how the current foreign
minister, Dr. S. Jaishankar
had to visit China as a
damage control
measure when a political
leader made a
statement against China.
He suggested that “the
current situation
demands 3 D’s –
Disengage, Deescalate
and Diffuse”.
Prof. Sriparna Pathak,
Assistant Dean at the
Jindal School of
International Affairs and
Fellow at the South Asia
Democratic Forum in
Brussels in Belgium said
that China is responsible
for Covid-19 and it was
trying all means to
emerge as a
superpower. “The post
Covid-19 situation in
China has caused
immense damage and
the country is
desperately trying to
rework its economy. The
domestic consideration is
forcing China to focus
on the broader aspects
in its pursuance of
economic plans in the
northern part of OBOR
initiative”. And to take
the focus off the main
objective – the country

was causing border
issues with India.
Prof. Rityusha Tiwary, also
a visiting fellow at the
Institute of Chinese
Studies, expressed the
fact that the ulterior
motive behind the
recent boarder dispute is
not clearly defined.
Considering the current
world scenario, a neutral
agreement from both
the Asian Giants – India
and China – is the only
way out to resolve the
current crisis.
Answering a question
from the packed
audience, Lt. Gen.
Mukherjee said that
there is no doubting the
capability of the Indian
Army and if needed “we
will teach them a very
good lesson”. But that
should be the last option
as both the nations had
nuclear weapons. “We
must realize that a
bipartite solution through
constant and meaningful
dialogue is the best way
forward in this long
drawn crisis.”
To another question,
Bhaumik said that the
valour of Indian army is
unquestionable and “we
are more than capable
of beating them but our
political leaders should
understand that we
should act with restrain
and responsibility when
making statements
about the leadership of
our neighbouring
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country, especially when the situation is so
sensitive. Also, the country’s leadership
must understand that the LAC ground
realities are tough and challenging as it
passes through ice capped mountains
and rivers. This leads the two armies to
come close, leading to confrontations”.
Referring to a question of the road ahead
for the two countries as China was trying
to influence countries like Bangladesh

and Nepal besides its ally Pakistan, Prof.
Kondapalli agreed and said, “If all nations
bordering India aligns with China – we
shall have problems” but cautioned
against India immediately aligning with
the U.S. “Let us solve the problems
through talks”, he added.
The Webinar was moderated by Prof.
Mrityunjoy Chatterjee, the Dean of the
School of Liberal Arts & Culture Studies.

Webinar on Inclusive Education and

Gender Issues

Speakers:

i. Dr. Jari Linikko, Program Director,
Department of Special Education,
Stockholm University, Stockholm
ii. Dr. Khaleda Gani Dutt, Faculty of
Department of Special Education,
Stockholm University, Stockholm

The School of Education organized an
International Webinar on Inclusive
Education and Gender Issues on April 30,
2020. The webinar highlighted on the
concept of inclusive education,

difference between the concept of
inclusive and exclusive education, gender
issues and gender equality and inequality
in India and abroad.

Webinar on Sustainable Educational

Enrichment through Yoga and Physical

Activity

Speakers: 
1. Saikat Chatterjee, Assistant Professor in
Physical Education, University of Kalyani
2. Prof. Alok Kumar Banerjee, President
WBCIPE and Former Vice-Chancellor,
University of Kalyani

School of Education (SOE)
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The School of Education organized a
Webinar on Sustainable Educational
Enrichment through Yoga and Physical
Activity on May 13, 2020. This webinar
focussed on yoga and deliberated on
how it teaches us to lead a healthy life. It
improves our concentration, creativity
and sharpens our memory. To maintain a
positive physical and mental health, yoga
is a must. In the middle of the hustle and
bustle of modern life, our emotional
stability is declining day by day. But yoga
can help in preventing it. So, another
importance of yoga in modern life can be
that yoga improves our muscle strength,
stamina and bring immunity and mental
stability. The speakers focussed mainly on
the importance of yoga and physical
activity in modern life and especially how
we can incorporate yoga in our busy
schedule.

Webinar on Gandhi on ‘Truth’: A

Philosophical Discourse in Indian Tradition

Speaker: Prof. (Dr.) Uma Chattopadhyay,

Former Professor of Philosophy, University

of Calcutta

The School of Education organized a
Webinar on Gandhi on ‘Truth’: A

Philosophical Discourse in Indian Tradition
on June 18, 2020. During the webinar, the
speaker focussed on the following points –
Philosophical Thoughts of Gandhi and
Study of Gandhi, According to Gandhiji,
the Concept of truth and God are
identical. Gandhi said that the eightfold
paths of yoga is the most useful to
understand truth and truthfulness towards
action or karma is essential. The
experience of racism forced Gandhi to
think on Truth. Gandhiji believed in
truthfulness, moral and ethical values and
non-violence, which lead to ultimate
peace.

Webinar on Refining Your Research Skills

Using Scopus, Science Direct and

Mendeley

Speaker: 

Vishal Gupta, Customer Consultant,
Elsevier, South Asia

The School of Education organized a
Webinar on Refining Research Skills Using
Scopus, Science Direct and Mendeley on
June 20, 2020. The webinar was on the
theme ‘Plan Your Research Effectively
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Using Scopus and Science Direct from
Elsevier’ and the webinar was organized
in collaboration with Elsevier, South Asia.
This webinar also helped researchers
understand the editors’ and reviewers’
perspectives while publishing, based on
which they can further plan their research
more efficiently. Interesting topics
covered in the webinar included
understanding the publishing process,
finding the right journals, understanding
research metrics including h-index,
Citescore, SJR, SNIP and FWCI and
assessing research quality. The speaker
highlighted on the teachers’ and
scholars’ need to be equipped to
interrogate data and evidence from
different sources rather than just
describing the data or trends in
attainment.

Webinar on the Role of Music in Education

Speaker: 

Prof. Basavi Mukherjee, Professor, Sangeet
Bhavana, Visva-Bharati University

On World Music Day i.e. June 21, 2020, the
School of Education organized a Webinar
on the Role of Music in Education. The
purpose of the webinar was to explore
the application of music in the field of
education as well as to highlight the
applied areas of music like dance,
dance-drama etc. The speaker
highlighted on the following:
• The merits and demerits of Gurukul
System of learning music versus the
institutional system.
• The need and relevance of music in
education.
• Enhancing professional competency of
teachers through the application of
music. 
• Teaching folk songs, simple classical
bandishes and popular English songs to
motivate children towards learning.

• The use of modern technology-based
musical aids in education. 
• The inclusion of vocational courses
based on music in curriculum.

Webinar on Paradigm Shift in Education:

From Teaching to Learning 

Speakers: 

i Dr. Aisa P. Arlos, Director, Academic
Quality Assurance Academic
Development, Far Eastern University,
Manila, Philippines
ii Dr. Penny Hay, FRSA, FHEA Research
Fellow, Centre for Cultural and Creative
Industries, Senior Lecturer in Arts
Education, Bath Spa University, UK

The School of Education organized a
webinar on Paradigm Shift in Education:
From Teaching to Learning on June 27,
2020. The following key points were
highlighted by the speakers – concept of
paradigm shifting in education, the new
paradigm in education, the role of
teacher in education, the macro forces
that drove paradigm shift in education
and the instructional paradigm versus
learning paradigm.
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Webinar on Recent Advancements in

Drug development and Drug Regulatory

Sciences

Speakers:

i. Dr. Zainul Abid C K V, Product Specialist,
Agilent Technologies India Pvt. Ltd.
ii. Paramjeet Khandpur, Application
Engineer, Centre of Excellence,
Bangalore, Agilent Technologies India Pvt.
Ltd. 

A webinar on Recent Advancements in
Drug Development and Drug Regulatory
Sciences was held on June 12, 2020 with
100 participants from different universities
and institutes of India. During the session,
Dr. Zainul Abid C K V deliver a detailed
talk on recent advancements in
molecular spectroscopy to enhance
pharma quality control process and
Paramjeet deliver a detailed a talk on
Impurity profiling: Tools for Effective

Development, Identification and
Characterization.

Webinar on UV Visible Spectroscopy and

Its Pharmaceutical Applications

Speaker: 

R Girirajan, Senior Product Consultant,
Analytical Instrumentation

A webinar on UV Visible Spectroscopy
and Its Pharmaceutical Applications was
held on June 3, 2020 with 160 participants
from different universities and institutes of
India.  The speaker of the webinar, R
Girirajan with around 42 years of
experience in the analytical field, started
his speech with the basic concepts of UV
Spectroscopy, highlighting the principles
of electronic transitions involving organic,
inorganic compounds and complexes. He
also illustrated the application of UV
Spectroscopy in determination of

School of Pharmaceutical Technology (SPT)
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impurities in organic molecules,
qualitative analysis, and quantitative
analysis of pharmaceutical products.

Webinar on Introduction to CDISC

Guideline in Clinical Data Management

Speaker: 

Partha Chakraborty, Vice President,
Cliniops Technological Solution

A webinar on Introduction to CDISC
Guideline in Clinical Data Management
was held on May 22, 2020 with 100
participants from different universities and
institutes of India. The speaker, Partha
Chakraborty, who works with Cliniops
Technological Solution, which is an Indian
start up organisation focusing on the
clinical research discussed how
meticulous collection of data in important
for clinical research and how this data
standards ensures the robustness of the
data collected from the field. This is
particularly important as these data is fed
to the data scientists, who infer important
correlation between the data and the
possible safety profile of the drug.

Webinar on Bacterial Resistance to

Antibiotics

Speaker:

Dr. M. K. Chattopadhyay, Senior Principal
Scientist (Retired), Centre for Cellular and
Molecular Biology (CSIR), Hyderabad

A webinar on Bacterial Resistance to
Antibiotics was held on May 15, 2020 with
100 participants from different universities
and institutes of India.   The lecture was
delivered by Honorable speaker Dr. M. K.
Chattopadhyay. In his lecture, he
mentioned how various types of food
materials serve as a vehicle for the
dissemination of antibiotic-resistant
bacteria and the imprudent use of
antibiotics are significantly contributing to
the emergence of resistant strains. In
conclusion, through the webinar, Dr.

Chattopadhyay swiftly put light on the
path of connecting industry and
academia to fight against the
antimicrobial resistance.
Webinar on Introduction to CDISC

Guideline in Clinical Data Management

Speaker: 

Alok Ghosh, Former President, Global
Technical Operations, Lupin Ltd.

A webinar on Introduction to CDISC
Guideline in Clinical Data Management
was held on May 8, 2020 with 100
participants from different universities and
institutes of India. The lecture was
delivered by Alok Ghosh. Ghosh
elucidated that though Covid-19
presently has a negative impact on the
global economy but it is sure to have a
massive positive impact on
pharmaceutical industries, especially
those in India. He stated that Indian
pharmaceutical industries contribute
nearly 40 per cent of the world medicines.
This figure would increase further as many
industries are shifting from China and to
them, India would be the most promising
location with huge manpower force.

Webinar on Let’s Beat Covid: Your Food,

Your Medicine

Speaker:

Dr. Dilip Ghosh, Director of Nutriconnect,
Sydney and Trigonella Labs Pvt. Ltd.,
Sydney

A webinar on Let’s Beat Covid: Your Food,
Your Medicine was held on April 30, 2020
with 50 participants from different
universities and institutes of India.   The
speaker was Dr. Dilip Ghosh.  He started
with an explanation of the basics of
Coronavirus and proceeded with the
aspects of combating the pandemic
situation through the steady flow of
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research in the areas of medicines and
vaccines from the laboratory to the
clinical trials.

Webinar on Epigenetics: Inheritance of

Epigenetic Markers

Speaker:

Dr. Deborshi De, AVP, SHRM
Biotechnologies Pvt. Ltd., Kolkata

A webinar on Epigenetics: Inheritance of
Epigenetic Markers was held on April 27,
2020 with 100 participants from different

universities and institutes of India. The
speaker was Dr Deborshi De, who
delivered his scientific talk. Epigenetics is
the study of heritable changes in gene
expression. Transgenerational epigenetic
inheritance is the transmission of
epigenetic markers from one organism to
the next (i.e., parent–child transmission)
that affects the traits of offspring without
alteration of the primary structure of DNA
(i.e. the sequence of nucleotides). The
speaker gave deep insights on the topic,
which was very informative.

School of Business & Economics (SOBE)

The School of Business & Economics
(SOBE) conducted a series of webinars
during the period between May and
August, 2020. Totaling to fifteen, the
webinars covered topics as diverse as
Neuro-Tourism to Design Thinking.
Although the programmes were primarily
targeted at existing students and faculty
members of the University, in many cases,

students and faculty members from other
institutions joined as participants. Faculty
members from other schools of Adamas
University also joined in a few cases. 
The programmes included talks by
industry experts, academics and
practicing consultants, from various
domains, from different parts of the
country and abroad. Several internal
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faculty members also delivered talks in
their respective areas of specialization.
Some of the prominent speakers were Dr.
S.K. Ghosh (Global Director, Product
Solutions Strategy, Oracle, USA), Prof.
Ludmila Batenko (Prof. of Business
Management, National Economic
University of Kiev), Dr. Ranjit Singh (IIIT,
Allahabad), Dr. RKS Mangesh Dash (HR
Consultant, Trainer and Coach), Sumeet
Kabra (Director, Ram Ratna Group,
Mumbai), Dr. Tuhin Chattopadhyay
(Founder and CEO, Tuhin AI Advisory),
Dotta Mukherjee (AVP, Axis Bank), and
Sameet Panda (Co-Convener, Right to
Food, Orissa), among others.
Many of the webinars were attended by

several of the prospective students and it
is noteworthy that most of them finally
took admission in the various programmes
offered by the School. Although the
school has been traditionally arranging for
such seminars and visits by industry
experts in the past, this year, the
pandemic situation actually expanded
the horizons and enabled the students
and faculty members to listen to the
global and national experts, which would
normally not have been possible. The
School plans to continue these activities in
the upcoming semesters.
Given below is the list of Webinars
conducted by SOBE during the period of
May-August, 2020.

Sl. No. Date
Topic and Organizing 

Department
Speaker(s)

1. 02/05/2020
How Businesses Will Change 

after Covid-19?
(Department of Management)

Dr. Swapan Ghosh, Global
Director, Product Solutions
Strategy, Oracle, USA

2. 05/05/2020 Behavioral Finance
(Department of Management)

Dr. Ranjit Singh, 
Associate Professor, IIIT,
Allahabad, UP, India

3. 11/05/2020 Design Thinking
(Department of Management)

Dr. Ranjit Singh, 
Associate Professor, IIIT,
Allahabad, UP, India

4. 14/05/2020 How to Do Sales during Covid-19?
(Department of Management)

Subhodip Majumdar, 
Head-Sales, Accenture, Australia

5. 18/05/2020
Challenges and Opportunities in

Family Managed Business
(Department of Management)

Sumeet Kabra, Director, Ram
Ratna Group, Mumbai

6. 27/05/2020
HRM Practices in the 

Era of Covid-19
(Department of Management)

Moumita Chatterjee, Assistant
Professor, Department of

Management, Adamas University

7. 03/06/2020 Neuro Tourism
(Department of Management)

Colonel J Sathpathy, 
Researcher-Neuro Management,

Indian Army
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8. 06/06/2020
Talent Acquisition

(Department of Management)
Indranil Mukhopadhyay, 
Associate VP, HR, TCS

Sl. No. Date
Topic and Organizing 

Department
Speaker(s)

9. 09/06/2020

Disruptive Technologies for 
Industry 4.0

(Department of Management)
Dr. Tuhin Chattopadhyay, Founder

& CEO, Tuhin AI Advisory

12. 06/05/2020

Impact of Covid-19 on Indian
Banking Sector (Departments of

Economics & Commerce)
Dotta Mukherjee, AVP, 
Axis Bank, Kolkata

13. 08/05/2020

Impact of Covid-19 on Financial
Markets (Departments of
Economics & Commerce)

CFA Amit Malviya, Malviya 
Capital, Kolkata

14. 4/06/2020
Importance of Social Audits in

Indian Context
(Department of Economics)

Sameet Panda, Co-Convener,
Right to Food, Orissa

10. 11/06/2020
Project Management

(Department of Management)

Prof. Ludmila Batenko, Professor,
Business Management, National

Economic University of Kiev, Ukraine

11. 11/06/2020

From Managerial Psychology to
Neurolinguistic Performance: New

Knowledge for Management
Professionals

(Department of Management)

Dr. Ranjit Singh, 
Associate Professor, IIIT,
Allahabad, UP, India

15. 27/06/2020
Personal Income Tax Planning 

and E-Filing
(Department of Commerce)

Dr. Amit Majumder, Associate
Professor, PG Co-coordinator,
Department of Commerce, Bijoy
Krishna Girls’ College, University
of Calcutta and Visiting Professor,

Department of Commerce,
University of Calcutta
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The world is passing through a very crucial
time in this pandemic situation. Since the
middle of March this year, physical
distancing is being maintained resulting in
the closure of conduction of physical
seminars, conferences, workshops and
guest lectures. In this context, Adamas
University is supporting the conduction of
online seminars, best termed as Webinars. 
Webinars help to bring scholars,
researchers, teachers and students on a
common platform for sharing knowledge,
views and research results. The
conduction of webinars is a good tool for
true knowledge transfer. During April to
July, 2020, the School of Basic and

Applied Sciences conducted more than
22 webinars, some of which are worthy to
be mentioned. The school conducted a
lecture by Prof. John Marie Lehn, a Nobel
Laureate in Chemistry, where more than
1,200 participants from all over the
country and abroad joined. 
Prof. Tapan Kumar Nayak from CERN &
NISER in Bhubaneswar was a resource
person in a webinar where more than 800
participants joined. An international
webinar on challenges of climate change
and sustainable development was
organised with more than 1,600
participants, where Dr. Tim Daw from
Stockholm Resilience Centre in Sweden
was the resource person.
The Application of GIS-RS Based
Techniques was the theme for a
prominent webinar where Dr. Mehebub
Sahana from the University of Manchester
was the keynote speaker. 1,166
participants participated in the webinar.
Dr. Anupam Bandyopadhyay from IITB
delivered a lecture on Technology-
Assisted Antibody-Mimetic Discovery:
Prospect in Identifying SARC-CoV-2 Hits.
More than 800 participants joined the
mentioned session.
An international webinar on Research
and Study Opportunities in Europe was
conducted where Prof Ing. Jana
Šujanová from the Slovak University of
Technology was the resource person. The
students found it very informative and
helpful for future prospects.
The School of Basic and Applied Sciences
believes in doing and learning, which is
not possible if proper 3T (Transcription,
Transaction and Translational) Knowledge
Transfer is not followed. The conduction of
webinars is one component of such
knowledge transfer methodology.
Definitely, the webinars conducted by
SOBAS will assist to run the missions.

School of Basic and Applied Sciences (SOBAS)
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From the Desk of the Executive Editor

Some 283 million students
are there in nearly a
thousand universities,
around forty thousand
colleges and above ten
lakh thirty thousand
schools in India. A recent
survey says that 28 per
cent of this number i.e.
approximately 82 lakh
students come into the
ambit of online
education of any decent
level. Some 21 per cent
i.e. around 57 lakh
students have some
digital access of
education through
WhatsApp and
Facebook, though that is
hardly of any major
consequence. The
remaining 1.4 crore
students, who account
for a whopping 51 per
cent of the total, are
completely outside any
form of online
educational outreach for
the last six months. These
six months simply do not
exist in their lives
educationally and this

may continue further. 
Digital divide is here and
is all poised to stay unless
there is a radical change
in policy and action on
ground. An
economically divided
society is bound to be
digitally divided, more so
when the digital divide
becomes acute in the
rural and tribal
hinterlands of India
irrespective of class
positions.
The problem is so acute
that one in every five
students may have to go
out of education if this

situation goes on for
another six months. The
axe will fall much more
on the girl students in a
nation obsessed with the
boy child and in case of
meagre competing
resources like
smartphones or laptops
or tablets, the boys are
expected to be taken
care of first before the
girls in most poor rural
homes and even many
poor urban homes.
In this context, what can
be the way to tackle the
divide? How can
#BridgeDigitalDivide

Digital divide is

here and is all

poised to stay

unless there is a

radical change in

policy and action

on ground.

The Last Word

Digital Divide Looms Large:

Who Will Bell the Cat and

How?
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movement start on ground and who can
and should take the lead?
Before making any attempt to fix
responsibilities, what needs to be
understood is that the definition of literacy
itself has to be changed from the ability
to sign to ability to read, write and
connect digitally. So it is the digital
literacy, which is the literacy of the new
normal. Along with food, shelter, clothes,
basic health and basic education; digital
access is the new human right for a
dignified life. This has to be
recognized and accepted
in policy, in thought and in
public life. From this, our
responsibilities will flow as a
nation.
First is the onus of the
government. It is
heartening to see that the
New Education Policy
promises 6 per cent of
GDP for public education,
while the current figures for
the same is below 3 per
cent. It is a different thing
though that the last education policy
during the rule of Rajiv Gandhi as Prime
Minister also had promised 6 per cent, but
never crossed half of it. We all live on
hope, and we shall expect the current
government to fulfil its promise given just a
month or so ago.
The additional 3 per cent allocation
should be budgeted as early as possible
and allocated for the first one or two
years largely not for expanding physical
infrastructure, but the digital outreach
and connectivity across the length and
breadth of the country, which has to be a
public policy and a government initiative.
The company law in India has been
amended some time earlier to make 2
per cent of profits to be contributed to
corporate social responsibility by every
company (CSR act). While compliances

of this are in progress, the impact in real
life in many cases is debatable. However,
the CSR of the corporate world now for at
least two years needs to be focused on
extending digital connectivity and
providing digital tools to the digital have-
nots.
Alongside, the telecom companies must
come with new reduced packages of
internet connectivity for bona fide
teachers and students at all levels,
especially in rural India. This can be on the

lines of students’
concessions in buses and
trains during travel (Delhi
has free travel for students
and women in public
transport).
Companies, organizations
and the civil society
leaders across India must
also unleash a movement
to donate old but usable
smartphones, laptops,
desktops and tabs to

students, who cannot afford to get them.
Initiatives like #MillionMobileCampaign
need to be aggressively taken up by the
voluntary sector. Several NGOs have
started similar initiatives and educational
institutes with resources have started
training young children on digital learning
and teachers in online teaching from the
schools and colleges, which cannot easily
afford these. 
This is the new freedom movement ahead
– freedom to be digitally connected in
learning, in healthcare, in purchase of
essentials, and in entertainment.

Prof. Ujjwal K Chowdhury

Pro Vice Chancellor and Dean

School of Media, Communication &

Fashion

Adamas University, Kolkata
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